Movable Partitions

everything goes in first...

Ultrawall Partitions can wait til last.

Vinyl-covered ULTRAWALL partitions frequently start out looking like they cost more than standard fixed partitions. But when moving-in time comes, you'll find material and labor savings have made ULTRAWALL costs very attractive indeed! So if you are comparing prices, be sure to add in the cost to cut and fit carpet and ceiling into many cubicles around fixed partitions. Then consider the simple way ULTRAWALL goes up: carpeting, ceiling, lighting and other items are installed an entire floor-at-a-time! Core and perimeter walls are finished in one overall operation before partitions are installed. Doors, reversible frames, base, finish trim and even glazing can be handled easily, efficiently by the same partition crew. And every time you reallocate space, ULTRAWALL partitions pay for themselves all over again. Also consider the possible qualification for investment tax credit and accelerated depreciation advantages.

Call your U.S.G. Representative or write to us at 101 S. Wacker Dr., Chicago, Ill. 60606, Dept. AJ 99

UNITED STATES GYPSUM
BUILDING AMERICA

Circle 1 on information card
"We figured we could save the MGM Grand Hotel $8,000,000 in future energy costs.

Only E CUBE had the capability to confirm our analysis."

That's the conclusion of Consulting Engineer Frank T. Andrews of Fullerton, California, who's had long experience in dealing with Las Vegas hotel complexes. When he was given the MGM Grand Hotel energy-saving assignment, Andrews knew that because of the many variables and intricacies involved, the job required a computer solution with a flexible input format and almost unlimited scope. After investigating several energy analysis programs, he selected E CUBE because it was the best way to:

- Quantify energy saving techniques.
- Measure life cycle dollars saved by conserving energy.
- Analyze existing buildings and systems, allowing them to be modeled exactly.
- Critically examine large complex buildings.
- Model exactly an infinite number of zones with complex exterior surfaces.
- Accomplish the energy analysis at low computer running cost.
- Secure impartial results.

Future savings: $8,000,000.

In recommending the best program for MGM Grand, and simulating the most appropriate series of conservation options, Frank Andrews was able to verify that:

- Chilled water pumping horsepower could be increased to adequate size and controlled to reduce electric consumption.
- Oversized variable air volume system in low rise building areas was wasteful and should be renovated.
- Existing fan coil units for tower guest rooms were inadequate for optimum guest comfort.
- Economy cycle cooling for public spaces in conjunction with airside balancing should be implemented.
- Modifications to air conditioning procedures in some of the Hotel's 53 individual zones were indicated.

With these and other improvements, the savings in energy costs to the MGM Grand, taking inflation factors into account, is projected to be in the area of $8 million over a 25-year life cycle.

Other advantages of E CUBE.

Saving money is an important reason for using E CUBE, but not the only one.

- E CUBE is private—your project data and results are never seen by a third party.
- E CUBE is a comprehensive system—it computes the hour-by-hour energy requirements of your building, or planned building for an entire year, taking into account all weather, design, operation and occupancy factors.
- E CUBE allows the design engineer to control the results by his input of performance efficiencies.
- E CUBE is extremely accurate and inexpensive to use.
- E CUBE is proven—with thousands of customer runs.

To find out how you can capitalize on this timely and effective program, or for information on Seminars for new and advanced E CUBE users, contact your gas company, mail in the coupon, or call Dave Sgrignoli at (703) 841-8564.

E CUBE is private—your project data and results are never seen by a third party.

E CUBE is a comprehensive system—it computes the hour-by-hour energy requirements of your building, or planned building for an entire year, taking into account all weather, design, operation and occupancy factors.

E CUBE allows the design engineer to control the results by his input of performance efficiencies.

E CUBE is extremely accurate and inexpensive to use.

E CUBE is proven—with thousands of customer runs.
How do you design the
You start with Owens-Corning

Start with Owens-Corning Fiberglas® Roof Insulation. It’s the best base for your built-up roof. Check it against all the other bases on the market. Feature by feature, Fiberglas Roof Insulation wins going away. The comparison chart below should be proof enough.

| WHY OWENS-CORNING FIBERGLAS ROOF INSULATION IS THE BEST BASE FOR BUILT-UP ROOFING |
|---|---|---|---|---|---|---|
| Base for Built-in | Conforms to minor deck irregularities | Resilience | Versatility | Larger sizes up to 4' x 8' | Ease of installation (in field) | Hygroscopic (best when dry) |
| Owens-Corning Fiberglas Roof Insulation | ✓ | ✓ | ✓ | ✓ | ✓ | ✓ |
| Owens-Corning Fiberglas Fun* | ✓ | ✓ | ✓ | ✓ | ✓ | ✓ |
| Perlite | | | | | ✓ | ✓ |
| Urethane | ✓ | ✓ | ✓ | ✓ | ✓ | ✓ |
| Composites | | | | | ✓ | ✓ |
| Wood Fiber | | | | | ✓ | ✓ |

Many Owens-Corning customers and specifiers use Fiberglas Roof Tape as the next step. It gives you an even stronger base for your built-up roofing system. Fiberglas Roof Tape is applied before the first mopping of bitumen. It prevents bitumen loss from the built-up roofing and helps control the sheer plane of the insulation base.
Now is the time for Owens-Corning Fiberglas PermaPly-R® membrane. Simply the best built-up roofing felt you can buy. The strong inorganic membrane is the result of Owens-Corning's unique patented continuous glass strand process. The felt lays flat and stays flat. Perma Ply-R felt helps reduce fishmouthing, wrinkling and buckling. It's so dependable that we confidently used it to lift this $32,000 car.

The next step is Perma Flash®, the new Fiberglas reinforced base flashing system from Owens-Corning. Then surface the entire system with Perma-Cap® mineral surfaced sheet. They are easy to install, and easier to maintain. Both Perma Flash® and Perma-Cap® give outstanding protection to underlying layers of bitumen and felt.

You start with Owens-Corning, you end with Owens-Corning. But that's not where Owens-Corning ends. We are ready with the products and experience to help you design the best roofing system. Contact us today or write to C. Meeks, Owens-Corning Fiberglas Corp., Fiberglas Tower, Toledo, Ohio 43659.
"The shape of the roof is directly related to the special functions of the interior and is intended to emphasize the interrelationship of these spaces.

"We were looking for a material to clad the roof shapes that would not detract from the forms, would be handsome, and would give a warm and inviting atmosphere to the structure.

"We chose cedar shakes and could not be more pleased with the result."

—Benjamin Hirsch, A.I.A.

For our new Architects' cedar library, write Suite 275, 515-116th Avenue N.E., Bellevue, WA 98004.
(In Canada: Suite 1500, 1055 West Hastings Street, Vancouver, B.C. V6E 2H1.)

These labels under the bandstick of red cedar shingle and shake bundles are your guarantee of Bureau-graded quality. Insist on them.

Hand made adze with cedar handle used by the Suquamish Indians to carve canoes. Ground mill file is the blade.
Cedar. To touch the earth.

Red Cedar Shingle & Handsplit Shake Bureau
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PPG GLASS, ITALIAN GRANITE AND HISTORIC BOSTON. A FITTING COMBINATION THAT SAVES ENERGY.
Sixty State Street. More than a powerful juxtaposition of granite and glass, this Boston tower stands as a thoughtful statement on the responsibility of growth in an area rich in historical significance.

That the building succeeds is due in no small part to PPG Solarban® 575-20 glass. The dual-paned glass, together with specially designed lighting and HVAC systems, enabled the developer, Cabot, Cabot & Forbes, to realize an energy savings of approximately 40 percent per square foot over the neighboring properties. But energy savings aren't the whole story. Tenants are. And Sixty State Street’s tenants like the spectacular views of Boston harbor that the large-sized glass affords. Other tenant benefits include brightness reduction of as much as 75 percent in the building interior, precision temperature and humidity control, and excellence as an acoustical barrier.

To find out which of PPG's Solarban reflective insulating glasses will work in your next building, see Sweet's 8.26Pp. Or write directly to PPG Industries, Inc., One Gateway Center, Pittsburgh, Pa. 15222.

PPG: a Concern for the Future
EVENTS

Oct. 3-5: Minnesota Society/AIA annual convention, Radisson South, Minneapolis.


Oct. 3-7: National Trust for Historic Preservation annual meeting, San Francisco. Contact: NTHP, 748 Jackson Place N.W., Washington, D.C. 20006.

Oct. 3-7: National Office Products Association annual convention and exhibit, McCormick Place, Chicago. Contact: NOPA, 301 N. Fairfax St., Alexandria, Va. 22314.


Oct. 5-10: International Brick Masonry Conference, Hyatt Regency Hotel, Skokie, Ill. Contact: Brick Institute of America, 1750 Old Meadow Road, McLean, Va. 22102.

Oct. 8-10: Course on Financial Management for Nonfinancial Managers, Cement and Concrete Center, Skokie, Ill. Contact: Portland Cement Association, 5420 Old Orchard Road, Skokie, Ill. 60077.


Oct. 11: Conference on Accessibility, Hyatt House, Kissimmee, Fla.


Oct. 22-26: American Society of Civil Engineers annual convention and exposition, Atlanta Marriott Hotel, Atlanta. Contact: ASCE, 345 E. 47th St., New York, N.Y. 10017.

Oct. 29: Entries deadline, Concrete Reinforcing Steel Institute design awards. Contact: CRSI, 180 N. LaSalle St., Chicago, Ill. 60601.


Oct. 31-Nov. 2: Texas Society of Architects/AIA annual meeting, Shamrock Hotel, Houston.


June 1-4, 1980: AIA annual convention, Cincinnati.

LETTERS

Setting the Record Straight: I found "Anecdotes about Celebrated Architects" in the January issue to be thoroughly enjoyable, but I detect an error on page 74. The article attributes to Bruce Goff a tale about Frank Lloyd Wright at the time Wright received the AIA gold medal. I find it probable that Goff was not present and was told a garbled story by one of the many who did not find FLW. I was there.

It was 30 years ago, Mar. 17, 1949, at a dinner in the ballroom of the Rice Hotel in Houston. My wife and I were seated just below the head table, about as close as we could get to Wright and our friend, Douglas W. Orr, FAIA, the Institute's president, who made the presentation. If there were any stalling around about a check [the point of the published anecdote], it had to be so hidden that no one could notice.

Further, considering how very cautious Wright often was, his speech, in this instance, was mellow. Of course, he couldn't resist getting off a few remarks about AIA, and more about "Houston," as he insisted on pronouncing the name of the city we were in, but we felt that he was genuinely touched at the honor and, for once, even a tiny bit humble! Every year or so, I play the recording of the presentation and his talk. Over the years, it is amazing to notice, first, how what he had to say sounded "far out" in the beginning. Then, 15 years or so ago, he seemed to be saying what we all were thinking, and now it seems a bit passé. I recommend listening to that recording.

All this reminds me of a talk Wright made in Boston, probably in 1940, after which he fielded a few questions. To one, he answered, in his usual style, that he most certainly would not prostitute his art. At that, in the middle of a rather large hall, one of those proper Boston ladies (you find them nowhere else) got up and stalked from the room. Everyone, including Wright, I am sure, knew why, but no one laughed.

Hugh McK. Jones, FAIA
Guilford, Conn.

Our intention was to attribute to Goff only the remark that Wright used to refer to Skidmore, Owings & Merrill as the "Three Blind Mies." The source of the Houston incident was not Goff but Robert Norris, says Anthony C. Antoniades, AIA, author of the article in the January issue. Ed.

Information Wanted: I am looking for examples of original architectural ornament, using new or traditional materials, for publication in a handbook of architectural ornament, to be published by Van Nostrand Reinhold. I would appreciate a description, plus a sketch or photo. Full credit will be given.

Brent C. Brolin
25 Washington Square, N.
New York, N.Y. 10011

 Corrections: In the Mid-May issue (p. 248), credit was not given to one of the firms involved in the joint venture for the Midcentury Mall in Little Rock, Ark. Credit should have been given as well to Wittenberg, Delony & Davidson of Little Rock. In the July issue (p. 48), the author credited the tire canopy depicted to "student" Lary Birch. The work is Birch's, but he is a professor working with Martin Pawley. Says the author, "Professor Birch deserved much more credit than I gave him in the article, and the fault of this omission is entirely my own."
With Howmet's new aluminum interior door frame your construction problems are ancient history. Unlike hollow metal frames, Howmet's lightweight, one-piece aluminum frame installs easily while the walls are going up.

Once installed, it's durable enough to last a lifetime. And since it never needs repainting you can say good-bye to maintenance headaches.

Choose from two models—ceiling height and ceiling height or less. Each comes ready to install in our standard bronze paint finish. Other finishes are available on special order. Matching sidelite material is also readily available. Both the frame and sidelites are fully demountable.

For more information, contact David Nipper or Jimmy Parker at (501) 234-4260. Learn how you can have a bright future with Howmet door frames.

HOWMET ALUMINUM CORPORATION
A Member of
The Peckinney Ugone Kuhlmann Group
SPECIALTY PRODUCTS DIVISION
P.O. Box 40 • Magnolia, Ark. 71753
Where Ideas and Imagination
Are Only The Beginning

Howmet takes the door frame out of the stone age.
It's ironic. When you're about to specify a floor, all you get to see are beautiful new samples. Which gives you absolutely no idea of what the floor will look like when it really counts. In the future.

Unfortunately, that's when your clients' happiness is at stake. Along with your reputation.

That's why with Gafstar® Contracfloor™ sheet vinyl we give you a look at its future, by showing you how well it stood up in the past.

ANY FLOOR CAN SHINE WHEN IT'S NEW. GAFSTAR CONTRACFLOOR SHINES WHEN IT'S OLD.

Doctors, nurses and hospital staff hurried back and forth. And visitors paced up and down.

But you can hardly see a trace of wear. It's still a shining example of a beautiful floor.

TESTS PROVE OUR FLOOR STAYS BEAUTIFUL LONGER.

The key to our beautiful-looking floor is its tough no-wax surface.

But the leading inlaid doesn't even have one. So there's nothing to protect its pattern from the abuse it has to take everyday.

And even though the leading inlaid's wearlayer is thicker, the only gauge that means anything is how it wears.

The Frick-Taber Abraser Test proved it.

In 6,000 cycles abrasives significantly wore into the pattern of the leading inlaid. While they didn't make a dent in ours.

If that doesn't make an impression on you, imagine those results on the floor.

After years of wear, your clients will still have the same beautiful-looking Contracfloor they started with.
DIFFERENCE CONTRACFLOOR™ AND NG INLAID. GHTER FUTURE.

A BRIGHT FUTURE WITH VERY LITTLE WORK.

Contracfloor gets off to a beautiful start. With many different designs and colors in widths up to 12-feet. Which means Contracfloor has fewer seams. And it's more flexible than the leading inlaid, so it's not only easier to install, it's faster too. Which makes it beautifully economical as well.

But a beautiful floor isn't worth much, unless it's easy to keep that way. And that's where Contracfloor really shines.

The durable surface is a stain-resistant no-wax. Simple washing and buffing keep it clean and glossy.

Since it's solid and non-porous too, dirt and germs have nowhere to hide. Which means Contracfloor is healthier to be around.

And it's more comfortable to walk on. With a Quiet-Cor® vinyl foam interlayer.

that makes it easy on the feet.
Which all leaves no doubt, for a floor with a brighter tomorrow, you'll want to specify Contracfloor today.

GAF GAFSTAR® CONTRACFLOOR™ SHEET VINYL

For more information on Contracfloor, refer to Sweet's Catalogue, Industrial Construction/Renovation or General Building, Sec. 9.23 under Resilient Flooring. Or call toll free anytime 800-223-0344.*

*In New York State call 800-442-8169.

Circle 7 on information card
Better professional protection for architects and engineers.

As Shand, Morahan’s share of ENR top 500 design and construction firms continues to increase, we are pleased to report that our medium and small architect and engineer client list grows right along with them.

That’s because, large or small, all Shand, Morahan accounts enjoy the same high standard of attention, service and expertise. And they all share the same distinct advantage that only our claims-made liability protection provides.

Claims-made increasingly is becoming the preferred form of liability coverage for professionals across the board—including insurance professionals. Shand, Morahan is America’s second largest underwriting manager of claims-made E&O for architects and engineers. And our continuity with these policy-holders is among the best in the industry.

After all, when you’re providing professionals with the best service and protection they can expect anywhere, there’s really no reason to look elsewhere.

Have your agent or broker contact us today.

Shand, Morahan & Company, Inc.

Evanston, Illinois
Energy

Solar Development, Conservation Seen as Prime Answers to Crisis

Conservation and the use of renewable resources are the only viable solutions to the energy crisis, testified members of the Harvard Business School energy project before a House subcommittee. "To ensure economic growth for the '80s," they said, "the U.S. must use its energy more efficiently."

Robert Stobaugh and Daniel Yergin conclude that the outlook for conventional sources of energy is bleak. They maintain:

- If the U.S. relies on imported oil, the country is risking higher inflation and a major world recession. Deregulation of domestic oil and gas will at best enable production to remain at current levels. Producing energy from vast U.S. coal reserves would be costly in terms of environmental and health problems. Nuclear energy is being questioned for safety reasons and problems related with disposal of radioactive wastes.

- The best hope for the next few decades, they conclude, lies in a balanced program of solar space and water heating and conservation: "The key to correcting our bias toward fossil fuels and nuclear power is by offering comparable incentives to solar energy and conservation."

Stobaugh and Yergin maintain: "If the U.S. were to make a serious commitment to conservation, it might well consume 30 to 40 percent less energy than it now does, and still enjoy the same or an even higher standard of living. The saving would not hinge on a major technological breakthrough, and it would require only modest adjustments in the way people live. Moreover, the cost of conservation energy is very competitive with other energy sources. The possible energy savings would be the equivalent of the elimination of all imported oil and then some."

Conservation in the industrial sector can be achieved, they maintain, by housekeeping (furnace maintenance, adjustment of lighting, fixing of leaky steam traps, etc.) and cogeneration. They see "energy-conscious design" and retrofitting of buildings as major opportunities in conservation. They point to studies across the country that indicate that 25 to 50 percent reductions in energy use in the American housing stock are possible with relatively simple conservation efforts.

But there are problems to overcome. There is little or no constituency for both solar energy and conservation. Federal policies have supported and subsidized conventional fuels, and the small tax credits in the National Energy Act are insufficient, they maintain. They suggest conservation subsidies of 40 to 50 percent and solar subsidies of up to 60 percent to encourage use of both and to put them on equal footing with the conventional uses of energy. They feel too much of the present research is directed at "big solar" projects—high-technology projects such as the power tower and orbiting satellites. The authors maintain that solar space and hot water heating and passive solar designed buildings are the feasible alternatives.


The case for renewable resources is continued on page 16
Interstitial steel frame helps hospital achieve optimum space flexibility...

costs 20% less than competitive framing systems considered.

How do you design a full-range, 404-bed health care center, integrate it with a medical teaching curriculum, and blend it architecturally into the surrounding retail community? That was the problem facing the designers of Thomas Jefferson University's new Clinical Teaching Hospital, Philadelphia, Pa. The solution: A ten-story, steel-frame building arranged around horizontal and vertical circulation spines. The spines run from the basement to the penthouse and east-west through the center of the building. The conventionally framed portion of the structure is located north of two large 56-ft x 120-ft skylighted courtyards. This portion, fed vertically from the mechanical penthouse, contains all bedrooms and physicians' offices.

The interstitial section extends the length of the site on the south side of the spine. Odd-numbered floors contain diagnostic and therapeutic facilities; even-numbered floors include interstitial space framed with steel trusses 84 ft 5 in. long. The interstitial spaces house mechanical services for the intervening floors and are flanked by additional spaces for physicians' offices.
Economy points to steel

“Steel was the outright winner in cost savings against other structural systems,” reports Charles C. Ang, chief structural engineer, D’Ambly, Inc., consulting engineers. “Considering material costs, fabrication, erection, and engineering time, we estimated that steel could save between 15 to 20 percent over other framing systems on this project.” Beyond this several other reasons for selecting steel were cited:

(1) “Rapid erection of the structural frame was critical to the building’s fast-track construction schedule.

(2) “The program requirement for flexible space arrangement on the ancillary floors involved long, clear spans suitable only for steel trusses.

(3) “Longer than average spans and minimal ceiling cavity space required that deflection control be achieved with minimum-depth members. This was dictated by the mechanical services required in the patient care and physicians’ offices.”

Story-high trusses

Much of the steel frame is conventionally designed using steel columns, beams, and girders with spandrel trusses supporting the architectural curtain wall.

The interstitial service area utilizes story-high trusses which support a 3-in. composite steel floor deck topped with 2½ in. of concrete. An inverted cellular steel floor deck is installed in the interstitial areas.

Our Sales Engineers offer a broad variety of technical and advisory services. They’ll be happy to give you the details. For more information, get in touch with a Bethlehem Sales Engineer through one of the Bethlehem sales offices listed below. Bethlehem Steel Corporation, Bethlehem, PA 18016.
Energy from page 13
also advocated in Barry Commoner's book, *The Politics of Energy* (Alfred A. Knopf). Commoner finds coal and conventional nuclear power unacceptable because of the risks they impose to the environment and because they are inherently uneconomical. The answer, he maintains, is to develop solar and other renewable resources. Using solar collectors for space and water heating is practical now. Other renewable resources could be economically feasible in the future if money were invested now, Commoner says.

What's Ahead on Capitol Hill For President's Energy Package

Congress made a slow start before its August recess on approving President Carter's $142.8 billion, 10-year energy plan. The House did pass a windfall profits tax bill and gave the President authority to establish a gas rationing program; yet a lot remains to be done, and a battle looms ahead.

All of Carter's proposals hinge on the enactment of a windfall profits tax. Tax revenues would be placed in an energy trust fund. From this fund, Carter proposed that $88 billion be used over the 10-year period for development of synthetic fuels and unconventional gas resources. Under this plan synthetic fuel production is expected to reach 2.5 million barrels a day.

The energy trust fund would also finance the following: a $1 billion program to provide a $3 per barrel shale oil tax credit; $1 billion for a 50-cent per thousand cubic feet tax credit for unconventional gas; $5 billion for grants or loan guarantees for utilities to convert oil fired boilers to alternative fuels; $2 billion for expansion of residential and commercial conservation programs; $3.5 billion for a solar bank to provide loan subsidies for solar projects, and tax credits for use of passive solar energy, solar process heat and woodburning stoves in homes; $2.4 billion to assist low-income persons, and $16.5 billion for mass transit and automobile fuel efficiency (see Aug., p. 13).

The House approved a 60 percent per-barrel excise tax on oil price increases, but did not specify how the money would be spent. The congressional budget office estimated that this would generate about $86 billion to $141 billion between 1980 and 1985. The White House estimates the windfall profits receipts for the 1980-90 period will range from $146 billion to $270 billion. (It is difficult to accurately estimate how large the fund will be since its size depends on how companies will finally be taxed and the future direction of world oil prices.)

The Senate is expected to weaken the windfall tax, thus reducing the amount available for the energy development program. There is a Republican effort, backed by both House and Senate minority leaders, to have part of the windfall profits tax revenues used for a $36 billion tax cut, including across-the-board rate reductions, a social security tax freeze and rapid depreciation for business.

Carter requested that an energy mobilization board be established to "fast track" key energy projects. Two House committees offered different directions for this board. The commerce subcommittee on energy and power gave broad powers to the board, allowing it to override any federal, state or local laws that stood in the way of an unlimited number of crucial energy projects. The interior committee moved to give the board only the authority to recommend that the President speed up federal procedures for 24 projects.

President Carter also requested that Congress give him the authority to adopt a gas rationing system in the event of a 20 percent shortfall of diesel fuel or gasoline. The House passed such a bill, but also gave either the House or the Senate power to veto the program.

The other portion of Carter's package that received congressional scrutiny was the proposed $88 billion for synthetic fuels development. The Senate energy committee agreed to proceed with synthetic fuels development, but only on an incremental basis. Under its plan, five or six synthetic fuels plants would be built over the next several years to see how feasible the conversion process is (conversion of coal to liquid or gas is an infant industry). Then the program would be reviewed for additional funding. The committee also requested an additional $300 million in budget outlays between fiscal year 1981 and '84 to fund conservation.

Before Carter's proposal, the House passed a $1.5 billion synthetic fuels program. Other bills include $2 billion for production of a diversified mix of synthetic fuels, while directing that environmental, conservation and fuel conversion policies be observed. And, a $25 billion synthetic fuels program is pending in the Senate banking, energy and governmental affairs committee.

Not all congressmen see synthetic fuel development as the main answer to our energy problems. An "omnibus" energy bill, introduced by Henry Jackson, chairman of the Senate energy committee, does not stress production goals and new government corporations, but orders the Department of Energy to take an aggressive approach toward soliciting and evaluating proposals to demonstrate a wide variety of nonnuclear energy technologies. Sen. Edward Kennedy proposed an energy bill which emphasizes conservation.

The nation's first experiment comparing four types of thermal energy storage will be conducted at five dormitories housing 1,800 contenders and officials at the 1980 winter Olympic games. The experiment is to determine storage methods and devices which can be compatible with and reduce costs of electric heating.

Located 1.9 miles from Lake Placid at Olympic Village (Ray Brook, N.Y.), the five identical dormitories are a redesign by Robinson, Green & Beretta Corp. continued on page 21
Wait 'til you see the light.

Holophane Interior Lighting/Ceiling Systems.

Architects, and a lot of other people, appreciate beautiful ceilings.

That's why they look to Holophane® for interior lighting/ceiling systems.

All the ceiling components are engineered by Johns-Manville. So our complete systems are not only beautiful on the outside, they have inner beauty, too.

Because good ceilings start with good lighting, J-M gives you a broad choice of high performance, energy-efficient fluorescent and HID luminaires.

Then, we provide a grid suspension that adds crisp lines to the total look, integral air handling, and a selection of acoustical panels.

These components can be formed into a variety of ceiling modules – giving you the freedom to create virtually unlimited design themes.

Ask your local Holophane sales representative to go over all the facts and figures with you, including ESI, STC and NRC information.

You can also consult Sweet's Div.13 or contact Larry Edwards or Neil Thompson, Johns-Manville Sales Corp., Holophane Div., P.O.Box 5108-AIA-3 Denver, CO 80217. Phone: 303/979-1000.
WE'LL HELP YOU USE SUN FOR ONLY
LIGHT TO SAVE ENERGY.
SIX BUCKS.

LOF is offering three different design tools that can help you make a big difference in the energy efficiency of the buildings you design.

Our Sun Angle Calculator is a fast and easy way to obtain pertinent sun angular values for all possible time and sun orientation conditions. These values are applicable to all latitudes within the U.S. The calculator can assist you in the site orientation of your buildings and help you decide on effective means of sun control through building overhangs, fins, even trees.

Our Heat Gain Calculator can help you quickly determine the interior heat gain derived from specific glass areas. And it can help you control that gain through the selection of proper types of high performance glass.

"How to Predict Interior Daylight Illumination" is our 43-page study on utilizing natural daylight to reduce a building's daytime artificial lighting requirements and enhance its overall visual performance.

LOF wants to make it easier for you to design buildings that are both aesthetically pleasing and take full advantage of the principles of solar energy and daylight illumination. So we're offering you all three energy-saving design tools for only $6.00, well below our production costs. (Or you may order any number you choose of each individual tool.) Simply enclose a check with the coupon below. Then let the sun help make you a winner in the energy game.

Enclosed is my check for $_____. Please send me:
☐ Sun Angle Calculator—$5.00  ☐ Heat Gain Calculator—35 cents  ☐ How to Predict Interior Daylight Illumination—$1.00  ☐ Complete Kit (includes all 3 items) — $6.00

Libbey-Owens-Ford Company
Merchandising Dept. P-1
811 Madison Avenue
Toledo, Ohio 43695

Name ____________________________
Firm ____________________________
Address __________________________
City __________________ State _______ Zip _______

Circle 11 on information card
Underneath the fabric covering lies an engineered masterpiece of acoustical accomplishment.

No open office system is complete without privacy. American Seating understands this. They've designed an acoustical panel that is functionally superior in absorbing sound...Privacy 2.

Only at American Seating could such technological expertise and traditional excellence produce this acoustical accomplishment in the open office system.

Totally new Privacy 2... from American Seating, committed to the superior standards the name represents.
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oration, Providence, R.I., of prison dormitories in Memphis by Walk Jones & Francis Mah, Inc., Memphis. The original design has been altered to take into account upstate New York's cold winters. The new buildings are heavily insulated, and window exposure has been minimized. The fifth building will have no heat storage.

Each building is heavily insulated, and different storage devices. Storage of solar energy use by neighboring buildings.

To include solar access among recognized desirable land uses," says the manual, “planning officials will need to protect conventional planning of land uses, regulatory tools (height limitations, lot size and density requirements), street orientations, tree placement and the development and positioning of open areas. . . .

“Fee unless communities plan now for future development of solar energy, uncontrolled development could make it impossible for solar development to take place.”


Protecting Access to the Sun
Advice on how to ensure solar access in new residential development is offered in "Protecting Solar Access for Residential Development: A Guidebook for Planning Officials," researched by the American Planning Association and published by HUD in cooperation with the Department of Energy.

Protecting solar access, says the guidebook, means regulating development so that buildings and vegetation do not block sunlight and prevent solar energy use by neighboring buildings.

"To include solar access among recognized desirable land uses," says the manual, “planning officials will need to employ conventional planning of land uses, regulatory tools (height limitations, lot size and density requirements), street orientations, tree placement and the development and positioning of open areas. . . .

"For unless communities plan now for future development of solar energy, uncontrolled development could make it impossible for solar development to take place.”

The project is sponsored by the Niagara Mohawk Power Corporation, the Department of Energy, Oak Ridge National Laboratory of Union Carbide, New York State Energy Research and Development Authority and the New York State Public Service Commission.

The New Secretary of Energy
Charles W. Duncan Jr., the new secretary of the Department of Energy, intends to run DOE “in the best managerial style . . . to achieve the President's energy objectives.” On the specifics of energy policy, Duncan has stressed that the “first priority should be to increase production” of domestic energy supplies. He said he "tend to have a rather tough-minded attitude on mandatory conservation," and that nuclear energy "will continue to play a substantial role" in U.S. production. He supports solar and renewable resources development.

Duncan, who will be 53 early this month, made his reputation and a sizable fortune by managing large corporations. He was graduated from Rice University in 1947 with a degree in chemical engineering and studied management at the University of Texas. In 1948, he joined the Duncan Coffee Co., the family business, which became the Duncan Food Co. and merged with Coca-Cola in 1964. In 1970, he became executive vice president of Coca-Cola and in 1971 president. He left in 1974 to head the Rotan Mosle Financial Corporation. For the past two and a half years, he has been a deputy secretary of the Department of Defense.

Practice
The Registration Revolution: An Update on What's Happening
Architectural registration has been in the spotlight recently at both the national and state levels. The National Council of Architectural Registration Boards is reviewing its exam (see Aug., p. 22); state legislatures are reviewing registration laws and boards under sunset legislation, and some are questioning the need for licensing at all.

Sunset reviews were completed this year in North Carolina, Florida and Montana. Legislators in those states conducted lively debates over the review commissions' recommendations but, in the end, reaffirmed the need for architectural registration law.

In Tennessee, the legislature renewed the state's architectural registration law. But a major amendment, the "industrial exemption," could open up much state construction to unlicensed persons. Supported by the manufacturers' association, the exemption allows A/Es working in industry to call themselves architects or engineers without being registered by the state architectural board of examiners. The board of examiners has requested a written ruling by the state's legal office.

In Kentucky, a dispute has risen between architects and engineers over definitions. The Kentucky Society of Architects supports legislation stating that most building types require the services of an architect. The engineers would like that changed to "either . . . or"—either an architect or an engineer can design a building. And there is reportedly a group of homebuilders who would like design opened to them.

In Alabama, a registration law was passed which includes, for the first time, a definition of architecture. An individual must be legally qualified (registered) to perform any architectural services, except for buildings costing less than $50,000. All schools, churches, community centers and auditoriums, regardless of cost, require the services of an architect. Apparently, there had been an increasing number of engineers designing buildings in that state. And without a clear definition of architecture/architect in the registration law, architects had no legal protection against nonarchitects practicing design. The new law also states that a building permit cannot be issued by building or state officials unless it has the seal of an architect.

The Virginia board of commerce is studying the definition of the practice of A/Es in that state. Complaints reportedly have been made that the definition precludes certain tradesmen from performing design functions for which they feel they are qualified.

In Oregon, a bill would exempt from the registration law building designed to be occupied by fewer than 20 persons at a time.

Meanwhile, AIA's registration law advisory task force, chaired by William C. Muchow, FAIA, set an ambitious goal. It plans to study the gamut of architectural registration: its history, license renewal, legislative guidelines, the definition of architects/architecture, legislative guidelines for states, educational requirements, composition of regulatory boards and reciprocity problems.

The task force will meet in San Francisco Oct. 12-13. Comments from AIA members on any aspect of registration are welcomed and encouraged, and should continued on page 24
IMAGINATION.
The only tool needed to design with Kawneer 1600 SG.

Sometimes, the skylight is the limit.
The addition of sloped glazing to a building's design can be a frustrating, time-consuming experience. After hours of design, drafting and consultation, the choice is often between budget breaking costs or painful performance compromise. With a large budget and custom design, the sky is the limit. But, in many cases it is the skylight which is the limit.

Introducing Kawneer 1600 SG for Sloped Glazing.

1600 SG by Kawneer is a companion system to the 1600 Curtainwall System. It can be used to easily create a variety of building skylight accents. It allows an architect an extended vista of design opportunity. And, because Kawneer 1600 SG is based on an existing wall system, it does not make the design and dollar demands of custom-engineered systems.

Kawneer 1600 SG is a pre-engineered, standardized sloped glazing system. Design, performance and life cycle savings are built in before 1600 SG ever leaves the factory. This includes features such as internal drainage gutters, a unique, baffled sill assembly for continuous drainage and a PVC thermal barrier to minimize heat loss and control condensation.

Kawneer 1600 SG can be integrated with vertical walls, or applied to curbs, or to structural steel sub-framing, or even used with inside and outside corners. It is not only compatible with Kawneer's 1600 curtainwall system, it can be blended with all Kawneer entrance systems for a truly unique design. 1600 SG can accommodate a variety of slopes and configurations.

Most important, 1600 SG by Kawneer is a system that performs. It has been performance tested under conditions equivalent to 8 inches per hour of rainfall and winds of more than 60 mph. These test reports are certified and available upon request.

Where would you like your piece of the sky?
Kawneer 1600 SG for sloped glazing does not require extra effort, long custom-engineering lead times, expensive installation, or performance compromises. All it needs is your imagination.

Talk to your Kawneer representative about designing with 1600 SG for sloped glazing. Or for more information, write: Kawneer Architectural Products, 1105 N. Front Street, Niles, MI 49120.
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be sent to Elizabeth Chalmers, state gov­
ernment affairs, at AIA headquarters.
In Wisconsin, the joint regulatory board
(architects, engineers, land surveyors and
designers) is debating whether to con­
tinue using the NCARB exam or design
its own.
In 1973 and early 1974, members of
the Wisconsin legislature grew concerned
over what they called the abnormally high
failure rates of NCARB examinees. The
legislature ordered the exam cut in half.
Such an exam was only given once—in
December 1974. Since then Wisconsin has
offered the NCARB exam minus the
design portion.
The state hired a consulting group,
National Evaluation System Inc., Amherst,
Mass., to evaluate how the NCARB exam
relates to the actual practice of architects
in Wisconsin.
They found that less than 50 percent of
the items on the NCARB exam matched
a task list compiled by Wisconsin archi­
tects. Among items not included on the
NCARB exam were acoustics, electrical
systems, heating, ventilation, life cycle
cost, lighting systems, site analysis for
climate and urban development/city
planning.
The Wisconsin Society or Architects/
AIA supports continuation of the NCARB
exam in light of the fact that that exam is
being re-evaluated. Other reasons include
the reciprocity ease of the NCARB exam
and the fact that NCARB is recognized
internationally. The joint regulatory board
will make its decision this fall.
NSPE Drops Supplanting Stand,
Alters Commission Agent Rule
In the wake of an interim order issued
by the U.S. Court for the District of
Columbia that prohibition of supplanting
in AIA’s ethical code is in violation of
the Sherman Antitrust Act (see Aug.,
p. 21), the National Society of Profes­
sionals Engineers’ board has dropped the
supplanting rule in NSPE’s ethical canons.
Earlier, AIA’s executive committee had
suspended the Institute’s ethical rule on
supplanting. Both actions followed the
ruling by Judge John F. Sirica in the
form of a partial summary judgment on
the first of six counts brought against
AIA and Seymour Auerbach by Aram
Mardirosonian.
NSPE’s action took place at the so­
ciety’s annual meeting in July. NSPE also
changed the language in its code of
ethics which had strictly forbidden the
employment of commission agents to
help NSPE members procure work. The
language is changed to say that payment
of commissions or brokerage fees may be
made to “bona fide employees or bona
fide established commercial or market­
ing agencies” retained by an engineer.
Also at the annual meeting, S. F. Lee,
chairman of the board of Mille, Wihry &
Lee Inc., in Louisville, Ky., became
president of NSPE.
In other matters pertaining to the
ethical codes of professional organiza­
tions, the American Medical Association’s
house of delegates voted in July to send
a new ethical code that would permit
doctors to advertise to its state and local
associations for comment. This will prob­
ably delay action until December 1980. If
the delegates had voted to accept the new
code, the final vote to make it official
policy would have taken place in Decem­
ber of this year.
Meanwhile, U.S. District Judge Earl
E. O’Connor has ruled that Kansas laws
which prohibit advertising by doctors
and other health professionals is un­
constitutional. Relying on decisions of
the Supreme Court in 1976 and 1977,
Judge O’Connor said, “We find no dis­
tinction between lawyers and health care
professionals in the area of advertising.”

Four Share Top Shingle Honors;
Ten More Earn Merit Awards
Four firms have won top honors in the
1979 Red Cedar Shingle & Handsplit
Shake Bureau/AIA architectural awards
program, and 10 other projects were
given merit awards. The biennial event,
initiated in 1973, honors architects and
their projects “which demonstrate design
excellence and significant functional or
esthetic uses of red cedar shingles or
shakes.” There were 218 entries in the
1979 program, which the jury said “rep­
resented a remarkable wealth of design
talent from architects in 42 states and
two Canadian provinces.”
The top winners are:
• Roger H. Newell, AIA, Seattle, in the
single-family category for a residence in
Seattle suburb.
• The Architects, Inc., Cleveland, in the
commercial/institutional category for the
Hidden Harbor Restaurant in Pompano
Beach, Fla.
• Short & Ford, Princeton, N.J., in the
remodeling/restoration category for the
restoration of Sandawede on the Massa­
chusetts coast (photo below).
• Daniel Solomon & Associates, San
Francisco, in the residential/multifamily
category for the Pacific Heights town­
houses in San Francisco.
Architects to win merit awards were:
MacKinlay/Winnacker, San Francisco for
a mountain solar house in Lake Tahoe, Calif.,
and also Orinda-woods in Orinda, Calif.;
Larsen Lager­quist Morris, Seattle, for the Larsen resi­
dence in Seattle; Norman Jaffe, AIA,
New York City, for a retreat house on
Long Island, N.Y.; Bissell & Wells, New
York City, for a residence in Nantucket,
Mass.; John Blanton, AIA, Manhattan
Beach, Calif., for the remodeling of a
house in Manhattan Beach; Arne By­
strom, AIA, Seattle, for the Bystrom
cabin on the Washington coast (an AIA
1979 honor award winner); Mithun As­
sociates, Bellevue, Wash., for the Tower­
house Building in Redmond, Wash.; Sohl
& Palmer, Santa Rosa, Calif., for profes­
sional offices in Santa Rosa, and Fisher­
Friedman Associates, San Francisco, for
Summit Ridge in Walnut Creek, Calif.
Jurors were William Turnbull Jr.,
FAIA, San Francisco; Richard Berg­
mann, AIA, New Canaan, Conn., and
E. Fay Jones, FAIA, Fayetteville, Ark.

Communications Seen as Vital
When Fire Strikes a Highrise
If you were in a highrise building when a
fire broke out, would you trust your own
senses that smoke was present and beat
it to the nearest exit, or would you heed
an announcement to wait where you are
for further instructions? A recent study
by Robert A. Glass and Arthur I. Rubin,
"Fire Safety for High-Rise Buildings:
The Role of Communications," prepared
for the National Bureau of Standards’
continued on page 29
Knoll has a Diffrient approach

Knoll's new and affordable office seating includes the shell chair by Niels Diffrient. It is one of a complete Diffrient collection designed to make people more productive. The engineering principle at the bottom of it all is as sensible as it is simple: the more comfortably they sit, the more productively they can work.

Task seating, management seating and executive seating by Niels Diffrient—all honest to Knoll in quality, value and craftsmanship.

Knoll International
745 Fifth Avenue
New York, NY 10022
Double-up!
Andersen lets you use more window beauty without using more energy.

Double the window area without increasing heating costs? It’s as easy as saying, “Andersen® Perma-Shield® windows.”

Andersen’s snug-fitting design is two times more weathertight than industry air-infiltration standards. The better to keep out drafts and keep in comfort.

And the windows’ double-pane insulating glass is two times more effective at reducing heat loss conducted through the glass than outdated single-pane glass.

So what does all that mean to you?

It means that when used in place of similarly styled single-pane windows that just meet industry standards, Andersen Perma-Shield windows let you double the window area — at no increase in heat loss.

And when properly sized, shaded and oriented toward the sun, Andersen Perma-Shield windows help cut heating and cooling costs still more. Their potentially larger window area can take greater advantage of the warming winter sun. And can open in summer for energy-saving natural ventilation.

Want to double the window area of your next design? It’s as easy as calling your Andersen distributor and saying you want Andersen Perma-Shield windows and gliding doors. Also see Sweet’s file 8.16/An. Andersen Corporation, Bayport, Minnesota 55003.

The beautiful way to save fuel®

Andersen Windowwalls®
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Let the sunshine in.

Brighten things up with MODUSPAN, the space frame that opens new horizons for interior design. Pictured below: The Orange Park Mall in Jacksonville, Florida. Where our space frame experts provided the design and technical assistance needed to turn an architect's vision into reality. For more information about Moduspan... call the Unistrut Service Center nearest you. Or see our catalog in Sweet's. It'll shed some light on your latest design.

General Contractor: J. H. Hardin Co., Atlanta, Georgia.
Designing Safety into Houses

Home accidents kill about 24,000 people a year, injure nearly 3 million others and cost nearly $7 billion in lost wages, medical expenses, claim settlements and fire damages, says the National Safety Council. “Home Safety Guidelines for Architects and Builders,” prepared by the Buffalo Organization for Social and Technological Innovation for the National Bureau of Standards’ center for building technology, gives some common sense advice on how design can alleviate the situation.

Design guidelines are given to prevent stair, door, window, bathtub and shower and ramp and floor accidents. For each problem, information on typical accidents is given and various examples of possible solutions are offered. Appropriate design details are shown in accompanying drawings and diagrams. Each of the “design ideas” has been rated as to effectiveness by a safety review panel.

In many cases, the study emphasizes, accidents are not caused by carelessness on the part of the victim, but are a result of “normal behavior in an unsafe home environment.” For example, treads on stairs that are too shallow to accommodate the length of the foot may cause overstepping and a fall; projecting windows can interfere with walkway circulation and injure passers-by; round-edged grab bars in the bathtub/shower area are far better than soap dishes and towel bars not meant to support body weight.

The researchers point out that design features such as open air spaces, movable walls, sealed windows and plastic furnishings contribute to the rapid buildup of heat and the spread of fire, once it is started. Where it is infeasible to remove the occupants, they conclude, voice communications systems can serve to keep people informed and to find safer areas of the structure. But the specifics of such a system have not been thoroughly investigated.

In a fire emergency, a person needs all the help he can get. There are visual signs and signals in nearly every building, but the researchers recommend that attention should be given to the design of voice communications systems and their characteristics. Such systems, they say, should be tailored to each building’s specific requirements, should be audible over “background” noise and should be triggered by any of the building’s automatic or manual fire alarms. Also, the occupant “needs to be considered as a component in a safety system, not merely a passive observer.”

Designing Safety into Houses

Growing public and professional concern over long-span roof failures (Rosemont Stadium, Kemper Arena and Hartford Coliseum) spurred AIA President Ehrman B. Mitchell Jr., FAIA, to recently form a blue ribbon panel to review long-span building technology.

“To the best of our knowledge,” Mitchell said, “these structures were designed to conform to state and/or local codes and standards—yet the failures have occurred in the belief that the building was too strong.” Mitchell called upon the panel to “explore how best the AIA can respond to the growing public concern.” The panel will study the documentation of the recent failures and consider the consequences of long-span construction in order to recommend to the AIA board appropriate policy or program options.

The latest failure occurred on Aug. 13 when the Rosemont (Ill.) Horizon stadium roof collapsed while under construction. Five construction workers were killed and 15 were injured. At this writing, investigators say that the partially completed long-span wooden roof could not withstand the “gust cycles” of wind. It is speculated that wind gusts might have pushed up under the western end of the roof that was covered with decking and weakened the trusses. The wind could have put pressure on bolts connecting the spans to concrete buttresses snapping the bolts and causing the trusses to collapse. The $8 million, four-story stadium, located near O’Hare International Airport, was designed by Anthony R. Rossi to seat 19,400 people and was to open in late December.

Less than three months earlier, the roof of the Crosby Kemper Memorial Arena, Kansas City, Mo., collapsed during a severe thunderstorm—and during the AIA convention. The 424x310-foot arena, designed by C. F. Murphy & Associates and completed in 1974, housed the 1976 Republican national convention. Investigation by engineer James L. Stratta revealed that the 42 bolted connections supporting the suspended roof were weakened by fatigue to as little as 20 percent of their original maximum load-carrying capacity. Stratta found that recurrent movement, or rocking, of structural members in the wind subjected the A490 bolts to dynamic loading that they were never intended to carry. The failure began, says Stratta, the day the roof went up. The arena was empty when the roof fell.

The roof of the Hartford (Conn.) Civic Center Coliseum, designed by the Kling Partnership, collapsed in January under the weight of snow and ice. The problem there, according to the investigator, Lev Zetlin Associates, was a design error in the miscalculation of the buckling or load capacity of top chord compression members and certain diagonals in the space frame. Code violations, construction problems and inadequate inspection also contributed to the collapse, according to Zetlin. The calculation of axial compressive capacities was based on the assumption that all top chord members were braced at their midpoints. In the completed structure they were unbraced for their entire 30-foot lengths. Also, primary roof loadings were carried to midpoint subpanel points on the north-south top chords, causing unanticipated bending movements.

Three New Documents Available; Ten Others Are Due This Year

In March 1978, the Institute’s board of directors authorized a comprehensive review and update of AIA documents. About 75 percent of the documents are involved in the current program. “The initial products of this massive program are three completely new documents aimed at making the architect’s work more efficient and providing a written record of certain authorizations,” says Robert Packard, AIA, director of the documents division. Three other new documents will be available in the near future (including A117, “Short Form Owner-Contractor Agreement, Cost Plus a Fee”), and seven others are scheduled for publication before the end of the year. The first of the three new documents now available is G604, “Professional AIA JOURNAL / SEPTEMBER 1979 29
YOU'RE
You're wrong if you specify Owens-Corning Fiberglas Roof Insulation just to save energy.

You're right to specify Owens-Corning Fiberglas® Roof Insulation because it is the best base for your built-up roof. Of course efficient use of insulation is very important. But our roof insulation gives you that and so much more. For example, because it's Fiberglas®, it resists rotting, warping and shrinking. That provides a dimensionally stable base for your BUR System. That's just one important reason why Owens-Corning Fiberglas Insulation is the best base for your built-up roof.

The comparison chart below lists the critical features you should look for in any built-up roofing base. A cursory glance shows you Owens-Corning Fiberglas Insulation wins going away.

One more thought. Quality Fiberglas roof insulation has been our business for over 35 years. And we're continually making it a better product through research and development. It is something that you can't put on a chart. But it's something that you can depend upon from Owens-Corning. Learn more about Owens-Corning Fiberglas Roof Insulation. Contact your nearest Owens-Corning office today, or write to G. Y. Meeks, Owens-Corning Fiberglas Corporation, Fiberglas Tower, Toledo, Ohio 43659.

### WHY OWENS-CORNING FIBERGLAS ROOF INSULATION IS THE BEST BASE FOR BUILT-UP ROOFING

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Base for BUR</th>
<th>Conforms to minor deck irregularities</th>
<th>Resilience</th>
<th>Ventable</th>
<th>Large sizes up to 4' x 8'</th>
<th>Easy to fabricate (in field)</th>
<th>Not damaged if wet (short term)</th>
<th>Excellent for covering old roofs</th>
<th>Stable &quot;K&quot; factor</th>
<th>Dimensional stability</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Owens-Corning Fiberglas Roof Insulation</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Owens-Corning Fiberglas Furil®</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Perlite</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Urethane</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Composites</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wood Fiber</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*“T.M. Reg. O.-C.F. Corp. ©O.-C. F. Corp. 1979*
Granite is the elite paving material for plazas, walkways, and mall areas where a combination of beauty, durability, and ease of maintenance is required.

Granite is a natural building material and it naturally complements the landscaping portions of your architectural design. A wide selection of features including fountains and seating areas are available to enhance the overall appearance of your project.

For more information, plus a packet of full color literature illustrating our products in use, call toll free 800-328-7038. In Minnesota, call (612) 685-3621 or write to the address below.

Cold Spring Granite Company, AIA-9
202 South 3rd Avenue, Cold Spring, MN 56320
As contemporary and modern in style as the space age itself, the International Space Hall of Fame was built to house the historic documents and exhibits of our nation’s space story. The building is sheathed with EGP's COOL-VIEW 400-8 insulating glass which screens out the New Mexico sun to reduce air cooling costs.

EGP, the architectural division of Shatterproof Glass Corporation, furnishes a complete line of architectural glass products that provide architects, owners and glaziers with a total environmental glass package.

- COOL-VIEW reflective glass
- TRANS-VIEW transparent mirror
- COL-R-SPAN spandrel glass
- SHAT-R-PROOF laminated glass — for safety, security, sound control and detention
- WEATH-R-PROOF 10 insulating glass
- EGP HEAT STRENGTHENED glass
- TEMP-R-LITE tempered glass

Look for us in SWEETS, section 8.26/EGP

Environmental Glass Products
ARCHITECTURAL DIVISION, Shatterproof GLASS CORPORATION
4815 CABOT AVENUE • DETROIT, MICHIGAN 48210 • PHONE 313 • 582-6200
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Hold a meeting
Problem There's never been a construction job that didn’t require some mid-course adjustments in design, schedules, or materials. And since several parties are involved, to discuss and agree to the changes, a meeting is often needed.

Which means travel costs, time lost, other projects delayed, profits eroded by reduced productivity.

Recognize that meetings are a form of communications, and you'll see ways the Bell System can help.

Solution Many architectural and engineering firms use teleconferencing to handle those inevitable follow-up problems. With significant savings in professional time, cost and trouble.

The simplest form is the conference call. One involving several parties at several locations can be arranged by an operator—or often by just pushing buttons.

With speakerphones or portable conferencing equipment, many “attend,” with full give-and-take. Add facsimile machines, and you add the rapid exchange of documents, drawings, diagrams, and photos.

In any case, you've served your clients well, with ease and convenience. And travel costs go down while professional productivity and billable time go up.

If you haven’t talked teleconferencing with your problem-solving Bell Account Executive lately, your company is missing something.

The system is the solution.
HERE COMES THE SUN.
THERE GO THE LIGHTS.

AEC FROM WIDE-LITE LETS YOU TAKE ADVANTAGE OF SUNLIGHT, AND CONSTANTLY ALLOWS FOR OTHER LIGHTING FACTORS, AUTOMATICALLY.

Finally, lighting has come out of the dark ages. Thanks to AEC (Automatic Energy Control) exclusively from Wide-Lite, a dimming system that does a whole lot more.

Like in Alexander City, Alabama, where it’s currently dimming HID lamps both automatically and manually. Compensating for sunlight, lamp depreciation, work requirements and other factors in Russell Corporation’s vast new textile facility. And shaving an estimated $7,000 per year off the utility bills in the bargain.

THE DAWN OF THE “LUMEN-STAT.”

Wide-Lite’s AEC controls the level of illumination in much the same way as a thermostat controls the level of heat. How? By starting with our advanced dimming capability and then going one better—adding ceiling-mounted photocell sensors. These “read” the level of illumination and operate the dimming controls quietly by solidstate circuitry.

All you do is set the system at the desired footcandle level. As room or outdoor area illumination levels fall from lamp and dirt depreciation effects, lamp power is automatically increased.

If sunlight supplements artificial lighting, lamp power is reduced.

Control can be by programmed timers, by computer interface, or by manual override.

AEC compensates automatically for initial system “over-design” and anything else that effects illumination levels.

And never do you pay for more energy than what’s necessary to maintain optimum illumination.

Taken one step further, AEC even allows you the flexibility of designing your own wattage lamps. Because by setting the footcandle level where you want it, you also get precisely the wattage you need to fit any given application.

IT’S SO AUTOMATIC, IT EVEN PAYS FOR ITSELF.

As if that weren’t enough, Wide-Lite’s AEC gives you another bonus after two to three years of use. Because at current electricity rates, that’s when the AEC Dimming System typically finishes paying for itself by saving up to 25% in power costs. Of course, the higher the rates, the greater the return on your investment.

And only Wide-Lite offers the range of dimming, the automatic operation, and the kind of equipment that extends lamp life and improves lumen depreciation. All Wide-Lite equipment is covered by our published three-year limited warranty, too.

Next time the sun goes down, AEC will be improving lighting efficiency somewhere. Indoors or out. Commercial or industrial. Haven’t power costs increased enough to make you start looking for ways to save?

For more information, write for our 16-page brochure “HID Dimming Systems and Automatic Energy Control.”

Wide-Lite
P. O. Box 606, San Marcos, Texas 78666
Wide-Lite® products also manufactured in Australia, Belgium (for Europe), Canada, Mexico, Great Britain, Venezuela and South Africa.
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The Institute from page 32 and urban affairs at Northwestern University, will discuss the effects of past innovations on building technology. On Oct. 17, in-depth case studies will be presented to show how industry projects have used new technology in solving specific problems.

Information about this conference may be obtained from Michael Cohn at AIA headquarters, (202) 785-7366. Meanwhile, more details have been arranged for AIA's first national conference on architectural management, to be held on Oct. 22-23 in Denver (see Aug., p. 22). Moderator of the conference, whose purpose is to better prepare the architect for the highly competitive climate of the 1980s, will be Nancy R. McAdams, AIA, chairman of the practice management committee.

Michael R. Hough, editor-publisher of Professional Services Management Journal, will discuss "How to Develop a Strategic Plan." The topic of a discussion on "How to Manage Growth in Your Practice" will be led by Howard G. Birnberg, architect/design business consultant, and Frank A. Stasiowski, management specialist, will speak on "Profit Planning in Architectural Practice."

Michael P. Buckley, AIA, will outline steps in the creation of a marketing plan in a speech entitled "Competitive Marketing in the '80s." Thomas C. Moreland, AIA, chairman of AIA's project management task force, will discuss "The Strong Project Manager," and Spencer W. Jue, AIA, will speak to the topic of "Profiting from New Techniques in Production."

Also, Richard F. Floyd, AIA, will examine "The Impact of Project Management Systems," and Richard L. Christianson, a Denver mortgage expert, will speak on "The Economics of Practice in the '80s."

There will be workshops during the two-day conference, which is sponsored by the AIA practice management committee. For registration, information and details, contact Robert A. Class, AIA, at Institute headquarters, (202) 785-7258.

AIA members are invited to attend an urban planning and design committee meeting in Boston, Oct. 22-24. The meeting will be aimed at developing an urban design agenda for the '80s. Speakers will include James Marston Fitch, Richard Stein, FAIA, George Notter, FAIA, David Wallace, FAIA, Percival Goodman, FAIA, Anthony Pangaro and John Zuccotti. For more information, contact John Gaillard, director of design and environment programs, at AIA headquarters.

AIA-Air Force Design Program

For the first time, AIA and the U.S. Air Force are collaborating to improve the four-year-old design awards program which recognizes excellence in Air Force projects. "With AIA participation, our program will achieve higher levels of professional recognition," said Brig. Gen. Clifton D. Wright, commander of the AIA-Air Force Design Program.
Air Force engineering and services center, Tyndall Air Force Base, Fla. AIA Vice Presidents Robert C. Broshar, FAIA, and James M. Harrison, FAIA, have been named jurors of the 1979 design awards program which recognizes the "achievement of excellence in architectural and engineering design by the military and professional community."

Also, the Department of Defense has reactivated its design awards program which was discontinued in early 1977. Ehrman B. Mitchell Jr., FAIA, president of the Institute, has pledged AIA's support of DOD's efforts to recognize design professionals "who meet and exceed the challenge to produce quality architecture for the Department of Defense." R. Randall Vosbeck, FAIA, Institute vice president, has been appointed to serve on the jury for the DOD program.

For more information about either awards program, contact Steve Biegel, director of the AIA federal agency liaison program, at Institute headquarters, (202) 785-7382.

Institute Opposes FTC Proposal On Standards and Certification

AIA has joined several organizations in the building industry in opposing the Federal Trade Commission's proposed rule on standards and certification as it relates to the design professions and the construction industry. AIA recommends that action on the proposal be "deferred until such time as a more detailed investigation of the relative frequency of standards abuses, the availability of less restrictive alternatives and the economic impact on the construction industry has been accomplished," said David Olan Meeker Jr., FAIA, executive vice president of the Institute in testimony on behalf of AIA before the FTC. "We believe," he said, "that there is insufficient justification on the record to date for the proposed rulemaking in its present form on all of these counts."

The proposed rule would establish strict notification, participation and appeals procedures in standards-making and would impose heavy penalties for noncompliance. According to the rule, "it would establish prohibitions and requirements for standards developers, certifiers and persons who reference standards or certification in the marketing of products." It would apply to both the development and use of standards and would establish a "general right" to participate in all phases of standards proceedings. It would further establish a "redress system that private parties can use to challenge unfair, deceptive or anticompetitive standards." The rule would be enforced, on a case by case basis, through cease and desist orders, civil penalties and consumer redress.

Meeker said the "rule's challenge provisions will result in a weakening of product standards, in the name of removing competitive market restrictions, which will not ultimately serve the public interest. In reality, it will allow the owner or developer to save some initial procurement costs, while subjecting tenants, users or subsequent purchasers to deteriorating buildings, environmental discomfort and increased operating, maintenance, repair and replacement costs far in excess of someone else's savings." He emphasized that federal policy should promote the selection of products and materials that take into consideration life cycle costs rather than "giving additional weight to the immense market pressures for using lowest initial cost solutions."

Meeker said AIA was particularly concerned that the rule "represents proposed federal intervention in an area of commerce without having first built a substantial case for regulation." He pointed to FTC's "insufficient understanding of the construction industry, standards development, product selection behavior and market interactions." Also, he said that an economic impact analysis had been overlooked.

Meeker said neither AIA nor its members "have a financial stake in standards, nor is AIA in the business of standards-making. Our interest is to be able to better serve the owners and users of the buildings we design." He said that AIA "has serious doubts" regarding the extent of the problems that the rule purports to address and whether it would "improve decision making by or on behalf of the consumer of building products." He said that FTC should not abandon its investigation of competitive injury and consumer deception coming from codes and standards. "Such charges deserve investigation, and more aggressive enforcement of the laws, using existing powers, may be required."

The rule has also been opposed by the National Institute of Building Sciences because of the fear that it might interfere with voluntary standards-making. Also on record in opposition to the rule are the American Consulting Engineers Council, the Associated General Contractors of America and the National Society of Professional Engineers.

Meeker said in his testimony that AIA "strongly favors" an approach taken by the Office of Management and Budget that would require broad representation on standards-making groups and a uniform policy on the use of voluntary standards. "AIA is relying primarily on cooperative efforts by the industry . . . rather than on a government decree," he said.

Second Block Grant Evaluation Applauds New Targeting Formula

Has HUD's community development block grant (CDBG) program placed funds in the nation's neediest communities? Does the federal or local government have control over individual projects? Are the projects under CDBG different from the previous categorical grants program?

These and more questions are answered in "Decentralizing Community Development," compiled by the Brookings Institution and recently issued by HUD. It is the second of four evaluations of the CDBG program. The first emphasized distributional issues and recommended modifying the allocation system.

The Housing and Community Development Act of 1977 authorized $3.7 billion to the CDBG program over three consecutive years for grants to help revitalize hard-pressed cities and to provide more decent housing for low- and moderate-income people. The law is a continuation of the 1974 act, but has a different formula for the computation of federal funding levels in calculating how much money each city will receive.

The new formula was chosen to bring more benefits to older, deteriorating cities of the East and Northeast by giving greater weight to the age of a city's housing stock and to population growth lag. The original formula weighed population at 25 percent, overcrowded housing at 25 percent and the percentage of residents below the poverty level at 50 percent. The new formula weighs population growth at 20 percent, poverty at 30 percent and age of housing at 50 percent.

Using a sample of 61 jurisdictions (30 cities, 10 urban counties, 12 suburban cities and 9 nonmetropolitan cities), the Brookings survey found that the shift to the "dual formula allocation system" has significantly improved the targeting capabilities of the program. With the use of the new formula oriented toward older cities...
It takes confidence to say Bilco products are best. Best in design. Best in workmanship. Best in reliability. And you'll find that confidence reflected in the wording of our catalog specifications for every Bilco product.

Proper operation is the most important requirement of a horizontal door. When you specify Bilco, you call for roof scuttles, automatic fire vents, ceiling access doors, sidewalk, floor and pit doors, equipment hatches and basement doors that are guaranteed to operate properly. You are also specifying performance proven products that offer long, trouble-free service and complete satisfaction for your clients.

For information, details and specifications, see our catalog in Sweet's Architectural, Industrial Construction and Engineering Files or write for a copy.
A creative challenge, superbly met.

When the architect finds the best answer to a design problem, it's a triumph. At Schinnerer/CNA we've been providing architects and engineers with professional liability insurance for over 22 years. Long enough to truly appreciate their creativity and expertise. Long enough to develop a record of leadership and expertise in our own field.

From the very beginning, through good times and bad, while other companies have come and gone, our strong relationship with the AIA and NSPE has enhanced our program. And provided us with an insight into the insurance needs of the design professional—unique to our industry.
We know that as an architect, one of your major concerns is complete insurance coverage at a reasonable cost. So together with CNA, we’ve added these new features to our current program to broaden the scope of protection and help save you money. The result—superior professional liability protection at some of the best prices you can find anywhere today.

The Deductible Credit Plan.
It’s a feature that helps save money two ways. It lowers the deductible amount you pay because of a claim by as much as 50%. Or it saves you money by lowering the premium if the credit is applied to a higher deductible amount.

Full Retroactive Limits.
For qualified firms, no matter what the liability limit was at the time of the alleged error, you are covered for the claim under the current limit. There’s no charge for this retroactive coverage, and it protects your firm back to the first day of practice.

First Dollar Defense Coverage.
Under most policies, the firm that wins the claim has its deductible applied to defense costs. With our feature, if a claim is resolved in your favor (with no payment to the claimant), defense costs are covered from the first dollar—no deductible involved.

New Worldwide Coverage.
Your firm is now covered for projects anywhere in the world—including the Communist Bloc countries. Schinnerer/CNA’s superior coverage now follows your firm anywhere it happens to be.

Automatic Coverage for Boundary Surveys, Bridges, Tunnels and Dams.
With this addition to the current policy, coverage for this work is now automatic under the standard policy and is no longer an exclusion requiring special coverage.

*Coverage for projects in Communist Bloc countries requires a special endorsement.

At Schinnerer/CNA, our commitment has always been to the professionals we serve. That’s why we’ve remained first in our field. That’s why our professional liability coverage is, and always has been, the best.

Why not have your broker get you a quote?

Victor O. Schinnerer
& Company, Inc.

The first is still the best.

500 Pennsylvania Avenue, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20001
Phone: (202) 331-2890

55 E. Jackson Street
Chicago, Illinois 60604
Phone: (312) 665-1631

127 John Street
New York, New York 10038
Phone: (212) 544-1500

Some of these features are subject to approval by regulatory authorities and may not be available in some states. These features may not apply to all insured in all cases. Check with your broker for qualification details.
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Government from page 38
and more distressed cities, said the report, "a significant amount of additional funding is going to what we find to be the neediest communities." The Northeast's share of funds increased from 49 to 58 percent, while the Southern and Western share declined from 51 to 42 percent. Central cities have benefited the most (an increase of 43 percent). The report concluded: "We see efforts to achieve better targeting as an important part of urban problem-solving. We also see such efforts as likely to meet with resistance from those concerned about other programs, such as the programs of growth areas and the needs for rural development."

The block grant concept (1977 legislation) was adopted for community development to answer complaints about the priority-setting role of the federal government under the categorical grants program (1974 legislation). Under the categorical grants approach, the competition for urban aid was largely between communities. Under the block grants the competition is primarily within the community. Thus, concludes the report, "This political rearrangement has had the effect of substituting local preferences for federal preferences," allowing more control by local officials over community development. And there has been an increased involvement of local legislatures and citizens in the decision-making process.

Decentralization has allowed communities to design their own programs. A large number of relatively hard-pressed areas (mostly central cities) have shifted to a mixed program of community development, according to the report. In the "better-off" communities, CDBG funds are more often concentrated in a single program.

The report poses these questions about the future: "Will decision making become routinized with the process closing up and coming under the domination of one set of participants? Is the relatively great involvement of citizens in the early years of the CDBG program a burst of initial enthusiasm that has peaked and will decline, or has citizen influence become an established part of local decision making?"

Housing rehabilitation, which in the original CDBG legislation was considered an "incidental" activity, has emerged as one of the major CDBG undertakings of local governments. Some communities use CDBG funds only to bring housing units up to various building code standards, while others go further allowing funds to be used for structural and external repairs.

A copy of the in-depth, 261-page report may be obtained from the Division of Product Dissemination and Transfer, Office of Policy, Development and Research, HUD, Room 8124, 451 Seventh St. S.W., Washington, D.C. 20410.

Meanwhile, the 1977 legislation authority expires September 1980. HUD plans to announce any suggested changes in the law this month. Robert Embry, HUD assistant secretary for community planning and development, said he expects HUD to recommend reauthorization of the program on a multiyear basis; the funding level will not increase significantly and there will be no major changes in the program.

Landrieu Helped to Formulate Cities' Revenue-Sharing Program

Moon Landrieu, President Carter's choice for secretary of HUD served two terms as mayor of New Orleans (1970-78), and was prohibited by law from running for a third term.

As mayor, he fought for rehabilitation of the French Quarter and the center city commercial district (site of the $163.5 million Superdome), construction of a riverside mall and inclusion of blacks in the city government.

As a member of the U.S. Conference of Mayors and as its president in 1975, he helped formulate the federal revenue-sharing program for cities. He is now chairman of two of the conference's committees—transportation and urban development—continued on page 44
The GE Silicone Seal.
The difference between seeing the city
and seeing the windows.

In some designs, window mullions simply get in the way. But thanks to General Electric Silicone Sealant, you can have both the beauty of panoramic, unbroken lines of glass and the economy and easy handling of smaller glass units.

Butt-glazing with GE Silicone Sealant gives you weather protection. It maintains its resilience and bonding strength in vertical glass-to-glass joints despite shear stress and joint movement, wind, rain, UV attack, ozone, extreme heat and cold.

Find out how the GE Silicone Seal, standard of quality for a broad line of silicone sealants, can make a very visible difference in your building design.

Write Section 450, General Electric Company, Silicone Products Department, Waterford, New York 12188.

General Electric
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OVER 40 DOESN'T MEAN OVER THE HILL

Neither does being 50, 60, or 70!

You're never too old to participate in sports and physical activities. In fact, a regular program of moderate physical activity can keep you feeling better, looking better, and living better no matter what your age.

You can golf, swim, jog, cycle, bowl, or play a dozen other lifetime sports. And now is the time to start.

KEEP MOVING, AMERICA!

American Alliance for Health, Physical Education and Recreation
1201-16th Street, N.W.
Washington, DC 20036
(202) 853-5554

Government from page 42

He is also a member of the National Urban Coalition steering committee.

Popular with the nation's mayors, Landrieu was called by Tom Cochran, deputy director of the U.S. Conference of Mayors, a "man from the trenches."

Cochran said that the conference is "elated that President Carter has recognized Mayor Landrieu's ability."

The HUD nominee was born Maurice Edwin Landrieu, but made his childhood nickname of Moon official when he ran for mayor of his home town. He studied law at Loyola University in New Orleans, was a partner in the law firm of Landrieu, Calogero & Kronlage, a state legislator and a city council member before his terms as mayor. After his service as mayor, he became president of Joseph C. Canizaro Interest Inc., a real estate development firm with projects in downtown New Orleans.

During his political life in Louisiana, Landrieu was a controversial figure. He was criticized for the Superdome project, among other things, but he managed to survive the criticisms. His fellow mayors consider him a champion of urban programs.

Confirmation hearings will take place after the congressional recess this month.

HUD Documents Discrimination Against Blacks in U.S. Housing

What HUD calls the "first formal report on a nationwide study of discrimination against blacks in the sale and rental of housing" reveals a disturbing fact that the "collective conscience prefers to ignore": There is "significant" racial discrimination in the housing market, both direct and indirect.

The report, "Measuring Racial Discrimination in American Housing Markets," presents definitive evidence that blacks are systematically treated less favorably with regard to housing availability, are treated less courteously and are asked for more information than whites.

The study, a $1 million project conducted by HUD in conjunction with the National Committee Against Discrimination in Housing, was designed to measure national and regional discrimination and not the specific levels of discrimination in each of the 35 metropolitan areas. The actual level of discrimination for a particular area exists "somewhere over a fairly wide range of values." The level of discrimination reported in one area, for example, is 30 percent, but the true level of discrimination "could be as low as 3 percent or as high as 57 percent."

continued on page 116
FOCUS ON KIMBALL. Focus on the Kimball 7000 Series. A timeless, contemporary design which focuses on the radius edge, and the richness of oak in a choice of three finishes. So focus on Kimball for stimulating new opportunities in developing creative office interiors.
A copolymer glass fibre reinforced structural panel material...

The metal inlay provides super protection to a beautiful product. The heavy duty, transparent glass fibre allows natural lighting. This patented, exclusive new paneling is available in any color or multi-color decorator combination.

Suggested Usages: Roofing, Doors, Windows, Railing, Skylites, Partitions, Truck body panels, Railroad car sides, Industrial Applications, etc.

In solar systems Krinklglas® (multifaceted surface) has proven, by tests, to be a 20 per cent greater energy factor when used as the face cover.
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Crouse-Hinds LSL/LRL luminaires for area and walkway lighting.

At Crouse-Hinds, we designed them round and square to complement the shapes you're using in your buildings. Look at them. They're beautiful. And they perform as beautifully as they look. They distribute light evenly where you want it. And compared to globes that waste light, the Crouse-Hinds luminaires use fewer units to meet your minimum light-level requirements. Look again. At normal viewing angles, you'll see no light source, because we've concealed it. You'll see no hot spots, either—only a soft glow. Crouse-Hinds LSL/LRL luminaires are energy efficient. And they come in two sizes to carry your light theme right through your project. The smaller size takes all H.I.D. lamps through 250-watt metal halide. The larger takes the 250-watt HPS and 400-watt mercury, metal halide, and HPS lamps.

Look at the Crouse-Hinds family of area and walkway lighting. And when you think of "the basic forms of light," think of Crouse-Hinds. Look one more time. Write for our literature. Sharpen your pencil and compare Crouse-Hinds efficiency and Crouse-Hinds design with any other lighting system. Let us quote you some beautiful specifications.

Crouse-Hinds Company, Lighting Products Division
P.O. Box 4999, Syracuse, New York 13221
Vecta Contract
Ginkgo Biloba Tables.
Uniquely designed cast aluminum base, beautifully polished or coated in 16 Thermoset colors, 6 table-top shapes, 37 standard sizes. Veneers and laminates. With solid wood, vinyl or self edge, 2" or 1 1/4" thick. Carefully scaled and designed by Gunter Eberle for today's architecture.

Call toll-free for literature:
800-447-4700; in Illinois, 800-322-4400.
Vecta Contract, Inc., 740 W. Mockingbird Lane, Dallas, Texas 75247.
Ginkgo and Ginkgo Biloba are trademarks of Vecta Contract® patents pending.
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Natural light has provided a perceptual dynamic to architectural design since its inception. The creation of the artificial has been enhanced by its relation to the natural and gained vitality in response to solar rhythms. Masters of architecture may frequently be cited as masters of light.

The fascination with sunlight derives from our most fundamental biological, as well as esthetic, needs. Orientation in time and space is critical to our survival and well-being. Sunlight is predictable in its direction and cycles of day and season; daylight is unpredictable in its varying patterns of weather, reflectances and shadows. Daylight design carries with it the assurance of orientation and the excitement of diversity.

The play of natural light on a building facade and its entry into a building challenges the design and technology of architecture. The issue is one of relation. An object in direct sunlight may be a million times as bright as in moonlight, yet we perceive both clearly; except at the extremes of perception, absolute values are less important than relational ones. Visual perceptions are formed not only by actual illumination, but by analogy, expectation and experience. The designer relies on context as well as light itself.

The practical aspects of sunlight had, until very recently, been neglected for 20 years and the thermal implications were rediscovered before those concerning illumination. Much of the daylight design of practical
intent was accomplished in this country before the 1950s. Many early office buildings have narrow sections and large windows to admit daylight. Rockefeller Center limits interior spaces to 27 feet between perimeter and elevator core to take advantage of natural light. New York City decades ago developed setback zoning to ensure natural light amid urban density.

Daylight design lends itself particularly well to buildings with intense daytime use, such as office buildings and schools, where an early theory was that natural light was good for growing things and people. The task requirements of such buildings benefitted from the high quality of natural light, its pleasant modeling effects and variations, its superior color rendition and design employing sidelighting to reduce the veiling reflections caused by conventional overhead luminaries. Warehouses and retail stores are also frequent subjects for daylight design, with ambient light the focus for warehouses and marketing appeal the focus for retail stores.

Implicit in daylight design is the opportunity for views and experiential contact with the outdoors. Residences that gain few energy benefits from daylight can draw from it amenity and psychological rapport with the outdoors as well as a more effective visual environment.

One of the most interesting experiments in daylight design occurred in California during the 1940s and early 1950s when a large number of schools were designed and built to rely almost entirely on daylight. These buildings became classic examples of unilateral, bilateral and trilateral daylight design; documentation of their quality and performance remain important references even today (see pages 69-71).

The schools still exist, but the daylight design has been wasted. When the schools were built, the form and location of the buildings with their large window areas and high ceilings provided not only good lighting, but natural ventilation and other thermal comforts for that climate. Over time, however, conditions changed. Pressure built for higher light levels, and fluorescent lighting was installed. With the higher, artificial illumination came a buildup of internal heat. The warmer classrooms then required airconditioning, and it was installed. Soon,
the windows that had provided heat, light and ventilation became burdensome to the new mechanical systems and so many were covered and blocked off. A tour of many of these schools today provides only faint clues to their original daylight design.

Early approaches to energy conservation recognized that daylight could reduce the need for artificial and therefore electrical light. But embedded in the conservation concepts was a reliance on mechanical systems that put daylight design at odds with efficient thermal system design. Early conservation checklists suggested the designer include daylight in one place and, in others, would suggest the designer reduce window areas, make the building more compact and reduce perimeter exposures.

More recent interest in energy conservation has focused on a complement between changing environmental cycles and building design, urging the designer to integrate building and nature, rather than isolate them from each other. The location and form of the building have become the focus of energy-conscious design rather than mechanical systems. And, with increased interest in natural ventilation, passive solar energy and dynamic design responses to climate, daylight design is again rising to the fore.

Natural light has long been accepted as a form issue in architecture and therefore undeniably the province of the architect. It is perceived as an esthetic concern related to the quality of an environment. The concern with numbers is a newer one that must be addressed, but does not overwhelm the fundamental human and esthetic factors for architects. The numbers are an index to performance and therefore important, but light is still first and foremost a perceptual and qualitative issue.

The performance aspects of daylight are now receiving the most attention in an era of energy concerns. The Union Carbide building in New York City is being retrofitted for daylight. Energy research now addresses the illumination aspects of solar energy along with the thermal. The classical approaches to daylight design are being enhanced with new knowledge about ways to make the light more useful, farther into a building.

In this issue we explore the formal implications of natural daylight, from the poetic to the analytical, and from the esthetic to the practical. Daylight design may at last bring the blend of design and technology that good architecture suggests and wise architecture fulfills. Marguerite Villecco. A former senior editor of Architectural Forum and Architecture Plus, Ms. Villecco subsequently was a senior research associate at AIA Research Corporation. She served as consulting editor for this issue of the Journal.—Ed.
Masters of Light: Alvar Aalto

Achieving 'just the right amount of light' in a singular climate. By Richard C. Peters, AIA

The magic of light and architecture is nowhere more eloquently expressed than in the work of Alvar Aalto.

Most of his major buildings are in Finland, a climate zone in which there is almost no daylight during the long winter months and continuous daylight during most of the summer, a condition that demands a careful blending of natural and artificial light.

A low-angled soft light—I call it "lemon light"—only peeks over the horizon for a few minutes during winter months, while during the endless days of summer it seems to float high above you in the sky—seemingly always perpendicular.

Aalto understood the distinction between the lighting requirements for the winter and summer and developed a system or language of "light-giving devices" that are utilized in all his buildings. Rooftop lighting, clerestories, screened windows and lighting scoops are quite consciously made major design elements. They are used to crown or accent spaces, to denote movement from place to place in light, or to punctuate activities in controlled light. Light is always carefully considered in relation to the human functions it illuminates. Be it as simple as a hallway or as complex as a reading room or church interior, it is putting light where you want it that is the important lesson to learn.

Aalto's use of light is not overwhelmingly dramatic, nor at all theatrical. His spaces are replete with patterns of sunlight, shadows and reflected light, always combined one with another, providing "just the right amount of light" to enjoy the experience of the beautiful interiors.

An important realization from the exterior is that one can virtually "read" Aalto buildings. The exterior forms directly relate to the interior spaces. They are buildings that are expressive of their function. Windows, for example, are never arbitrarily placed into a facade just for effect, but are designed to bring light into the building exactly where it is wanted and where it is needed.

Other important characteristics of the buildings are their modeling and plasticity in daylight. They take on different values and colors by the direction, movement and quality of sunlight and the sky conditions in relation to their surfaces. Dark blue ceramic tile turns silver gray under overcast skies; red brick takes on a bronze orange glow in the winter light and the long summer sunset, and white marble reflects the hue of the ever-changing light of the day; from soft purple in the early morning to the bright white of midday to warm pink at twilight.

Because sunlight is treasured in Finland, Aalto maximized the use of "articulated" daylight. However, he was equally sensitive in the use of artificial illumination, particularly important in regions where in the winter there is minimum daylight. Aalto designed the lighting fixtures for each building and saw them as an integral design element. As with his modeling of daylight, Aalto filtered and screened artificial light by using baffles, reflecting brass and painted surfaces, always with the intent of spreading "warm light."

The interweaving of the buildings' forms, surfaces and openings with the elegantly orchestrated artificial illumination shows that Aalto loved his buildings and what they could mean to the people who used and experienced them. To me, the work of Alvar Aalto says "architecture is light."

Mr. Peters is a professor of architecture at the University of California at Berkeley, and a partner in the San Francisco firm of Peters Clayberg & Caulfield.
The National Pension Bank headquarters building in Helsinki is a large, four-story volume ringed with offices. The triple-glazed skylights that project high above the roof and far below the ceiling are used in a conscious attempt to create a sunny, warm indoor environment in this harsh northern climate. Because each of the skylights is canted and rises from a one-story high coffer, light is diffused and reflected from vertical surfaces above the ceiling before entering the building's interior spaces. It is then bounced off reflective, white walls. The result is shadowless light without glare. Similarly, artificial light coming from fixtures hung in the skylights is reflected from vertical surfaces from two sides and reaches horizontal working spaces at an angle. This eliminates glare.
A view from the north of the Polytechnical Institute at Otaniemi in summer and winter (above) shows how quality and quantity of light change according to season. Stockman's bookstore in Helsinki (left), with three crystalline skylights floating above a three-story hall clad in reflective white marble, is similar in concept to the National Pension Bank headquarters building.
Masters of Light: Le Corbusier

He moved from Purist typology to a poetic use of light. By Harris Sobin

Above, Le Corbusier's graphic window analysis (1926), comparing daylight performance of equal areas of the fenêtre en longueur or ribbon window (left) with that of the widely spaced vertical openings of the classical tradition (right). Conclusion: The ribbon window delivers a substantially higher average level of illumination while providing a more even distribution of light in rooms. At right, the street facade of Le Corbusier's Villa Jeanneret (1923) under typical overcast Paris sky conditions. Four Purist window types can be seen: the pan de verre (upper right), the 'vertical slot' (top center), the 'hole-in-the-wall' (top left) and the fenêtre en longueur, (second floor).
By the early 1920s, use of the "rational" skeleton frame in Europe had made possible the use of thin, lightweight exterior enclosures fully independent of a building's structure. This new facade could be fully glazed, fully opaque or anything in between. New freedoms soon led to new problems: In designing the emancipated window, a new "rational" ordering principle was needed to replace the ordonnance of classical convention.

The choice of International Style practitioners, central as it was to prevailing ideas of health and modernity, was natural light. "Light is the key to well-being," Le Corbusier announced. "Windows are made to give light, not ventilation . . . The facade fulfills its true destiny; it is the provider of light. It can provide light with 100 percent of its surface. . . . Walls of light! Henceforth the idea of the window will be modified."

This early polemical stance led Le Corbusier by the end of the 1920s to invent and employ an entire typology of windows. Each was a "word" in the new architectural language of Purism. When used in the "sentence" of a building facade, each window type was intended to symbolize a particular range of human activity, and at the same time was specifically designed to deliver the correct amount of natural light thought to be associated with that activity. For ceremonial spaces, such as entrance halls, or for rooms containing functions requiring the greatest degree of illumination, including offices, hospital rooms, workrooms and studios, Le Corbusier utilized the pan de verre or window wall, an area of full height glazing, often supplemented by substantial areas of toplighting. For spaces such as kitchens or living rooms requiring average light levels evenly distributed throughout the room, he borrowed from contemporary industrial practice for what he called the fenêtre en longueur. This was a "ribbon" or lengthwise window, running continuously across the entire length of a space between blank side walls. From graphic analysis of its daylighting performance, Le Corbusier concluded that the ribbon window would guarantee four times the average interior illumination produced by the narrow vertical openings of classic ordonnance, and also greatly improve the distribution of that light. Where daylighting needs were modest, as in bedrooms or corridors, narrow vertical slots, square "hole-in-the-wall" openings or small skylights were utilized, spaced widely apart in large expanses of opaque, canonically white surfaces. The entire spectrum of this Purist
“vocabulary of light” reached a fully developed form as early as 1922-23. The result: highly legible combinations of window arrangements on planar white exteriors, giving rise to a luminous world in which the use of natural light created a wide range of interior environments, from relatively closed, secluded and dim to softly glowing, to bright, transparent and open. Effective in its first appearances around Paris, this window typology did not always travel well, responding best to the architect’s intentions under the cloudy sky conditions of northern Europe.

An increasingly obsessive concern with providing natural light soon induced Le Corbusier to reduce his use of isolated openings and move toward larger and larger areas of fully glazed walls. At the end of the 1920s, several major projects were under design at the atelier using areas of continuous full-height glazing across their entire multistory facades. But as soon as one of these buildings was actually put into use, the limitations of unprotected fully glazed walls in buildings lacking in high-tech airconditioning systems became abundantly clear: They caused serious summer overheating problems.

This environmental failure coincided with Le Corbusier’s series of visits in the mid-1930s to North Africa. In the region’s traditional architecture he discovered a wide range of non-mechanical techniques capable of creating livable indoor environments even in a hot arid desert, through the use of massive building envelopes and small openings. These vernacular control concepts of mass and shade became, in Le Corbusier’s hands, the basis for a whole new second architectural “language.” From this point onward, the role of light in his architecture radically changed. The provision of unlimited amounts of natural daylight was rejected as the major determinant of the design of the building envelope. Overcoming the heat which came in with the light now became the major environmental goal. The architect’s first step toward achieving it was his invention and development, in connection with several projects for North Africa, of layered screens made up of opaque fins and overhangs for systematic solar shading of the window wall. Introduction of this second wall, called the brise-soleil or sun-breaker by Le Corbusier, marked the beginning of a whole new enclosure typology based on shade, mass and ventilation. Despite its eventual use in several different climatic zones, this new language frequently seems to have been created to work best, both figuratively and functionally, under clear skies and strong sunlight.

While reducing direct penetration of solar heat into a building, the brise-soleil also inevitably and substantially reduced the amount of daylight which could enter its interior. Powerfully sculptural, of great visual force and densely coded for thermal control, the exteriors of these later buildings often enclose dimly lit spaces, in which the frequent absence of adequate overall daylighting actually heightens the impact of dramatically placed washes of light. These luminous accents, symbolically underscoring crucial issues of circulation, structure and illumination, originate in brilliantly colored interior curbs of skylights, ceilings adjacent to clerestories, or the glowing inner surfaces of the sun-breakers themselves.

Le Corbusier’s use of light as a design element had gone through a major transformation. In his youthful, utopian vision, architecture operated as a Cartesian “light-delivery system,” with light itself as the major physiological/environmental/functional subject and purpose of that architecture. In the later projects his work evolved toward a more plastic, evocative and, in many ways, more traditional conception, in which light plays a decreasingly “objective,” and increasingly symbolic, mysterious, poetic role, delineating and intensifying volume, space and architectural meaning.
Below left, the east facade of the Carpenter Center for the Visual Arts at Harvard (1961-64). Typical of Le Corbusier’s late works, it has massive, deeply sculptured concrete brise-soleils at upper studio levels protecting a full-height, all-glass window wall at the ground floor office level. The brightly colored inner surfaces of the brise-soleils (left) lend drama and excitement to the Carpenter Center’s studio spaces. Below, the brilliantly colored recollections of the carafes and bottles of Purism intermingle with a linear human figure of his post-Purist iconography, but the visual center of Le Corbusier’s Femme sur fond rouge, a tapestry of 1965, is the image of a square lantern. Here, this Purist icon has been transformed from its pale origins, by the use of intense values of black and white, into a sunbreaker bay from Le Corbusier’s later career, seen in slanting, strongly directional sunlight.
"We were born of light. The seasons are felt through light. We only know the world as it is evoked by light, and from this comes the thought that material is spent light. To me natural light is the only light, because it has mood—it provides a ground of common agreement for man—it puts us in touch with the eternal. Natural light is the only light that makes architecture architecture." Louis I. Kahn.

He liked to call it a “natural-light fixture,” that particular “harness-like looking thing” that spreads daylight onto the underside of the Kimbell vault. He believed “so much in the wonder of natural light, that it resulted in an invention of a shape which one could never get to by just playing around with shapes you like.” But the path to get to something, Kahn once said, is a difficult one, and the first step began late in 1966 with the choice of Kahn as architect for Fort Worth’s Kimbell Art Museum by its director, Richard F. Brown. Brown’s sympathies corresponded to Kahn’s. In his prearchitectural program the director wrote:

“Natural light should play a vital part in illumination. . . . The visitor must be able to relate to nature momentarily . . . to actually see at least a small slice of foliage, sky, sun, water. And the effects of changes in weather, position of the sun, seasons, must penetrate the building and participate in illuminating both art and observer. . . . We are after a psychological effect

**Masters of Light: Louis Kahn**

*The development of the Kimbell’s ‘natural-light fixture.’ By Marshall Meyers, AIA*

Mr. Meyers, a partner in the Philadelphia firm of Pellecchia & Meyers, was Louis Kahn’s project architect for the Kimbell Art Museum. His present firm was commissioned after Kahn’s death to complete the design and construction of the Yale Center for British Art. Copyright © 1979 by Marshall Meyers.
Kahn's first sketches: The roofs were too high and contained too much volume.

through which the museum visitor feels that both he and the art he came to see are still part of the real, rotating, changeable world.

Kahn made his first proposal for the building in March 1967, and it contained the basic elements he would keep throughout the entire development of the design: a repetitive series of shed-like structures with roof-top light apertures interrupted by open courts. His first sketches for the section of this element show several studies of the narrow roof aperture with a reflector shape hung below (1 and 2). He investigated many roof shapes, including one that was semicircular, but all these early schemes had the same failing in the eyes of Brown: The roofs were too high; they contained too much volume. In most cases their height was equal to the height of the columns supporting them, making the space too august and monumental for the relatively small objects to be exhibited.

Attempts to reduce this volume proved awkward at first. A drawing I made for Kahn in September 1967 (3) showing quarter circles with a flat roof was an initial effort to reduce the scale. This drawing also illustrated a novel possibility for the reflector: that in addition to its ability to reflect daylight onto the ceiling, it could be made to simultaneously transmit some light down to the observer. This small spark of an idea existed to divide a beam of light and send it off in two directions. A partially mirrored prism in a single-lens reflex movie camera sends some light to the eyepiece and some to the film.

What was unique was the proposal to apply this principle to something the size of an architectural element in order to make the reflector disappear, to give the illusion of dematerialization and transparency so you could see through it. By doing this it was hoped to avoid the heaviness of the conventional opaque reflector where its dark underside is seen highly contrasted against a brightly lit surface.

Kahn once said that an idea wasn't an idea unless you knew how to make it. The means of making the reflector did seem to be at hand. It would be a transparent one-way mirror; glass with a vacuum-deposited aluminum or chrome film, thin enough to see through. Kahn liked the novelty of the idea and presented it to Brown, calling it a "new kind of window." Within weeks of this decision the cycloid curve was selected as a possible lower profile for the roof and confirmed as structurally feasible by the engineer, August Komendant. Now the first sections were drawn incorporating both the cycloid shell and the transparent reflector (4).

Work on the reflector continued slowly into the construction phase of the project and several times the problems that came up seemed insurmountable. During 1968 small mockups were made in Kahn's office. Reflector shapes at one-half inch equals one foot were heat-formed of thin Plexiglas sheets and lightly mirrored by the Kinney Vacuum Co. These were inserted in a wood model of a typical bay to observe the effect of the light. But the high estimated cost of bending glass to a precise curve, the unsolved problem of how to protect and care for the thin delicate layer of aluminum, and the code restrictions on glass suspended overhead, all appeared to hinder development.

In 1968, Richard Kelly, the lighting consultant, was working with Kahn on the Phillips Exeter Library project and Kahn showed him the scheme for the Kimbell. Kelly liked the idea of the transparent reflector, saw the promise in it, and Kahn asked him to help. At our first meeting, Kelly suggested switching from glass to Plexiglas as the reflector material, and the Rohm & Haas Co. was called in for recommendations. But there were problems in supporting thin sheets of Plexiglas in curves other than a catenary. In early 1969, the Kimbell trustees increased pressure on everyone to begin construction as soon as possible because of rising costs, and it was decided to negotiate a construction contract with the Fort Worth firm of T. S. Byrne, Inc., and begin construction before final completion of the architect's construction drawings.

Kelly provided two necessary breakthroughs in February 1969. First, he proposed that the reflector be made of aluminum, the type used for electric light fixture reflectors, a highly specular sheet material chemically polished on one surface, and that this material be perforated to give the required degree of transparency. Second, he drew a freehand curve that experience told him would mirror the diffuse and scattered light of the open sky and reflect it onto the surface of the cycloid shell. Almost
another year elapsed before Kelly enlisted the mathematical and engineering skills of Isaac Goodbar, an associate of Edison Price in New York City, to prepare and run a computer program which would give us precise coordinates for the reflector curve and footcandle readings of the reflected light to be expected along the cycloid.

The printout refined Kelly's very accurate assumption for the correct shape of the curve, but a final decision on the size and spacing of the perforations would have to wait another year and a half, until the middle of 1971, when the poured concrete structure at the site would be ready for full-size mockups. Kelly at first proposed a large hole for the perforations in the belief that this would prevent the accumulation of dust. When a sample of the reflector sheet punched to this specification and shaped to the correct curve was installed at the site, it was immediately obvious that the reflector returned the light to the ceiling as predicted. But the holes recommended by Kelly were too coarse. And worse, when the sun was at its zenith, the fully perforated reflector permitted too much sun to enter the gallery, injurious rays that would strike any south-facing exhibit wall for several minutes at noon in the completed building. The virtue of transparency was no virtue at all, in Richard Brown's mind, if the curators and staff had to be prevented from displaying sensitive works of art on walls with this orientation. A second mockup was tried with a sheet only sparsely perforated (like stars in a night sky) and almost no transparency, but this too was rejected. At this point, only a year away from the projected completion date, Kahn was ready to abandon the idea of a transparent reflector by eliminating the perforations entirely. Just when all seemed lost, a compromise solution came from Frank Sherwood in Preston Geren's office (associate architect) in Fort Worth.

Sherwood suggested making opaque only that part of the reflector directly beneath the two-foot, six-inch wide opening in the roof and leaving the remainder of the reflector perforated. This would stop the sun's penetration at noon, but it meant that the slice of sky to be seen through the reflector would be blocked. All that would remain of the original idea was a reduction in contrast where the edge of the perforated reflector could be seen against the ceiling. In the end what finally saved the idea was the realization that not all spaces in the building had the same restrictions as to direct sunlight. The public spaces, entry halls, auditorium, banquet area, bookstore area and library mezzanine could tolerate the fully perforated reflectors. Kahn and Brown quickly accepted, even welcomed, this variation which allowed for a subtle increase in light intensity in these spaces as well as the hoped for view of the sky above.

Another suggestion from the field, and an incredibly smart one, solved the last remaining problem: the size of the perforations. If the diameter of the holes was similar to the thickness of the metal and spaced closely, the reflector itself would be able to provide a 45-degree cut-off for certain angles of the sun's rays. The aluminum sheet was .040 inches thick, a function of curvature and span, and a .050-inch hole on 3/32-inch staggered centers was selected for the final mockup. Seen from below, the fineness and frequency of the perforations presented a diaphanous window to the sky and, as Kahn had predicted earlier, bathed the concrete cycloid in a translucent glow. As he had said: "This light will give a glow of silver to the room without touching the objects directly, yet give the comforting feeling of knowing the time of day."
Masters of Light: Frank Lloyd Wright

A prophet of glass and a passionate advocate of sunlight. By Don DeNevi
“More and more, so it seems to me, light is the beautifier of the building.”—Frank Lloyd Wright.

From his earliest designs on, Wright integrated light within the overall building concept, rejecting the hole-in-the-wall concept of the window. For example, virtually all of the Oak Park residences employ combinations of ribbon windows, electrostatically leaded stained glass panels, corner windows and often clerestories. Unity Temple, a massive, textured concrete structure designed with light, illustrates how the architect allowed daylight to pour through high walls and ceilings.

Almost entirely a skylight, Unity’s main ceiling creates a great brightness, a “Unitarian feeling.” Thus, the fenestration during Wright’s early years was so developed as an integrated part of the architectural form both in terms of its interior and exterior that the changing patterns of light naturally became a part of each ensemble.

By 1910, Wright was already prophesying uses of glass which, although not applicable during his lifetime, one day would be, technology permitting. “With the advent of inexpensive glass as a modern material,” claimed Wright, “the contemporary architect can employ thick, thin, colored and textured glass to delight and fascinate. Light diffused, light refracted, and light reflected will be used for their own sake, shadows aside. Shadows have always been the brush work of the traditional architect when he modeled his traditional architectural forms. But by humanizing the prism, a new experience awaits architecture. Lighting at last will become an integral part of the structure itself. No longer will appliances and appurtenances be needed.”

Also important to each Wright structure was a very consciously designed relationship between artificial and natural lighting sources. Visible lighting fixtures were avoided as much as possible. Often, artificial light came from the same sources as natural light. Not only did most of the Oak Park homes contain such elements, but so did Wright’s later buildings such as the V. C. Morris Shop in San Francisco and the Johnson Wax Company buildings in Racine, Wis.

Light control devices freely employed included broad roof overhangs and open trellises. The overhangs softened light, while open trellises served as transitions between interior lighting and

Mr. DeNevi is director of community services, Merritt College, Oakland, Calif., and teaches courses in psychology of creativity, imagination and genius. His dissertation for the University of California was on the educational philosophy of Wright.
Wright’s Marin County administration building (page 63) has a linear mall with continuous arched skylights. At Unity Temple (left) light pours in from both the high ceiling and wall openings. In the drafting and living rooms at Taliesin West (above), broad roof overhangs and translucent fiber coverings for ceilings admit subdued, diffused sunlight.

the outdoors. Translucent coverings for ceilings and roofs further subdued and diffused light. Excellent examples of this are the drafting and living rooms at Taliesin West.

In other works, Wright ventured to sheathe buildings in translucent skins, such as the Beth Sholom Synagogue, an entire tower of translucent glass, and the Johnson Wax laboratory tower which was enclosed completely in shimmering translucent tubing.

Other lighting techniques highly developed by Wright include use of the grand interior open space, a concept which predates by half a century the current popularity of Hyatt hotel designs and other multistory buildings. The Larkin Building, with its skylighted inner court, and the Johnson Wax administration building, where apertures between the tall dendriform column capitals were filled with iridescent geometrical skylights of Pyrex glass tubings, are examples. In 1957, the design for the Marin County administration building and hall of justice developed a linear extension of the same concept, a “mall” lit with continuous arched skylights.

Perhaps the most striking examples of Wright’s innovative concepts of light and structure are two designs never built. One is the 12-story central atrium hotel designed in 1946 for Rogers Lacy. The other is the design for the Huntington Hartford play resort, which was to have been a massive concrete tripod carrying three cantilevered glass enclosed clubrooms, capped by shallow glass domes. The domes were to have been constructed of stainless steel tube-rings and glass tubing. Within that design, everything would have contributed to a balanced space, an equilibrium of greater and lesser volumes.

For Wright, it was by sunlit spaces that the human spirit could be elevated to the highest order. He once said, “The more we desire the sun, the more we will desire the freedom of the good ground and the sooner we will learn to understand it. The more we value light, the more securely we will find and keep a worthwhile civilization to set against prevalent abuse and ruin. Because of light, the cave for human dwelling and work, for play and toil, is at last disappearing.”
The Sun's Rhythms as Generators of Form

A research project graphs the effects of light and gravity in three dimensions.

An investigation of the potential of the sun's daily and seasonal rhythms as the generator of form was initiated in 1962 by Ralph Knowles as part of a design research project supported by the Graham Foundation. The research was concerned with illustrating the force effects of natural phenomena, specifically sunlight and gravity, on form.

These forces are clearly reflected in the growth and patterns of nature. The sunny sides of slopes exhibit different plants and animals than shady slopes. Natural structures, such as sand dunes, reflect the forces of wind and gravity. Buildings are subject to the same natural forces that have caused differentiation in nature, but rarely acknowledge them in built form.

The research, which was conducted in a fifth-year design studio at Auburn University, had several phases. The first phase was concerned with graphing the impact of sunlight on form; the second with the impact of gravity, and the third with the combined forces of sunlight and gravity. The fourth phase sought to apply the concept of form differentiation to a simple program for an office building.

The geometric forms studied were a cube, an ellipse, a tetrahedron, a prism and a hyperboloid of revolution. While not actual building forms, their geometry provides an architectural idiom for analysis.

The rules of the experiment called for students to build models of selected geometric forms to serve as three-dimensional graphs. Then they were instructed to shield the surface from direct sunlight by devising a system of projecting planes that were geometrically consistent with the basic form. The students would then hold the number of planes constant, but vary their dimension to control the sunlight, which is a technique applicable to daylight design. A similar technique was used to model the impact of gravity.

The graphs have both static and dynamic components. The planes are themselves static, but the forces they respond to are dynamic. The sun produced asymmetrical, horizontally differentiated graphs for a 30-degree north latitude location. Gravity loads were applied to the surface of each form in such a way that they affected each point at the same elevation equally, which resulted in symmetrical, vertical differentiation.

Although there may be a hierarchy of force actions, buildings are rarely affected by a single force. Light and gravity were therefore combined into single graphs. Students were allowed to vary either the number or the dimension of the planes, or both. Longer or more numerous planes therefore indicate greater force effects. An ideal solution was a system of double-acting planes that would provide for both sun control and gravitational loads.

The final phase of the research sought to correlate the light and gravity studies with a highrise building problem. The program called for a concrete office building with public spaces on the top and street levels, and with smaller private spaces in between.

The implications of the work for architectural and urban design are now being rediscovered. The concept of a building as an ecological form that is differentiated in response to natural forces points to a new esthetic based on rhythm. Buildings that are undifferentiated pay an energy price and result in illegible environments that isolate people from natural clues to time, space and orientation.—Marguerite Villecco
2. Tetrahedron: (A) Southeast view of light graph. Planes vary in spacing because they radiate from the vertices of the form. Because spacing varies, so must depth. (B) Gravity graph with the frequency of planes held constant and force increasing toward the bottom. The form is turned on its side, producing an asymmetrical shape so that gravity loads produce differentiation side to side as well as top to bottom. (C) Combined gravity-light graph viewed from the top with north to the upper right. The top edge divides the shallow northerly sun response from the deep southerly response, with gravity showing itself as a different vertical position on each side. The number of graphing elements is held constant. (D) The same gravity-light graph viewed from the northwest. (E) A gravity-light model produced by a different graphing technique in which the number of planes varies and dimensions change. Force effects increase toward the bottom. With the force held constant, the number of planes increases toward the bottom.

Good daylight design does not simply mean large windows. It must be approached both quantitatively and qualitatively on broader and more sensitive design terms.

Daylighting seeks optimum amounts and areas of natural illumination for biological and task needs, which means good quantity and distribution of natural light. The impact of heating and cooling must be addressed and tradeoffs made appropriate to location and time.

Glare needs to be controlled to ensure that light will be comfortable and pleasant, as well as adequate in quantity. Appropriate surfaces need to be illuminated to dispel the perception of gloom.

Daylight is a dynamic phenomenon. The relationship to natural rhythms of the surroundings requires a dynamic design response, specific to time and place. Designers must learn to approach the design process with this dynamic in mind and understand that the building will be visually and functionally different according to day and season. Daylight is not something one adds to building design; it is implicit to every design decision.

Factors affecting daylight design include variations in the amount and source of daylight, caused by the position and intensity of sunlight. The luminance and luminance distribution of clear, partly cloudy and overcast skies must also be considered. The effects of local terrain, landscaping and nearby buildings and the glare and luminance patterns within view are important, as is the color of daylight as combined with other sources of light.

The design strategies used for admitting natural light into the building must be responsive to all of these factors. Natural light is a diffuse form of sunlight; daylight design must deal not only with direct solar radiation but with sky light and reflected light.

Compared to the sun, the sky has a large visual area and a relatively low luminance. The amount of daylight received from the sky depends on the position of the sun and on atmospheric conditions. For design evaluation, one or more of three conditions of incident light on the exterior vertical surface of the building are usually considered. The first is light from an overcast sky only; the second is light from a clear sky only, and the third is light from a clear sky plus direct sunlight.

According to the new Illuminating Engineering Society handbook on daylight design, the amount of light received from an overcast sky and the direction from which this light reaches the windows of a building depend on the luminance pattern of the sky. The luminance distribution of an overcast sky varies with the location, time, density and uniformity of the overcast. A uniformly overcast sky is normally 2.5 to 3 times as bright overhead as near the horizon. As a simplifying measure, a single luminance value representing the equivalent uniform sky luminance may be employed for design purposes.

The sky luminance on clear days varies with the position of the sun and the amount of atmospheric dust or haze. Except in the immediate vicinity of the sun, the clear sky is normally brighter near the horizon than overhead. The concept of equivalent sky luminance mentioned above may also be used for clear skies. In daylight calculations for clear days, sky light only is included on non-sun exposures, while light from both sun and sky is included in calculations for sun exposures.

The illumination received on a horizontal surface from the clear sky alone is correlated with solar altitude. In the case of vertical or tilted surfaces, this illumination also varies with the orientation of the particular surface.
Sunlight reflected from the ground commonly represents 10 to 15 percent of the total daylight reaching a window area. Snow, light sandy soils or light vegetation may exceed these levels. On non-sun exposures, the light reflected from the ground may account for more than half of the total light reaching the windows.

Daylight is constantly variable, which may cause difficulties for the designer, but is a psychological amenity to people relying on it. The variations are somewhat predictable, in accord with changing weather conditions and the daily and seasonal rhythms of the sun. There is, however, a lack of information about daylight availability in the U.S. It is difficult to obtain information on whether the sky for a particular area is predominantly clear or overcast, or data about the fraction of the working hours in a year that one can expect minimum sky conditions to be exceeded. Data of this type exist for many European cities, but for only a few cities here.

Measurements that were made some time ago in Washington, D.C., and other urban areas are now suspect due to atmospheric changes resulting from air pollution and other climatic variables. Rather than wait several years before such data can be collected, it may be feasible to generate daylighting availability data from the solar radiation data now being collected throughout the U.S. Efforts to test the validity of such techniques are now in progress.

Daylight design requires sensitivity beyond that provided by simple rules of thumb. The thermal illumination tradeoffs and the qualitative, as well as quantitative, issues cannot be grossly simplified. A starting point, nonetheless, is to note that for pure daylighting purposes, the bigger the window opening, the better. The taller because vertical openings have remained unchanged.

The above sections illustrate classic unilateral daylighting schemes. They represent sections that were tested under the artificial sky at Rice University during the mid-1960s. The rooms were typical unilateral designs, 30x30 feet and with 8-foot-high ceilings. Windows went from a sill height of 3 feet up to the ceiling; reflectances were 85 percent for the ceiling; 60 percent for the walls; 40 percent for the floor; 40 percent for the terrain. Test stations were located 30 inches above the floor, or at about desk height.

Lighting intensities decrease from a high at the center of the window space to approximately one-fourth intensity at the center of the room and one-sixth intensity at the center of the back wall. The researchers concluded that unilateral lighting must be balanced or reinforced by additional daylight or artificial light to achieve reasonable uniformity for tasks located away from the windows.

The Rice researchers also tested a unilateral section with a succession of overhangs, from 4 feet to 8 feet. From a lighting standpoint, the rooms begin at the edge of the overhang and the location of the window wall merely defines the usable portion of the space below the roof. The lighting at the windows decreased substantially as the overhangs increased; lighting at the center and rear of the space was less affected. The uniformity of distribution was improved.

The California schools designed in the 1940s and 1950s to use daylight are a good reference for classic bilateral daylight design. Effective sidelighting produces less veiling reflection, improved contrast, and thus greater visibility than equivalent foot-candles from most overhead systems. The schools are particularly useful because a survey of their performance was made in 1948, which allows us to relate the design concept to information about their actual daylight performance. The following pages show generic diagrams of classic multilateral daylight building sections, examples of those sections as used in the schools and readings of light levels on their interiors.
Some techniques for increasing daylight penetration, which either allow a wider building section or a greater percentage of daylight reliance, are being closely examined today. The most discussed strategy is beam daylighting, of which the Tennessee Valley Authority building (see page 86) is an example, using mirror reflectors and solar courts in its design.

One version of beam daylighting involves reflecting the direct rays of the sun from silvered reflective Venetian blinds mounted in the upper 2 feet of a window. The reflected rays are aimed toward the ceiling of the room to a maximum depth of 30 to 40 feet. The ceiling then acts as a diffuse reflector providing normal diffuse illumination deep inside the room. Although the light quality achieved by such a scheme is satisfactory, the control of reflected light as sun angles change is not a trivial problem.

A variety of controllable reflecting or refractor-type devices has been examined, but the real issue is achieving simplicity and low cost in these devices without sacrificing performance. In addition, more sophisticated lighting controls are required for partly cloudy sky conditions where the illumination levels will vary greatly and quickly. Beam sunlighting appears to have limited application to existing buildings because of window and ceiling design characteristics, but the concept offers promise for new buildings designed specifically for it.

Toplighting is another important daylight design strategy, promising more uniform light for general illumination, although less appropriate light for tasks. Historically, skylights have been designed to exclude the direct sun (sawtooth and skylights with overhangs are examples). Large spaces, such as factories and warehouses, lend themselves to variants of conventional sidelighting and toplighting designs, such as the roof monitors and sawtooth clerestory illustrated here. More recently, translucent roofs provide substantial access to daylight, although control becomes difficult. An analysis of some industrial applications was published by Detroit Steel Products Co. in 1929.

This diagram of the John Van Range Co. of Cincinnati illustrates a narrow sky monitor that produced nonuniform daylighting levels that could be improved by widening the monitor.

The most successful example of natural lighting in this study was a General Electric plant, 340 feet long with a sawtooth span of 25 feet. This design gained high illumination and uniformity.

Most modern skylights lie flat in the roof plane and thus accept both direct and diffuse radiation. Domed or peaked skylights provide a larger window to the sky and thus more daylight. All skylights raise the issue of heat along with light, and various controls by orientation or insulation may be needed.

Conventional skylights are limited to providing daylight in one-story or multi-atrium spaces, but several concepts recently have been explored that use direct sunlight through a roof aperture and then distribute that light through the building by using mirrors, lenses and other optical controls. Such schemes are feasible, but their optical performance requirements and complexity limit their practicality for most building applications.

Orientation is a significant factor in skylight design. Several recent strategies have sought dynamic adaptation to heating and cooling conditions by developing movable insulation systems within a skylight. A north-facing skylight accepts light, but does not produce solar heat gain; a south-facing skylight admits both heat and light. Movable insulation can allow the designer to take advantage of both at appropriate times.
The geometry of the space, plus its surface include sun control, the framing and wall in daylight availability are the time of day, tics, maintenance, wall location and size. The critical elements need to be considered.

better light. The qualitative aspects of daylight available, the site, the fenestration and thermal design objectives must reflectance, maintenance, furniture and task location, are also critical.

More light does not necessarily mean better light. The qualitative aspects of daylight and the tradeoffs between illumination and thermal design objectives must be considered.

There are three basic reasons to include daylight controls in any design strategy: to eliminate excessive illumination on interior surfaces, to eliminate high sky brightness or direct radiation and to redistribute sunlight by diffusing it.

Orientation is critical. Even on the north facade, a clear glass window may see 5,000 footlamberts on a cloudy day; sunlight control is necessary. Controls on the south, east and west are, of course, more critical because these elevations are exposed to direct radiation, which poses not only issues of illumination control but of thermal control. Ways must be found to respond to the rhythms of the sun, rejecting heat when unwanted and admitting it when desired. In general, control is the essence of design. A discussion of typical control strategies follows:

Fixed exterior controls are used to limit excess sun or skylight. Overhangs eliminate the impact of direct sunlight and heat on glass during specified times of the year. Designs may be flat or sloping; sloping versions may be of shorter length, but obstruct more of the sky view. They may be translucent or opaque. Translucent overhangs have the advantage of providing weather control and the transmission advantages of louvers.

Exterior louvered overhangs allow the reflected sunlight to illuminate the visible surface of the control to the room. If the louvers are not opaque, they allow better utilization of the sunlight and skylight in the room and also allow the dissipation of heat. Disadvantages are that louvers allow rain through them and cannot be used along narrow exterior corridors.

Exterior vertical or horizontal louvers are a variation that may be useful; the vertical louvers lend themselves to controlling sun on the east and west facades of a building; the horizontal louvers are most effective on the south side. Vertical louvers may also be used to control sky brightness on the north.

A diminutive louver can be applied to a window and not greatly obstruct the view; if the slats are fine enough, the eye will maintain clear vision by putting the image together as it does in pointillist paintings or with pictures screened for publication. Even a very small louver will shield the sun at critical times but allow a clear view if put across a vision strip. In Europe, rolling diminutive louvers are available.

Other exterior fixed controls include screens, trellises and shrubbery. Trellises, in particular, have been used architecturally to control light, although the design must be carefully considered.

Fixed exterior amplifying controls enhance the impact of sun and skylight rather than diminish it. These include surfaces that either diffuse or reflect the light. For instance, white stones and concrete diffuse light; aluminum and mirror surfaces redirect it.

Overhangs with reflective surfaces underneath transmit maximum ground reflections. The surface may be painted white or may be of concrete. Light shelves are overhangs located below the window to reflect light up toward the ceiling inside.

Parapet walls are another variation. These are effective in combination with a north-facing clerestory; they reflect the light from the southern sky and sun through the clerestory and onto the ceiling. Louvered overhangs can be designed as a control to both limit solar radiation from direct penetration into a space and to amplify its effects by reflecting it into the interior of the building.

Variable exterior controls offer the greatest control potential by responding to changes in day and season. Such controls include window awnings or awnings attached to the edge of a fixed overhang. Louvers adjustable for tilt may also be used. On the east and west facades they may be drawn to the side; on the south side, they may be raised and lowered according to the time of day and season. Tracking mirrors, such as those on the new building for the Tennessee Valley Authority (see page 86), are the most sophisticated systems. They required dynamic control to either track or adjust incrementally to the apparent movement of the sun and to changing sky conditions. The cost of such systems must be considered in the context of the overall building performance and according to life cycle cost/benefit analysis.

Interior fixed controls include diffusers, such as translucent materials, to soften and diffuse sunlight. The material may be part of a shade device or may hang loosely between the natural light source and the space. Louvers, installed inside a window or between panes of glass, may be adjustable or fixed. They are generally less effective than exterior controls because they let more heat into the building. The louver concept may also be applied to a new building for the Tennessee Valley Authority.

Prisms are another daylight control strategy. Prismatic glass block was used in the 1940s and 1950s. The prisms on the outside of the glass block were designed to admit sunlight and to redirect it upward onto the ceiling of an interior space as diffuse light. The glass block has not been used recently because the interior surface gets very hot. A prismatic version of insulating glass has been experimentally developed but not commercially produced because it is too costly. Research may yield breakthroughs in this field.

Reflective glass and tinted glass control daylight, but currently cannot respond dynamically. Diffusing glass, or milky pat-
terness. The shelves operate similarly to exterior overhangs and may have either diffuse or specular reflective surfaces, although the specular surface can result in bright spots. Light colored floors, ceilings, draperies, blinds and furniture also amplify interior light.

The issue of manual versus automatic solar and glare controls is part of the design tradeoff. It seems likely that office occupants will close shades and blinds to reduce excessive heat gain or glare for thermal or visual comfort. It is not clear, however, that they will operate these devices to save energy. The blind that is closed in the afternoon to prevent glare may not be reopened to admit daylight the next morning, unless people are made aware of the daylight as a design strategy.

A side effect of the energy problems in this country is that people are becoming more aware of and concerned with the natural cycles of day and season. Recent work at the National Bureau of Standards with employees indicates that people will manage Venetian blinds in a way that distinguishes orientations and season. There is also evidence that an individual will exercise control of a private space, but that a large space with many people diffuse a sense of individual responsibility and may not be as well managed. These are issues that need further attention as efforts to involve people in their own environment become more desirable.

If interior and exterior shading devices are used to control excessive sun and glare, the question of glazing properties becomes important. Workers in a typical office have a view of the horizon or the sky in the immediate vicinity of the horizon. With standard overcast skies, the horizon is three times darker than the sky overhead. In clear sky conditions, however, the luminance distribution is inverted and the horizon is brighter than the overhead sky. In urban areas, haze and air pollution can produce additional scattering of the light and additional glare. Because sky luminance at the horizon may be 500 to 3,000 footlamberts versus 25 to 75 footlamberts for a typical office, severe discomfort glare problems may result.

Some degree of light control in glazing is probably desirable, but it is unlikely that transmissions of less than 50 percent would be desirable for daylighting. Heat absorbing and reflecting glass may also be desirable for such situations as sunlight reflected by water or from adjacent landscaping or buildings.

The development of sophisticated glazing materials, with heat absorbing and reflecting properties, is a relatively recent innovation.

We can reasonably expect additional improvements in the thermal and solar optical properties of glass to satisfy new performance criteria. One research program supported by the Department of Energy (DOE) is an effort to develop selective transmittance solar control coatings for windows. Approximately 50 percent of the incident solar energy at a window is visible light; the rest is invisible solar infrared radiation.

A selective transmitting window will allow the visible light to pass through it into the room but reflect the solar infrared portion back to the outside environment. Coatings of this type might have light transmission values of 60 to 80 percent, with shading coefficients as low as .3 or .4.

Although the concept is not new, such products are not available to designers today; DOE is seeking to speed their delivery. Some of these materials are selective by absorption, such as blue/green glass, but the shading coefficients are not as low as reflective coatings and some heat gets into the buildings. Selective reflective coatings are available in Europe, but are still having cost and technical delays here.

A more speculative approach to solar glazing control involves coatings that cause glass to act as an optical shutter, admitting light when desired and rejecting it when not desired. The concept here is to take window management down to an atomic or molecular level. Similar types of coatings exist today in the form of liquid crystal watch displays, which switch from transparent to reflective. It also may be seen in the phototropic sunglasses that change optical density in response to changing ambient light levels. There are still severe problems in making such glass economical and durable, but the dynamic nature makes the concept very attractive.

Integration

Some of the implications of daylight for artificial lighting and energy conservation.

Daylight can provide good visibility and amenity for indoor environments, but it will not reduce energy consumption unless people turn off the installed artificial lights. Daylight design may result in lower levels of installed lighting, but its greatest energy contribution is that it allows people to turn off the lights. This may sound obvious, but many of the buildings cited for good daylight design are operated as though daylight did not exist. This is partially the result of inappropriate control systems and lack of user awareness.

Efficient lighting controls can save energy even without daylight. Lighting systems can be controlled over both space and time to achieve these savings. DOE’s “energy efficient lighting program” currently includes two demonstrations of the effectiveness of more sophisticated lighting control systems in typical office buildings. These systems are designed to provide more flexible user control and to prevent energy waste from overdesign required by lighting maintenance schedules and lamp lumen depreciation. One system
also employs photosensors and will be capable of achieving energy savings in daylight offices. Lighting control options include on/off switching, which has a low to moderate cost, but may not realize the full daylight potential and implies uncertain user response. Dimmable and multilevel cut-off systems have a moderate cost, although this is dropping. They add complexity in return for greater savings. Sensing and control devices are available as manual systems, which are failible but flexible, and as automatic systems, which are reliable but limited.

On/off switching is available on an off-the-shelf basis and has predictable results on fluorescent lamp life. There are potential problems with user acceptance resulting from sharp changes in lighting levels as one or more fixtures are turned on or off. Experimental results on this issue are mixed. On/off switching can be handled on a circuit-by-circuit basis, fixture-by-fixture, on individual ballasts with a single fixture, or with multilevel ballasts. The latter options, although they involve more expensive switching and control systems, provide effective multilevel responses that may be more acceptable to users.

Dimmable systems are typically more complex and more costly. Although dimmable fluorescent systems are available for specialty applications, there are no widely specified, cost-effective, dimmable fluorescent systems used in the U.S. Dimming need not be continuous. Multilevel step dimming can bridge the gap between on/off switching and conventional dimming systems. A new generation of fluorescent ballasts promises to provide dimming at little incremental cost. These solid state electronic ballasts are now under development by a number of U.S. firms and are receiving support from DOE. They should appear on the market within the next three years. The high-frequency electronic ballasts lend themselves easily to dimming. As sales increase, and the ballasts incorporate integrated circuits, prices should fall to levels comparable to premium ballasts today.

The DOE ballast demonstration includes several floors in a typical office building that has been retrofitted with dimmable ballasts in both perimeter and interior offices. Various experiments are planned to determine the best use of these controls. For example, should photocell sensors be placed on the ceiling looking down or on a window looking out? On the work plane facing up and in single or multiple locations? Photosensors may require time delays to prevent them from being fooled by a transient reflective object in a room, yet must be sensitive enough to respond to changing cloud conditions that can result in rapidly varying daylight illumination within a room. All of these issues are solvable, but we lack the experience to confidently answer them at this time. Controls in skylit rooms are simpler than in rooms that are sidelit because the light is more controllable.

Given either dimmable or on/off switching, controls can be actuated manually or automatically. Manual controls are flexible, combining sensitivity and judgment at their best. The main danger is that they will be forgotten or unused. Experiments suggest that people in a daylight room will sometimes select higher artificial lighting levels than they will in a windowless room in an apparent attempt to match indoor and outdoor brightness. People will turn lights on more rarely than they will turn them off. But this is a matter of education. Most people prefer the idea of a daylight to an artificially lit space; that preference needs to be supplemented by active participation in the daylight scheme.

Automatic controls are more reliable but work without judgment. They must be kept simple to avoid complexity and high cost. Microprocessor controls provide a virtually unlimited control, but represent overkill in a simple office environment.

Selection of control systems depends on occupancy and function. Perhaps the simplest example is a warehouse with skylights distributed across the roof. Here we can provide simple daylighting over the entire space with a simple control system because the daylight is uniformly distributed. With sidelighting from a window, the daylight gradient into the room becomes significant.

In small offices, work stations should be oriented so that the occupant faces parallel to the window to reduce glare, provide good contrast and high visibility. With one or two occupants in a small office, there should be little argument over lighting levels, and controls can be simple. Both ambient and task lighting levels can probably be achieved with daylight.

In larger offices, we find deep bays and open landscape furniture systems. It may be inconvenient to orient all tasks appropriately, and interior spaces may receive insufficient daylight for office tasks. However, daylight may provide adequate ambient light and some design strategies may increase interior daylight performance beyond conventional dimensional limits, which range from 24 to 40 feet. In the larger office, task light may be provided as a supplement to ambient daylight. A relatively simple system can then be used to control an artificial back-up system for ambient light, while each occupant individually controls task lighting. Given hardware costs for various types of lighting control systems, analysis can reveal whether a specific control system is cost effective. Life cycle cost/benefit analysis, which has been developed by J. W. Griffith, provides a useful approach.

### Analysis

**Methods of computing, graphing and modeling probable performance of daylight design.**

A major obstacle to daylighting design is a continuing lack of simple and accurate design analysis methods. These methods can be computational or graphic solutions; they can be in the form of graphic tables and computer programs; they include protractors and physical models. All of these exist, but none provides the combination of reliability, accuracy and dynamic response that daylight design requires. The designer must therefore choose among them according to specific program and design objectives and use the results with caution.

Calculations are at best a representation, or simplification, of reality. All computer programs are a model of reality; what they do and do not measure is frequently more important than how well they measure a given element. The daylight designer must therefore approach all such programs and calculations as useful, but not conclusive, information. Daylight is a visual phenomenon; one should believe one's eyes and use them to challenge calculations. Because daylight is an instantaneous event and cannot be stored, averages can be very misleading.

Physical modeling of a daylight design is therefore critical. Such a model is valuable for predicting both the quality and quantity of daylight and can reveal lighting gradients, specific glare problems and the effects of building form and finishes. Whereas a mathematical model may work for a standard design condition, a physical model will provide information on complex, unusual and specific design performance.

The built model should be tested outdoors, under naturally varying conditions. An artificial sky allows testing under more controlled conditions, but implies stable conditions and exact numbers that belie actual daylight conditions. Preferably, the model should be tested at the proposed building site so that it can model such local conditions as reflections from landscaping or adjacent buildings. Outdoor testing suggests the limitations of real time, but the passages of season can be simulated by tilting the model to obtain the proper relationship to the sun.

A daylight model can be simple, quick and dirty compared to a conventional architectural model. In the early stages of design, the model may simply deal with This text continues on page 104 and is followed by a section on codes and standards affecting daylight design.
A church that changes with the quality of light

Jorn Utzon's church in Bagsvaerd, Denmark, a suburb of Copenhagen, has overtones of both castle and grain elevator in its form. Walls are of gray concrete panels, some polished and some not, and the roof of galvanized metal. Both reflect—and change with—the quality of light (left). Inside, Utzon returns to his accustomed plasticity: a ceiling structure which undulates within the church's rising and falling volume (see section), and light from a single clerestory reflected into the sanctuary. Richard Peters of the University of California (see page 52), who visited the church, says that "there is a sensuous feeling of the ceiling unfolding that draws you and the light to the altar." Beneath the low ceiling, with the clerestory out of sight, "you aren't sure where the light is coming from." Clear glass looking out on courts between the church and ancillary buildings delineates the side aisles. Artificial light contrasts with the soft natural light but is integrated with it in the form of a brass cylinder in the ceiling with exposed bulbs on four-inch centers. Thus, the artificial light is linear, horizontal and sparkling; the natural light soft, vaulted and vertical, in Peters' terms.

Kaleidoscope

A brief review of some recent buildings employing elements of daylight design.

Photographs by Richard Peters
A factory in which light and air were formgivers

Factories frequently are built exclusively around the mechanical processes they house. They are dull, hermetically sealed environments. In contrast, the Rosenthal Glass Factory in Amberg, Bavaria, was designed in 1968 with the workers in mind. Conceived before the energy crisis, it relies almost exclusively on passive daylighting and cooling by considering light and air as spatial formgivers.

The facility is the design of The Architects Collaborative, Walter Gropius and Alex Cvijanovic, AIA, principals in charge, and houses the automated glass blowing equipment of the Rosenthal firm, famous for its porcelain and crystal. It consists of a main glass hall, which is a cathedral-like space 88 feet wide, 354 feet long and 54 feet high, oriented with its long axis north-south, flanked by courtyards and low, one-story service areas on either side. The courtyards can be seen and enjoyed from the interior and visited during rest periods.

The most serious problem in glass manufacturing is excessive heat from the kilns. Air temperatures reach as high as 140 degrees in the areas where the glass blowers work, and they must drink several bottles of beer on the job to replace body liquids. Given the hostile nature of the manufacturing process, the client charged the architect with designing as humane and pleasant a facility as possible.

According to Henry Ortega, AIA, job captain, TAC's team arrived very early at the key concepts that were to give the factory its final form. For cooling, they considered taking advantage of natural convection to create a chimney effect in which cool outside air is pulled low in the space, passes by the workers, is heated by the kiln and rises to the top to be drawn out. From this initial concept evolved the triangular space with its continuous ventilating ridge monitor at the top and glass doors along the bottom. Reinhold Lerch, director of Rosenthal facilities, says the building, in operation since 1970, has been working as conceived with no major problems. The resulting ventilation is sufficient to remove the heat, even in summer, and provides a welcome breeze. Since the glass doors can be adjusted to choke or throttle incoming air, there are no chilly drafts in winter.

Glass blowers need an evenly distributed source of diffuse light to spot bubbles and other imperfections in the molten glass, and since the kilns are operated in the round, the light must come evenly from all directions, high and low. To accomplish this, the architects developed the building skin as a natural daylight diffuser. On the triangular roof of the main glass hall, they placed a series of sloping baffles. Speaking of the lighting design, Royston Daley, TAC associate in charge, says, "Since you obviously do not want to introduce more solar gain into an already hot space, we introduced a series of sloped concrete fins that are glazed in-between and overhung so no direct sun can enter except, of course, at very low angles. In this way you get reflected indirect light off the underside of the fins, which helps balance the brightness coming from the glazed north and south ends and the glass doors along the sides."

Reinhold Lerch says that the craftsmen are very satisfied with the light quality, its evenness and absence of glare, and that the space is like being under a giant parasol. Electric lighting is needed only for very dark days which occur at northern latitudes (50 degrees) in the dead of winter. The ribbon skylights in the roof are fixed air-tight so as not to short-circuit air entry at worker level.

Prismatic skylights are also provided over the low, flanking service areas, particularly to introduce light in the glass finishing section where grinding and polishing are done. In addition, the low, flat roof is separated from the bermed earth by a continuous 30-inch ribbon of clerestory windows which provide side light, balancing the brightness from overhead, a lighting concept used in the main glass hall as well. While glazing provides the asset of natural daylighting, it also carries the liability of unwanted heat loss and gain. For this reason, skylighting in the service areas is reduced to that needed for beneficial psychological effect and supplemented with electric lighting. This is in contrast to the lighting scheme of the main glass hall where the overabundant supply of kiln heat completely eliminates the penalty of heat loss through glazing.

The Rosenthal Glass Factory was the last major work of Walter Gropius before his death in 1969. It is interesting to compare it with his first, the Fagus Shoe-Last Factory of 1911. Both projects were for clients who were concerned for the welfare of their employees and willing to share the risk with an architect who thought the ordinary solution could be improved. And in both, the use of fenestration to better the life of the workers was of major significance. Nevin Summers, a design consultant from Boston, with the aid of Ise Gropius
A chapel that acts as a daylight fixture

The chapel at Mount Vernon College in Washington, D.C., designed by Hartman-Cox, appears closed and small. "The object was to get the building out of sight," says Warren Cox, FAIA, "because the college didn’t want any modern buildings on the colonial campus. We originally sited the chapel on top of the hill and then shoved it down into the valley."

Inside, however, the multiuse building—it also serves as theater, music hall and conference room—is an expansive, surprisingly large space (seating 300), which virtually acts as a fixture to capture, diffuse and direct natural light. "We were trying to use light to reinforce the form, which, if we got it right, reinforces the program," says George Hartman, FAIA. And, as he puts it, "The basic program requirement of a useless building such as this—one that doesn’t have a product—is the ambience. What we tried for was a sense of serenity."

The architects’ principal design strategies were threefold: They used indirect, shadowless, reflected light, often from hidden sources, for a soft, airy quality. They layered light as well as space, increasing the intensity of daylight as it reaches the chancel. And they opened the building to surrounding woods and sky to give it an appearance of expanding outward and upward.

The main entry is on the uphill corner. A few steps below is a landing overlooking the chapel floor. This is the "introduction," as Hartman calls it, to the building’s salient features. A balcony-level gallery with high, recessed windows serves as circulation path and is screened from the main space by two bearing walls with large cutouts. These layered openings lead the eye through increasingly bright spaces to the building’s focal point, the west wall, which is blanketed with slanting clerestory windows canted at a 45 degree angle. Daylight passes through them at right angles, after being filtered through green foliage and bounced from a painted metal roof. It is then reflected up onto ceilings and finally falls downward and onto the back wall, feathering surfaces with indirect, soft light.

At ground level, three large bays of recessed glass on both east and west sides create a deliberately vague sense of boundary between the building’s edge and the outdoors. "At the chapel level," says Cox, "we wanted people to feel a part of the little valley, to be able to look straight out in both directions."

The building appears to expand upward as well as outward, because at the chancel level light is admitted through three clerestory bays which increase to a width of four higher up, then to five and finally to six at the peak. "So you’re getting a good deal more light and the space is getting smaller as you go upward. That’s deliberate," says Hartman.

Although overall light levels are intentionally low to create the feeling of a cool, shaded building, there is ample illumination without supplemental artificial light. In fact, switching on lights hardly makes a difference.

Hartman and Cox took their cues primarily from Aalto. They evolved a roof system which, combined with the backlighting, provides almost totally indirect light. Their use of interior colors and materials—white walls, shiny, light wood floor and oak furniture in the main space, dark red carpet in ancillary areas—reinforce the effect obtained from controlled daylight.
Daylit museum for display of Indian artifacts

The Museum of Anthropology for the University of British Columbia in Vancouver was designed by Arthur Erickson to display artifacts of the northwest Pacific Indian cultures. The siting of the building and its overall design were intended as a metaphor of the villages from which the art objects were collected. These were built on beaches between sea and forest, with huge totems standing guard between longhouses and the beach. The museum hovers on the edge of a cliff overlooking a sea on one side, wooded mountains on the other, and has large areas of glass wall and skylights that open it up to the mist-filled light of the region. The building's basic structural theme is a cadence of concrete channels and posts, which recall the primitive frames of the northwest Indian longhouse.

Erickson has written: “I have been anxious to find, wherever I build, the right response to light. The northwest coast is a particularly difficult area with its watery lights, which are capable of soft and subtle moods. The coast demands transparency in buildings, or skylights bathing walls with a gentle light...”

The museum has three principal display areas. A ramped gallery houses massive carvings placed in concrete alcoves and has only natural toplighting from a concealed source. According to Erickson, “This gives the rather mysterious effect of forested seclusion to enhance the figures.” The “great hall” (right) contains artifacts eight to 45 feet high that stand against a 45-foot high glass wall. The objects, says Erickson, are lit from all sides and above “to simulate as much as possible their typical forest edge setting. The heavy concrete piers with slots of light between simulate the light through massive tree trunks.” Smaller objects are displayed in a skylit gallery of intimate scale (top right).

Gordon Ashby, a designer of museum exhibits, visited the museum shortly after it opened as part of his work on a Guggenheim fellowship examining the use and control of natural light in museums from Alaska to South America. In his judgment, the Museum of Anthropology is outstanding in its balanced concern for art and architecture and its use of natural light. Ashby notes that natural light is usually the enemy of museum designers because it is unpredictable, uneven and may cause damage to art. But here, he feels, it is used to excellent advantage.

The artifacts gathered here lend themselves to being seen in natural light, he says, since most are of wood or ceramic and originally stood outdoors. Bringing them inside could well have diminished their impact by imposing an artificial surround. Instead, he says, this museum allows the objects to be seen against the sky and trees, while protecting them from the elements and ultraviolet light.
Danish museum that uses light in varied ways

The Louisiana Museum of Modern Art (named after the founder's three consecutive wives, each of whom was a Louisa) is an understated, brick, wood and glass building some 20 miles north of Copenhagen. It consists of a 19th century house, situated in a park, plus a new addition comprised of cloister-like corridors, which have glass on one side and a display wall on the other, and lead through galleries to a restaurant overlooking a bay.

When designing the building, architects Vilhelm Wohlert and Jorgen Bo wanted to subordinate their building to nature while underscoring the pastoral setting. Richard Peters, after visiting the museum, observed that they succeeded in doing so largely by emphasizing transparencies and by emulating the ever-changing light of the outdoors.

Some galleries are lit from wall-to-ceiling glass, others by clerestories, still other by diffuse toplighting. As Peters put it, "Wohlert and Bo are masters of changing light levels. Yet the control of direct light into rooms is carefully calculated." The orientation of the building is southeast and northwest to suit the region's northern latitude; deciduous trees filter and tint the light in summer, and overhangs are used to control glare.
As architects' critical sensibilities and values change, buildings which received limited attention in their time are cast in a new light, both for the quality of their original intentions and for the ideas they suggest as solutions to a new set of design priorities. The library at the Institute for Advanced Studies in Princeton, N.J., is such a building.

Designed by Harrison & Abramovitz and completed in 1964, it is the work of Wallace Harrison, FAIA, based on the program of Robert J. Oppenheimer, director of the institute at the time. From the beginning, Oppenheimer wanted a "light and airy" feeling and a high quality visual environment down to the smallest details. Harrison conceived the north-facing skylight system which incorporates a long span structural shape, HVAC supply ducts, indirect, recessed lighting and natural daylighting into an elegant and integrated ceiling. The even quality and levels of light delivered create a serene atmosphere on the main floor.
interfered with observations.

- The librarian and superintendent tell of other technical problems with the skylight system. Condensation on the inside of the single glazing has dripped into the recessed lighting tracks and shorted out some of the circuits. Also, ice dams have formed in the drains of the roof areas between skylights, causing the whole area to fill with water above the level of glazing. The subsequent leaks have also caused short circuits in the electrical system.

- The superintendent does not assign these problems to the concept of the skylight, but to the lack of double glazing and poor design of the drainage system.

- Despite these technical and functional limitations, the system has been energy efficient, even by today's standards. The librarian reports that in summer the lights are turned on an average of once per week; in winter, two days a week. This figures out to 70 percent of the lighting requirements provided by daylighting. In addition, most of the technical difficulties and inefficiencies reported appear to be easily corrected by design improvements. For instance, lighting loss through the glass could be reduced by improving the shape of, and adding reflectors to, the light trough in the skylight so that more of the light is directed downward.

- Overall, the importance of the library lies in its promise that daylighting can work as a design directive, allowing energy conservation and esthetics to work in concert. Harrison Fraiker, AIA, who has a practice in Princeton and is a designer with the Princeton Energy Group.
College library clad in metal sunshades

The shiny Auraria Higher Education Center is the main focus of a new college campus in Denver. As such, the 184,000-square-foot building clad in glass and white-painted aluminum was designed by Helmut Jahn, FAIA, of C. F. Murphy Associates to be invitingly transparent, light, airy and energy efficient. Its two floors, which house a library plus facilities for film and tape production and education, are organized as flexible loft spaces and divided by two asymmetrically placed interior courtyards and three open stairways.

Jahn wanted to provide floor to ceiling glass in reading areas, yet prevent the sun’s summer rays from entering the building—Denver has on average 300 sunny days a year. His solution was to combine on the south and west elevations clear float glass with exterior metal sunshades that are two inches deep and set at a 40 degree angle. Hypothetically, diffused natural light from the sunshades gives adequate reading light to 40 percent of the building.

Leo Dwyer, who is doing research on natural light as a form of passive solar energy at the Solar Energy Research Institute in Golden, Colo., went through the building on a bright day and reported: “It has nice lighting effects inside. The south elevation, for example, has trees very close to it, which cuts down a lot on the brightness and gives a very nice quality. There was plenty of light, but I had trouble deciding whether it was coming from windows or fixtures, because all the halide lights were on. People in the administration said they get complaints about all the lights being on all the time. There aren’t any provisions for switching them selectively.” Architect Jahn’s explanation is that the budget for the building, $28 per square foot, prohibited use of automatic controls, so he used area controls.

Dwyer also noted that reading areas next to the interior courts—only the glass on the south is shaded—were too bright and glaring. “Even looking out through the glass facing north into the court, the brightness from the sky plus the whiteness of the building make things pretty bright.” Jahn explains that south-facing sunscreens on the original scheme were cut out of the budget. Also eliminated, apparently, were provisions to shield the building from hot morning sun in summer on the east facade. “We got so much opposition on this building and could fight for just so much,” Jahn says.

Although the structure was intended as a prototype for future buildings on the new campus, the college board of governors soon decreed that subsequent buildings be clad in red brick, and the Auraria Center now stands surrounded by fairly mundane, traditional buildings.

Light and texture in a student center

Except for inconspicuous doors, the only materials visible on the exterior of the Christian Science Student Center, Urbana, Ill., are Paul Rudolph’s well-known ribbed and hammered concrete of a warm, yellow-brown texture and untinted glazing. Flat, unbroken sheets of glass, set almost flush with the concrete, are contrasted with two large, two-story window walls deeply recessed behind projecting vertical fins and horizontal overhangs. The 12,650-square-foot structure reads as a collection of rectilinear masses.

The building has 10 rooms, eight of which are public spaces. Of these, three are “towers”—the stair tower, main meeting room and a central light shaft—which rise 40 to 50 feet, undivided vertically. The other five public spaces—foyer, small meeting room, reading room, mezzanine and the balcony of the meeting room—are all basically one-story spaces, ranging in height from 8 to 16 feet.

Each of the two categories of interior space has its own type of natural light, but each area is also illuminated by light borrowed and flowing into it from the other spaces. Light enters each one-story room through glass on one of four walls, flush in one room, deeply recessed in the remainder. The towers have only flush glazing, which in the stair tower occurs at several levels and, in the other two, high in the space on all four walls. The light in the tower spaces is reflected only off the concrete surfaces, unaffected by other color, while in the one-story spaces it is colored and subdued by being reflected off burnt orange carpeting and ceilings.
The nature and intensity of both natural and artificial light were predetermined by the architect. There is no way to control either, which was not reported as a problem by occupants, probably because of the variety of light entering the building.

Even on the grayest day, the natural light within the three high spaces is more than adequate. But the same cannot be said for the one-story rooms. The meeting room balcony, often used for working space, would seem to be the building's one real blunder. It is a basically dark room in which one large, unshielded, south-facing clerestory produces disturbing sky glare and uncomfortable contrasts, and even artificial light here is insufficient. It is also ironic that the reading room, of all spaces, has the least natural light, and must rely wholly on artificial illumination.

Most notable in this building is the changing character of natural light and the way it links and differentiates architectural spaces. On a gray day, the quality and intensity of light dramatically reinforces the spatial flow of rooms and picks out the texture of ribbed concrete contrasting with smooth floors and paneling. One looks through several spaces and sees, always, a set of receding planes lit with subdued but marked differences in intensity. On a bright day, the dark spaces are only a little lighter than on a dark day, but the brightest spaces are much lighter. The impression now is less of a continuous flow than of contrasting volumes played off against one another.

As the sun moves from east to west, different surfaces are lit, producing different moods, and as clouds move over the sun, patterns and shadows cross walls and move through space, since light enters from high openings. People who spend much time in the building say they especially appreciate these changes.

The overriding effect of this interweaving of light and space, and of the changing quality of light, is not primarily intellectual or symbolic, as in Gothic or baroque churches. It serves instead to bring out more immediate sensations: the experience of linked but differentiated spaces and the delight of changing light patterns. This would seem most appropriate since Christian Science emphasizes the role of Christianity in daily life and its continuity through space and time. Robert B. Riley, professor and head of the landscape architecture department at the University of Illinois, Urbana-Champaign

Hedrich Blessing
Daylight as a Central Determinant of Design

How it helped shape a new TVA office building. By Scott Matthews and Peter Calthorpe

The Tennessee Valley Authority has been identified with innovative and socially conscious architectural and engineering projects since the Roosevelt era, when the Depression brought to it some of the most talented designers of the time and a broad mandate for environmental improvement and resource conservation. A project now on the drawing boards promises to follow that mandate, this time with emphasis on alternative energy sources and energy-conscious design. The new project is an office complex for TVA's own use of over 1 million square feet for a downtown site in Chattanooga, Tenn.; construction is scheduled for 1982.

From the start, TVA intended this project to be special. It assembled, on a person-by-person basis, a design team of diverse skills and viewpoints and then directed the team to “advance the state of the art in energy-conscious design,” while stressing the need for sensitivity to human needs, the urban context and environmental quality. The emphasis of the team soon became the integration and synthesis of energy strategies with the more qualitative functional and architectural goals. Daylighting emerged as a theme central to both the energy mandate and the architectural and urban character of the building.

Daylight became the expression of a design process that was to synthesize qualitative and quantitative goals; it was considered the most appropriate use of solar energy by both criteria. The design strategies for daylight, which included concepts of reducing the scale of the building by breaking it up into a series of narrow sections, were complementary to other goals. These included maximum year-round use of exterior spaces, respect for the scale and character of surrounding buildings, the provision of mixed-use spaces, a sensitivity to pedestrian scale and amenity, and respecting, by adhering to the concept of a solar envelope, its neighbors’ rights to also use the sun.

Preliminary studies reinforced the tendency toward a linear, horizontal form, differentiated and articulated in response to the sun. Studies of climate and building thermal loads identified lighting as a major energy consumer, both as an electrical load and as a cause of increased cooling requirements. This is frequently the case for office buildings; lighting may account for as much as 80 percent of the energy load and is thus a major target for conservation. The issues of orientation and massing in relation to function requirements were also studied. The social pressure for identifiable units of human scale within the huge project and urban design implications were also important in determining the building footprint.

Initial phases of the project include a computer center (upper left on model) and office space with broad exposures facing north and south. The perspective shows east facade along commercial street.

Some early studies challenged preconceptions. The expectation that a compact building form would be most energy efficient was confronted directly by a computer thermal analysis that compared several simple building forms and orientations in the difficult Chattanooga climate: cold in winter, hot in summer, with humid and dirty air year-round. The sun shines less often than the national average. The design team came to feel Chattanooga’s climate a challenge, and that an energy-conscious design solution there would probably work better almost anywhere else, as would strategies for daylight. The team came to rely on the parameter studies as a basic design tool, utilizing a modified and enhanced version of the NBSLD thermal loads simulation computer program and local weather tapes to evaluate tradeoffs.

A series of “shoebox” building floor configurations were modeled. Although these studies were necessarily simplified, each building configuration was modeled on the computer with a combination of exterior, intermediate and interior zones. This method avoids errors caused by aggregating zones of substantially different thermal performance. Thus, these studies can be considered of first-order accuracy and can be used as the basis for preliminary design decisions.

The conclusions of the study, which assumed the east and west facades to be fully shadowed and double-glazed throughout, indicated that the linear building form with long north and south facades demanded less energy. Although the heating and cooling loads increased with linear forms and their increased length, these forms provided the greatest sensitivity to orientation and massing. Studies using energy-efficient design strategies for daylight reinforced the tendency toward a linear, horizontal form, differentiated and articulated in response to the sun.

Mr. Matthews and Mr. Calthorpe are with Van der Ryn/Calthorpe & Partners. Members of the design team of the Chattanooga building are: Caudill Rowlett Scott, architects (Sizemore/CRS, Bickle/CM); The Architects Collaborative, Inc., architects; Van der Ryn/Calthorpe & Partners, architects; TVA Architectural Design Branch, architects; Syska & Hennessy, Inc., engineers; Bolt, Beranek & Newman, Inc., acoustics; LeMessurier/SCI structural; William Lam Associates, Inc., lighting; Travis Price, energy.
surface area, the reduction in the range of 30 percent of lighting loads offset the skin loads. Interestingly, the study indicated that there is a balance point between surface area loads and interior lighting loads. The thin 45x22-foot form generated higher loads than 60x167-foot form, although less than a square.

At this point, the concept of courts or atriums emerged. The balance between compact and daylight building forms, along with the program needs for clear circulation, social gathering points and organizing elements, led to linear south-facing courts between major building sections. The courts are intended to increase the apparent thermal compactness of the building by reducing its surface area and maintaining excellent daylight access. This phenomenon occurs because the court replaces two exterior wall surfaces with one double-glazed roof, thus reducing the number of exposed building surfaces.

The courts, which have been called solar malls or atriums at various stages of the design process, primarily are buffer zones. They allow direct solar gain in the winter to offset the heating loads, while providing shade in the summer to reduce cooling loads. The variation between heating and cooling load times, especially in spring and fall, necessitated an operable, dynamic shading system over the courts. From a daylight point of view, the dynamic system allowed the building to be designed for both sunny and overcast conditions by providing a capability for redirecting the light to specific goals. When the direct sun is not desirable, it can be beamed out of the court or reflected to an intermediate surface or, when both heat and light are desirable, the sunlight can come directly into the court.

A second computer study on thermal parameters compared a covered solar court to an open court with fixed shading on the south building facade. The results indicated that an open court would increase energy consumption by 23 percent.

It has become apparent to most designers and researchers in this field that, once an office building's thermal loads have been reduced by appropriate architectural design, the use of daylight for office illumination is the most effective strategy for further reducing the building's energy demands. However, if daylighting is to be effective, it must be controlled in terms of its intensity.
A court shaded by versatile horizontal louvers.

(heat gain, discomfort glare) and direction (disability glare). For the designer this means that the building must maximize the source area of illumination for biological, or ambient, lighting needs and provide a good quality and quantity of task light. The distribution of light is critical, both in terms of illumination quality and the variable impact of the sun on heating and cooling requirements. The appropriate surfaces need to be illuminated to dispel gloom, but direct sun needs to be controlled to minimize glare and maintain an effective brightness ratio.

Fortunately, there are multiple dividends for the added design ingenuity and, in some cases, the added expense, required for the proper control and admission of daylight:

- An estimated reduction of 20 to 60 percent in the energy consumption of a building when compared to a conventional energy-conserving design.
- An increased sense of color perception, or “seeability,” due to a close match between the spectral characteristics of daylight and the sensitivity of the human eye.
- A reduction in the shadow, or veiling glare, on tasks lit by large area diffuse light sources (reflected daylight from ceilings, structures and walls).

For this building, the design goal of maximum feasible dependence on indirect daylight became a major factor in its form. The preliminary energy parameter studies and the influence of the urban site’s constraints provided a starting point. The complement of the daylight and urban design objectives confirmed this direction.

One conclusion of the preliminary energy parameter studies was that a double “extruded” building section connected by a solar court would be an energy efficient response to the site, and to the climatic and programmatic goals. The thermal caveat for this design response is that the court requires external shading on sunny days during most of the year, but can benefit from direct solar heat gains on many cool mornings and during the winter months.

This dynamic requirement led to an external horizontal louver system that could continuously track the sun, redirecting sunlight into or out of the atrium as necessary to control heat, while allowing diffuse or reflected daylight to enter. On demand, the louvers can be repositioned at set intervals or continuously.

The need to shade the court from the sun’s heat gain and yet to daylight the court’s adjacent office space implies a significant operational conflict. However, the existence of an operable solar control system offers the opportunity for shading the court, as well as daylighting the office spaces, by using light “borrowed” from the court roof. This is accomplished by redirecting light reflected from the shading system to provide illumination for the court and surrounding office spaces.

The louvers are designed to achieve maximum daylight control. The south-facing louver surfaces are mirrored; the north-facing surfaces are flat white. The roof shading system angles the array to project sunlight onto the white surfaces of adjacent louvers, thus achieving reflected daylight while controlling direct solar heat gain. This is a more effective daylight strategy than tilting the louver array to provide a simple shading mask for direct sunlight.

The sunlit louver surfaces provide a large area source of dif-
Fuse white light equivalent to 800 to 1,000 foot-candles at the court floor, with only 25 to 30 percent of an unshaded roof’s heat gain. A light shelf on each floor level houses a large mirror tilted to the proper angle for reflecting light from the court roof onto the ceilings of the adjacent office space. The ceilings, in turn, become a large area light source similar in function and perception to the office’s totally indirect ambient lighting system. The daylight and the artificial light sources are visually compatible, which is important when using automatic controls to ensure that the installed lighting will respond dynamically to the changing daylight conditions.

A variation of a classic light shelf is used on the south facade with a mirrored inner shelf to increase the light reflected onto the office ceilings. A modified version of the court’s mirrored light shelf forms the exterior north face of the building, reflecting the diffuse north sky light onto the ceiling of adjacent offices.

During periods when the building is in a heating mode, or operating with an economizer, the building and court can accept heat gain equivalent to or exceeding the heat of displaced artificial lighting. The shade fins of the court roof can be tilted to track the sun and to reflect direct sunlight vertically on the court floor and onto each floor’s mirrored light shelf. The effect of the sunlight on the court floor and its ambient effect on the temperature of the court and adjacent offices is of passive solar heating. The light that is directed onto the mirrored light shelves is beamed onto the ceilings of the offices and used as a source of interior illumination. This use of twice reflected sunlight easily doubles the daylight level in the office areas farthest from the windows, and it reduces the building’s heating load.

During overcast periods, the court shading system will tilt to the vertical position to provide the maximum aperture for the office floor’s light shields, or the system may continuously track the brightest part of the sky. At night, the court shading fins will either remain in a vertical position to permit nighttime heat radiation from the court roof or, on winter nights, close with mirrored faces down to rereflect long-wave radiation back onto the court’s roof, thus reducing the court’s heat loss.

Preliminary tests have shown that the combination of mirrored light shelves, high ceilinged (12 feet) offices and the operable court shading system will increase the usable daylight penetration from 200 to 300 percent over a classic sidelit office daylight design using clear glass and an eight-foot ceiling. A rule of thumb may be applicable here: Usable daylight penetration is equivalent to twice the height of the window. The increased performance of this design is bought at the risk of increased glare from stray light reflected onto a standing person’s line of sight. This is controllable for direct sunlight by carefully setting the tilt of the mirror so that sunlight striking the mirror will always be directed toward the ceiling. The reflected image of the north sky will not be objectionable because light is reflected to surrounding surfaces and contrast thereby minimized.

Existing graphic and numerical daylight analysis methods are not easily adapted to handle sunlight or reflected light from multiple sources. This, and the need to provide a visual confirmation of the quality of light expected within the office spaces, indicated the need for model studies to prove the concept and predict its performance. These studies have assumed three levels of complexity.

1. Two-dimensional model: Alzac mirrors were held perpendicularly against a diagrammatic flat surface or section of a room. Light from point sources was reflected from the mirror onto the white surface as a short-cut means of analyzing the path of reflected light for sizing and defining the proper tilt of light shelf mirrors.

2. Conceptual “shoebox” models: Simple plywood and cardboard scale models (one-half inch to one inch = one foot) of a typical office floor and court roof shading options were used to prove the validity of the design concept and to roughly predict working light levels. These models measured the components
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Summer diffuse mode: The court is fully shaded by the fins and light is diffused off the white side. In this mode the north building section will require no ambient lighting while the south morning condition will require lighting over 50 percent of its area. As both the south light shelf and court mirror are 'seeing' mostly low brightness blue sky, this reading is a 'worst case.'

Winter direct beam mode: Although the direct beam mode should be employed through the winter, a shading mode is shown for contrast. The south building's lowest light level for the shaded court condition is 65 feet from the exterior, indicating the effective performance of the south light shelf mirror in beaming in the low angle winter sunlight.

Fall-spring model performance: As thermal loads during these periods vary, both the direct beam and diffuse louver modes may be employed. The direct beam mode results in light levels over 70 foot candles throughout, requiring no task or ambient lights. The diffuse mode is in excess of 30 foot-candles, offsetting the need for ambient lighting.

Across page, model simulations of the south atrium facade under diffuse daylight conditions (upper left) and direct beam (upper right). The north facade in diffuse mode (lower left) and direct beam mode (lower right).

Using a model to test potential performance.

individually, one side at a time. One model included a 60-foot building section and atrium; another included a whole building section, including two office spaces with a court in between and a 120-foot section. While not architecturally representative, the shoebox models provide a reasonably reliable model of a space's light environment if the reflectance of surfaces is realistically modeled, as well as interior and exterior obstructions to the reflection of light onto the sensor. The good agreement between the shoebox model tests and the later results of the more complex court/office floor model indicates that shoebox models are sufficiently accurate for most simple design needs. Their accuracy need be exceeded only for complex designs, if an automatic dimming system is to be designed or if daylight levels are to be predicted for dynamic energy analysis purposes.

3. Refined daylight and architectural model: A model of a three-bay section of the entire solar court, adjacent office floor on north and south facades and the operable court shading system was constructed at a half-inch scale. This is a smaller scale than the minimum recommended for daylight models (one inch = one foot), but was required by the size of the space modeled. The space is so vast that potential modeling errors attributable to the small scale are minimal. The effects of architectural surfaces, space dividers, furniture and even the building's glazing has been accounted for in the model to increase its accuracy.

The tests on this model are still in progress, but early results are encouraging. As shown on the accompanying graphs, reasonable light levels required for ambient lighting (30 foot-candles) are exceeded in most areas of the building for the times tested so far. Enough illumination to make the need for supplementary task light negligible (70 foot-candles) is provided in about 50 percent of the building during most working hours. These statements may seem rash, based on a few tests made for sun angles approximating well-lit conditions, but preliminary analysis of the tests support their validity.

Accurate understanding and interpretation of the test results, however, require some qualifications:

- These tests are not conclusive in that the glass simulating the effect of the building's glazing has not been installed, and the long-term effects of dirt accumulating on the mirrors, glazing and reflecting surfaces (walls and ceilings) is not accounted for. Visible light transmission through glazing is well documented to be 80 percent for one-fourth inch double-glazed lights.

- The system's realistic maintenance factor is still conjecture. Past research into the effects of dirt on light transmission, primarily in the United Kingdom for industrial skylights and in this country for solar collector reflectors, indicates that surface dirt will not seriously affect the transmission of diffuse light through the system. It may impair the specular reflection of direct beam and, to a lesser extent, diffuse daylight. The design team therefore used a working figure of 40 percent for a total light depreciation factor, or 60 percent for total light transmission for calculating the long-term effects implied by the model results. This assumes that TVA implements a relatively conscientious maintenance program.

- On the other hand, the light levels shown in the graphs are conservative in that they were made with the sensor placed within a box simulating a work station. It therefore only received light from the ceiling, simulated open space partitions and from the open “doorway,” which is always oriented east/west. Consequently, the light levels measured, while indicating the amount of light available on a task, may understate the ambient light level perceived by the building's user. Our perception of the brightness and quality of the ambient light environment of a space is influenced as much by light reflected from vertical surfaces as on horizontal, since the vertical surfaces generally occupy the majority of the field of vision for nonwriting task operations. Since vertical walls and partitions receive light reflected from other surfaces and the window wall, as well as light
Concern for humaneness as well as efficiency.

from the ceiling, the space may well be perceived as brighter than measured horizontal values indicate. This theory will be tested and, if proven, may decide the control conditions for the building’s automatic lighting control system.

- The light levels measured do not vary significantly with changes in the sun’s altitude or orientation, according to the model. A 100-degree variation in relative sun window azimuth and a 50-degree variation in sun altitude have little effect on the north side and produce an acceptable drop in performance on the south. In fact, the “June A.M.” plot for the “summer diffuse mode” is expected to be the building’s worst daylighting condition during working hours, since both its court mirror and south-facing light shelf see primarily blue sky. Early morning blue sky at an average measured brightness of 220 to 250 footlamberts is a fraction as bright as an average winter overcast sky and is therefore a “worst case” light source. The north building, on the other hand, is adequately daylit at worst case time in that its court mirror receives light reflected from the north-facing white sides of the roof’s shading louvers.

- As indicated above, overcast conditions are not expected to prove significantly different from the diffuse mode results shown because the system is designed primarily to exploit illumination from the sky or, in the court’s case, a controlled sky. Consequently, daylight illumination levels under overcast conditions are expected to be lower than those shown for the north building section on clear summer mornings, but higher than those given for the south building under similar conditions. This conclusion is tentative and may be disproved when overcast day test results are made, due to the potential influence of sunlight reflected from surfaces adjacent to or within the light shelves’ field of view.

The design’s reliance on daylighting interjects another element into the widespread debate over the virtues and liabilities of greater or lesser areas of glass in office design. In common with most energy conserving office buildings in temperate climates, the project’s heating load is very small in comparison with its annual cooling requirements. The benefits of passive solar heating are therefore minimal and not generally coincident with the project’s peak heating loads. The debate, therefore, was one of increasing glass area for daylighting and view versus decreasing it to reduce thermal loads.

The issue was resolved by using dynamic computer thermal analysis to predict the implications of various glazing options. For the purposes of analysis, we assigned daylight schedules, described later, to account for their relative effect on the building’s lighting demand and heating/cooling due to lighting. Carefully handled, the results partially vindicate both points of view and, more importantly, point the way to greater freedom of expression in office design:

1. Preliminary “shoelace” lighting model studies indicated the clerestory glazing above north and south light shelves and the court light shelves provide most of the daylighting for the office spaces. The view glass is responsible for illuminating only the work stations next to the window.

2. The daylight credit associated with the view glass is small. Unlike the clerestory glazing, it does not offset the thermal energy penalty for the glass, even on the south side. However, the penalty is small: a 2 percent total energy increase of 560 Btu per square foot per year for each additional foot of view glass height over the original dimensions. These included two feet for perimeter daylight and view and three feet for clerestory daylighting. The energy penalties, however, must be weighed against the psychological benefits and the need to meet biological needs for ambient light. The design team is considering this tradeoff.

3. Each additional foot of glass height will increase the building’s peak and annual cooling load by 3 percent.

Existing computer thermal analysis tools were sufficient for parameter studies calculating the relative effect of various glazing options given assumed daylight contributions, but are not capable of predicting the extent of that contribution. In the TVA project’s case this prediction can significantly affect the design of the project’s HVAC and energy management systems, as well as the building’s estimated energy consumption.

Up to the present, the development of sophisticated energy analysis programs for building design has been concerned primarily with the dynamic modeling of thermal and operational loads in buildings and the various systems’ responses to these loads. Lighting has been modeled as an hourly varying schedule of added thermal load (watts/square foot) and power consumption per kilowatt hour. Daylight, if considered, has also been modeled, usually as an assumed reduced lighting level.

The obvious drawback to this approach is its static nature. Daylighting, like a building’s thermal loads, is affected by external weather conditions. If a large building’s daylighting performance is to be accurately modeled, it daylight conditions must respond to hour-by-hour weather changes, just as computer models of buildings’ HVAC systems are currently capable of doing.

A dynamic model for daylight design analysis may prove one of the most significant contributions of this project. We are developing a computer code that will automatically vary the power input modeled for daylit zones of the computer model as a function of operating schedules and exterior weather conditions. Its rationale, still experimental, is based on developing a correlation between measured daylight levels and measured solar diffuse and direct radiation rates, modified by a factor accounting for sky conditions. It is unclear, at this point, whether such a correlation can be validated, given the usually inverse relationship of cloud cover and solar radiation to sky brightness when considering indirect daylight (greater cloud cover yields less radiation but more diffuse daylighting potential). The concept’s potential is encouraging. A schematic version, using data from “shoelace” tests and assumed diffuse radiation levels, did produce believable and conservative results (40 percent reduction in yearly lighting power demand). If the correlation can be proven, the second generation simulation is expected to yield a substantially higher daylight contribution.

The extension of daylighting beyond the limits imposed by sidelit, shaded windows requires a substantial commitment of design imagination, analysis time and, in some cases, construction dollars. As we move into the 1980s, this commitment is desirable and necessary.

The added effort to daylight a project of this scale and complexity is not justifiable on the grounds of energy savings or by traditional cost/benefit analysis alone. The cost of electricity saved over the economic life of the project cannot alone pay for the system’s construction costs if one looks at TVA’s currently low electric rates and its high cost of money. But isolating the daylight from the overall design concept and the amenity the daylight provides leads to false conclusions. The political and technical context will change and the climate was especially challenging. But the strongest justification for the daylight effort comes when economy and energy conservation are understood in the context of humane, as well as efficient environments.

Short-sighted decisions that discredit benefits not valued in the financial marketplace have contributed to our national dilemma. How do we place numerical values on the conservation of future scarce resources, the richness of natural light’s ambiance and its inherent bond to the day’s cycle? How do we quantify the psychological involvement with the passage of the sun and season that daylight can provide the indoor user?

Daylight is more than an energy strategy. It should be an aesthetic tool for each architect and a qualitative asset for every building user. This reinforces the notion that energy-conscious design will propagate a humanistic tradition of architectural design. "

Atrium with direct sunlight through open louvers.
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This handsome compilation comprises eighty-two essays, mostly case histories, written by architects, planners, and landscape architects. The essays are grouped in six segments: Watershed Planning and Design, Communities and Rivers, Low-Lying Land Development, Hazards, Resource Analysis and Management, and Recreational Water Use. The lively, large-format book contains one rousing story: an account of Wesley Marx, a curious tourist, of how the downtown of Hilo, on the big island of Hawaii, made a "graceful retreat" from the shorefront following the disastrous seismic wave of 1960. How were the people of Hilo dissuaded from rebuilding on the same site? How was relocation financed when federal relief funds are now generally restricted to repair? What does the new waterfront look like? Read all about it.

The book contains one rousing story: an account of Wesley Marx, a curious tourist, of how the downtown of Hilo, on the big island of Hawaii, made a "graceful retreat" from the shorefront following the disastrous seismic wave of 1960. How were the people of Hilo dissuaded from rebuilding on the same site? How was relocation financed when federal relief funds are now generally restricted to repair? What does the new waterfront look like? Read all about it.
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function. A new artistic culture has been created.

These elements are brilliantly synthetized in the chapter describing the ideal city. In an era of urban growth, the new artistic culture is applied to town planning. Engineering is developed as its tool. What Benevolo calls the "third style" (derived from Vasari) emerges in the hands of Leonardo, Bramante, Gorgione, Raphael and Michelangelo.

Urban growth in the 16th century provides the framework in which to trace the diffusion of the new urban design as new imperial capitals, port cities of the new trade routes and an enlarged typology of cities appeared. The creative center shifts from Italy to the France of Francois I, to other European nations and to the colonial cities of the world, many of which antedate their parallel examples in Europe. Benevolo's even-handed treat-

ment of urban development in the Americas breaks new ground, sections dealing with Mexico being especially important. "The crisis of sensibility" is traced in religious architecture commencing with Vignola's Gesù, and in the emerging art of the theater. Here the clarity of the Renaissance concept falters. Benevolo's view is that it is a movement, not a historical period. But it has a beginning and an end, dated 1418 to 1750, by which time "it is a concluded whole."

Now we enter the grand siècle and its urban landscapes of religious architecture commencing with Vignola's Gesù, and in the emerging art of the theater. Here the clarity of the Renaissance concept falters. Benevolo's view is that it is a movement, not a historical period. But it has a beginning and an end, dated 1418 to 1750, by which time "it is a concluded whole."

Now we enter the grand siècle and its urban landscapes—whether redevelopment, extensions or new towns—of Paris, Versailles, Fontainebleau; of Vaux-le-Vicomte and the Palais Royale; of Nancy and Richelieu. In the New World, our attention is directed to the plans of Montreal and Quebec.

Finally, the 18th century produces "court classicism and bourgeois classicism," spread across the entire Western world from Uppsala and Edinburgh to Palermo and Naples, from Batavia to Washington, D.C. It is in Amsterdam that Benevolo finds the most appealing and convincing illustrations of this new urban element where, in Huizinga's words, the spirit of the age "was not here, as elsewhere, embodied in absolutism." English garden design as well as the creation of the squares and crescents of Georgian London, Bath and Edinburgh are thus socially interpreted. Finally, one is given another long and original discussion of the New World's colonial cities and their architecture, with particular emphasis on Mexico.

By now it is apparent that Benevolo has greatly enlarged the idea of the Renaissance; that is, he is concerned with the influence and application of the artistic ideas that originated in Italy in the 14th and 15th centuries, and with what they mean today. The conclusion of this original and remarkable analysis takes up three projects at the urban scale undertaken about 1750: the Place Louis XV (today the Place de la Concorde); the three squares in Nancy, and the reconstruction of Lisbon after the 1755 earthquake. Brilliant as were these three schemes, they disclose the exhausted tradition of the Renaissance. Something new succeeds. The new spirit of rationalism, neoclassicism, the Gothic revival. The universal models of the Renaissance are fractured and the unity of traditional artistic culture has disappeared.

Rousseau, Ledoux and Voltaire are summoned as witnesses to the change. While Rousseau's antiarchitectural view is compelling, the quotation of Voltaire has greater pith: "They talk of a square, and of a status of the king. It is always a square. Even if this square were built, Paris would still be very irregular and very inconvenient. What is needed is public markets, fountains which really do give water, regular crossroads, halls for entertainment. And the roads need broadening."

It is a thought that finds its echo today. And that must be what Benevolo intended. Frederick Gutheim, Hon. AIA, Washington, D.C.


In the preface to this book, Robert Twombly says: "Authors rarely have the chance to redo books, to correct errors (hopefully without making too many new ones), to restate opinions with the benefit of accumulated experience and to rethink everything conceptually."

The book, then, is a revision of Twombly's Frank Lloyd Wright: An Interpretative Biography (Harper & Row, 1973). Despite the addition of several new chapters, more illustrations and revisions to the original text, the question becomes the level of fulfillment of the above stated intentions. This question is raised because, in total, the new work seems to "restate opinions" rather than to "rethink everything conceptually."

Of major importance in Twombly's earlier volume was the unraveling of Wright's childhood (especially regarding Wright's father), coupled with exhaustive and comprehensive research into the particulars of Wright's personal, social and public life. Some new material has been added to the new book which extends the earlier contributions. Where Twombly faltered in the initial volume was in his architectural analyses. His assessments were of uneven quality, often failing to come to grips with the architectural influences affecting Wright's life. Therefore, it would seem appropriate for Twombly to have seriously considered the criticism made of the first volume regarding the architectural analyses. This implies that some reconsideration of his original conceptual framework was necessary. By changing the subtitle, implying weight to both "Life" and "Architecture," one assumes major adjustments are made.

While some inroads have occurred in the area of architectural assessment the second time around, what continues to be omitted or glossed over is disturbing. Disconcerting still is Twombly's relegation of Wright's association with Sullivan to a few paragraphs. That, as Twombly states, "Wright's relationship with Sullivan was personally and professionally complex" does not give license to ignore it. Similarly, excluding from discussion the Steinway Hall group does not balance out, in terms of architectural assessment, the well presented development of Wright's social and public life during the same time period. Twombly does, as part of a new chapter, deal more fully with the members of the Oak Park Studio, an obvious response to criticism of the earlier book. But for the most part, personal analysis takes precedence over architectural analysis, qualitatively speaking, in the overall level of development. This can be said as well of the discussion of the Taliesin fellowship, which still suffers from both superficial and seemingly prejudicial analysis, rather than a sincere attempt to clarify the relationship between its more important members and their "master." (This is now made extremely difficult due to the position taken by the Frank Lloyd Wright Foundation in closing its files to all but "approved" scholars.)

This shortcoming evidenced throughout the book suggests Twombly's unfamiliarity with the way architectural ideas and concepts emerge and are evolved. It is no mystery that the great architects of this century, as with their predecessors, freely took and used ideas of their peers and associates. Demanding much from those around them, they did not work in a vacuum, and Wright was not an exception. Thus we find an unfortunate irony in Twombly's book. While he dispels the myth of Wright as always viewing himself as the "persecuted genius" (as Twombly notes, this attitude really began in 1909 and was set forth for the first time by Wright in 1914 with the publication (continued on page 102
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"In the Cause of Architecture: Second Paper"), Twombly approaches the analysis of Wright's ideas and works as if formulated solely by a lone individual unaided by those around him. To more fully understand the role of Wright's many associates does not diminish his own "genius," but puts the entirety of Wright's achievements into a more informative perspective.

But on Twombly's behalf, the discussion of the influence of Japanese prints on Wright, the chapter on the Usonian house (with acknowledgment indebtedness to John Sergeant) and the analysis of Broadacre City are among the better accounts in the book. More importantly, Twombly can be quite frank in his criticism of some of Wright's activities, especially those where Wright gets his own way. "During the last three decades of his life, Frank Lloyd Wright spoke and wrote so frequently for lay and professional audiences that he damaged his credibility," Twombly writes. "His style obscured his substance; outrageous remarks, esoteric jargon and abysmal prose fostered misunderstanding and dismissal." If Twombly had brought this level of insight to Wright's architecture, as he does with his life, the book in its entirety would be more satisfying.

Twombly only partially fulfills his intentions in revising his earlier work. While the entire book is well written, extra consideration should have concentrated on the issues I have mentioned. Also, there is need for a work that deals more completely with the later part of Wright's career. In Twombly's case, this could have been achieved by omitting the last chapter on the Taliesin Associated Architects. Added to the works of Grant Manson, Henry-Russell Hitchcock, Vincent Scully, Norris Kelly Smith, John Sergeant, Wright's own An Autobiography and Wright's buildings, Twombly's book provides additional material toward our understanding of the totality of Frank Lloyd Wright. But we are still awaiting the comprehensive biography of Wright to be written, if that is possible. William C. Miller, AIA, Associate Professor, College of Architecture and Design, Kansas State University


Since the first edition of this book was published in 1968, there have been many changes in construction industry practices. There are changing relationships between designer and builder, and construction management has become a factor in the construction community. Users of the first edition know that the work is comprehensive in coverage. The second edition contains a great deal of new information on such subjects as the architect as developer, construction management, arbitration, professional corporations and copyrights. The authors warn that the book is to provide guidelines for avoiding the inevitable "pitfalls"; they do not intend to "render legal, accounting or other professional services." Legal principles are explained in nonlegal terms through case studies and examples. An invaluable book for any architect's office library.


The author of this book, a fellow of the Royal Institute of British Architects, has written a comprehensive treatise on the design of restaurants and hotels. His aim is to bridge the gap between client and architect in the improvement of buildings, furnishings and services. With informative text and an array of illustrative materials, Smith discusses planning, site and landscape, building exteriors, interior design, services and equipment and legislation and regulations. He also provides sources for further information—all in Great Britain (the book was first published in London by Design Council). While the section on legislation is also directed to the British reader, the major part of the book covers principles which are applicable anywhere.


Robert Maillart, a Swiss engineer (1872-1940), arrived at a new esthetic for reinforced concrete in his beautiful bridges. This book, as the author explains, centers on a small number of Maillart's most significant works and on his major ideas. The primary goal, he says, "is to explore structural form as it arises out of esthetic feelings and scientific ideas." He succeeds admirably, and even the non-engineer will find the book most interesting. Especially appealing is the discussion of structure as art.

Bridge art, says Billington, as practiced by Maillart, was "vision disciplined by technique; and more specifically, a vision of the public landscape formed by economic constraints on public structures. It is a difficult art, with the artist continually struggling to control his elements in the face of public opinion, codes, budgets and politics." Maillart's ability to accomplish such art puts him in the class of a genius who could not only bridge spaces, but also the distance between science and art. 

The Prairie School Tradition: The Prairie Archives of the Milwaukee Art Center. Edited by Brian A. Spencer, AIA. New York: Whitney Library of Design, 1979. 304 pp. $30. (Available through AIA Department of Publications Marketing.) Through more than 300 illustrations of plans, drawings, buildings and objects, this exceedingly handsome book surveys Prairie school architecture, covering the work of such notables as Frank Lloyd Wright, Adler & Sullivan, the Greene brothers, Walter Burley Griffin and many others. Spencer provides an introduction, biographies of the architects and captions. The book is based on an exhibition organized by the Prairie Archives of the Milwaukee Art Center. Above is a detail of an elevator grille (bronze-coated cast iron) from the Guaranty Building, Buffalo, by Adler & Sullivan (1894-95).
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basic dimensions, openings and surfaces; later in the design process, specific architectural features and furnishings must be modeled.

The model must be large enough to use with a meter and camera, or other instruments, but small enough to carry to the site (1⁄2-inch to 1 inch equals 1 foot). In an assignment to his students at MIT, lighting designer William Lam notes that a model need not be painstakingly detailed; it needs to be accurate only in terms of room proportions, opening sizes and reflectance and transmission values of plus or minus 10 percent. He warns that some model materials will transmit light and must be covered with chipboard, aluminum foil or paint to make them completely opaque. If adjacent surfaces, such as roofs and pavement, reflect enough light into the model to affect measurements, they should be included in the model and have an accurate reflectance. The plan orientation of the space in relation to north should be noted and the model should have an accurate reflectance. The model must be factored to reflect actual glazing conditions.

Numerical calculations complement the physical model design evaluation. They allow the comparison and tradeoffs and an overall assessment of design performance. All but a miniscule fraction of buildings are daylit buildings. But not all of them are good daylit buildings, that use daylight to provide useful illumination, an environment of good quality and energy efficiency. Ask most architects to design a room to provide 50 foot-candles on a desk for 80 percent of working hours by using daylight and you are likely to get a puzzled look and a fast shuffle through papers and textbooks. The problem is not a lack of methods but a lack of accessible, simple and appropriate methods.

There are, in fact, about 60 recognized daylight design methods. But most were developed in Europe, where overcast skies prevail, and few are well suited to this country, where clear skies prevail. All of these techniques, however, can be divided into two main categories: the lumen method and the daylight factor method.

The lumen method was developed by J. W. Griffith at Southern Methodist University for Libbey-Owens-Ford Co. on the basis of extensive model studies under an artificial sky. The method was adopted by the Illuminating Engineering Society and has been the most widely used method in the U.S.

The lumen method allows a comparison of various window wall schemes and their economic tradeoffs with HVAC and electrical lighting values. The effects of various glass transmittances, ground reflectances, wall reflectances, diffusing shades, Venetian blinds, overhangs, clear and overcast skies and direct solar radiation are included in the calculation, which can evaluate them for energy or return on investment.

The method is limited to schemes of maximum utilization of daylight and it predicts illumination levels on a center line from the windows, according to intervals of five feet from the window, the middle of the room and five feet from the back of the room. The technique was designed to evaluate schemes of variable window management, as well as fixed controls, to obtain the total benefits of daylight utilization, rather than meeting a minimum requirement. The method is applicable to a limited range of window configurations and accurate only for points situated along the center line from the window, it is also limited to vertical glazing.

The daylight factor method was developed in Great Britain to meet a minimum code requirement. It predicts the daylight anywhere in the room for a standard sky condition without sun incident on the window. The method, which is recommended by the Commission Internationale de l’Eclairage, is used in Europe. Britain has a well developed set of design aids such as diagrams, graphs, tables and protractors to deal with daylighting at various stages of the design process. The daylight factor method is an essentially analytical process.

The daylight factor is described as a percent of diffuse light received at a point of reference. The percent expresses the ratio of interior illumination at a given point to the available illumination from an unobstructed sky outdoors. The point of reference is a horizontal plane.

The method allows nonuniform sky luminance distribution and is sensitive to the position of a window in a wall. There is no limit to room size or shape and it accommodates nonvertical glazing. Its capacity to respond to shading devices is limited, as is its capability to deal with clear sky conditions. Direct sun is essentially excluded. The daylight factor, however, does provide a relative measure of all daylight, not only light directly from the sky (including losses from glass, dirt, window bars, etc.), but also the contributions from light reflected directly to a reference point from visible exterior surfaces and from light interreflected between the room’s interior surfaces.

Both the lumen and daylight factor methods can be used in the early stages of design to evaluate alternative schemes without a computer. If the window schemes are on the east, west or south, the lumen method allows tradeoff evaluations with variable sun controls.

Computer models have also been developed for daylight calculations: to compute illumination levels and equivalent sphere illumination levels in daylit rooms. (ESI is a useful, or nonglare foot-candle. Specifically, it is the foot-candle illumination in a sphere that gives equal visual performance to the illumination, of whatever foot-candles, in a specific lighting system. Daylight from side windows provides two or three times more ESI than typical overhead light sources. ESI cannot be effectively measured in a physical daylight model because the measurement instruments are too large.) Available computer models, however, cannot easily model specific architectural details or such information as the placement and nature of room furnishings. The computer models also must still rely on essentially static analysis of a dynamic design problem.

Lumen II Daylight is a computer program for predicting daylight illumination and ESI for a simple task anywhere in the room. It is relatively expensive and therefore of limited usefulness in the early stages of design. The value of the ESI component is also being studied; Blackwell, the originator of ESI, has questioned the method he used to obtain calculation factors.

The physical and mathematical daylight analysis methods discussed deal only with the illumination aspects of daylight design. Daylight implies thermal tradeoffs that also need evaluation. The sizing and placement of windows to maximize daylighting benefits need to be considered in the context of thermal performance and overall energy performance. A number of computer programs have been developed for energy analysis, but they are based on certain mechanical assumptions about the thermal design of a building. And none deals with daylight. Most concentrate on thermal design and deal with illumination by using standardized operating profiles for installed lighting.

Some of these programs are relatively complex and can model a building’s performance hour by hour throughout the year. Daylight performance has been incorporated experimentally into several of these, but the results have yet to be validated by comparison with actual conditions. None is at a state where an architect could use it with confidence to obtain accurate information. The pressures for an integrated thermal/illumination model incorporating daylight continue to build. New energy perfor—continued on page 108
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mance standards will generate more pressure to incorporate daylight into existing energy analysis programs. But the problems of validation and the implications of the simplified data used in a computer program have yet to be resolved. Such programs also need to be user oriented, accessible and inexpensive.

The issues surrounding the illumination aspects of daylight and how to provide the designer with accurate information continue also to be the subject of intensive research. Daylight availability is so variable that trying to predict absolute values is not cost effective; therefore the precision of any measurement may be less important than in other cases. The lumen or daylight factor methods will give the architect a relative evaluation of alternative schemes useful for early design decisions. The physical model remains the most cost-effective way to approach absolute values for specific design solutions, allowing both qualitative and quantitative evaluation, and perceptual as well as analytical insights.

Codes

Their relationship to daylight design has become more critical in the era of energy regulation.

The issue of solar access has become a critical concern as architects and planners start to address the uses of solar energy at community scale. Ralph Knowles has done the pioneer research into the use of a solar envelope as a basis for solar access zoning. This envelope defines the maximum volume of development possible for a given site and set of time constraints without shadowing the neighboring surroundings. The issue of daylight access in a legal context raises some parallel issues when applied at urban design scale.

J. W. Griffith addressed the issue of daylight in building codes in 1962 when he prepared a model residential ordinance for Chicago. The code was not implemented, but the concept has gained new relevance today. The purpose of the daylight code was to establish minimum standards of daylight for habitable rooms where the Chicago building code already required a window. The scope of the task also included the development of workable techniques for applying and testing compliance with the code, and it included an examination of the impact of daylight controls in a variety of locations and situations.

The Griffith report noted that the Chicago building code already required effective clear glass areas of “not less than 10 percent of a room area.” But a window specification is not a daylight specification. So the code further stated that the minimum amount of glass should be increased to 25 percent if the window was obstructed. The code also included dimensional requirements for courts and side yards for daylight purposes.

Griffith’s proposed regulation called for 10 foot-candles of daylight in habitable rooms. Since this was a worst-case condition, it was assumed that most rooms would have higher daylight illumination levels. A version of the British daylight factor measurement technique was recommended to determine compliance. Based on an average room depth of 14 feet, Griffith chose a penetration of 7 feet at a height of 30 inches (desk height) as a measurement point of reference.

The implications of the daylight code are of interest today. Sites in desirable locations for daylight could increase density to the limits of existing floor-area ratios and economic parameters. The regulation, however, would encourage orientations, at either the building or apartment unit scale, that would maximize the potential for daylight and minimize obstructions.

Open space requirements would vary with building height and bulk. In very congested areas, the residential use of lower floor areas could be restricted if obstructions prohibited minimal daylight penetration. The relationships between buildings, including new and old construction, would become critical.

Where conformance to the daylight code was based on sky conditions, the maximum density and bulk of a building could be determined by conventional floor-area ratios. Where a reflective component is necessary, the daylight control would fix the height of a building (taller buildings may block the light from an obstruction and therefore decrease reflected light).

The daylight code would affect the orientation of buildings and the dwelling units within them in relation to the surrounding, but would not require unusual or undesirable building shapes. Griffith noted that the lower residential floors present the most restricted daylight condition and that codes for vertically stepped buildings therefore offer little daylight advantage.

The issue of daylight in relation to building codes is especially critical in this era of energy regulation. Component performance standards, such as ASHRAE 90-75, which has been adopted by many states, are based on assumptions about the thermal performance of windows that have resulted in strict limitations on window area. These assumptions relate to the concept that windows are a source of uncontrolled heat loss and heat gain and therefore a burden to mechanical heating and cooling systems. Such assumptions, continued on page 110
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however, not only ignore the potential for passive solar design to achieve thermal comfort, but they also limit the potential for daylight. Less glass area means less exposure to skylight, sunlight and other daylight sources.

Energy performance standards that relate to the performance of a whole building and do not specify the performance of individual building components are far more sympathetic to daylight design strategies. These standards do not specify the design of a building, but only its performance, and skillful use of daylight promises significant improvement in the performance of a building, not only in energy terms, but in human terms.

There are situations where design strategies for daylight would seem to conflict with design strategies for efficient thermal performance. These conflicts, however, are greatest when the designer assumes mechanical solutions to thermal comfort. While daylighting may result in tradeoffs with the version of energy conservation that dictates compact buildings, small surface-to-volume ratios and minimal windows, it is thoroughly compatible with many aspects of passive solar design.

Daylighting implies large window areas that can be oriented and controlled to admit solar heat and light in heating seasons, or only light in cooling seasons. It implies high ceilings, which complement natural ventilation. It implies controls that respond to the sun dynamically. It implies asymmetrical building forms and differentiation by orientation, as does passive solar design.

Daylight also implies an urban design concern for a public right to light that is slightly different but nonetheless consistent with the concept of solar access. And daylight implies a relationship between the user and the natural variations and temps of day and season, something that has been lacking in most modern urban environments. For many people concerned with the quality of urban life, the bond that daylight can forge between people and natural cycles is its most critical contribution.

Certainly energy is one of the justifications for renewed interest in daylighting. But the energy argument frequently put forward in its defense may not be the correct one. The most frequent argument is that daylight can offset large electrical demands for artificial lighting systems. This is subject to a number of important qualifications, however. One is that natural lighting cannot reduce energy consumption if the electrical lighting system is not responsive to daylight conditions. Many highly publicized daylit buildings have artificial lighting systems that are designed and operated with no regard for daylight contributions to illumination. Another qualification is that daylight must be considered an integral part of the building design, an important consideration in the location and form of the building. Separating the daylight elements from the overall building and assessing them by a conventional cost/benefit analysis may lead to false conclusions about their cost and energy efficiency.

Steve Selkowitz of Lawrence Berkeley Laboratories (LBL) has been particularly concerned with current justifications for daylighting. He cautions that daylighting must be justified on human and environmental grounds as well as improved visual performance. He has also developed some strong energy arguments, but they are not the conventional arguments.

At LBL, Selkowitz has been involved with some of the research into more efficient artificial lighting systems and components. He is concerned that if people justify daylighting solely on the basis of reduced electrical demand, predicted improvements in artificial systems will make comparative daylight “energy savings” apparent.

continued on page 112
TRICKS OF THE TRADE, EXPLAINED.

To be a blinding success, just use your imagination. And the Blind Imagination of Bali one-inch blinds.

When you specify Bali, you'll be giving your building a more uniform appearance. With none of the visual distractions so common with drapes.

That's only our outside story.

Our inside story is this: Bali Blinds do a better job controlling light than other types of window coverings. That saves energy. Even when they're wide open, Bali Blinds still work at 25% efficiency.

Bali saves time, too. Because when it's time to move walls as office arrangements change, inside and recessed or pocket-mount blinds don't have to be moved.

But there's one thing Bali won't leave to your imagination. That's our specifications. Bali Blinds have been specified in a simple CSI format to permit ready reference for procurement packages.

And we'll make these specs available to you, for you to write your requirements around them.

So, if you want to be a blinding success in business, build around Bali. And use the coupon below for a copy of our brochure, The Tricks of the Trade.

BALI BLINDS
41978, Marathon Carey-McFall Company, Loyalsock Avenue, Montoursville, Pennsylvania 17754, Division of Marathon Manufacturing Company.

Show me The Tricks of the Trade, free.

Name _____________________________
Company _________________________
Address ___________________________
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peach insignificant. Task/ambient lighting systems are now available that operate in the range of 1 to 1.5 watts per square foot of installed power. If one projects the introduction of electronic ballasts and improved fluorescent lamps with improved phosphors and higher efficacy, and smaller HID systems indoors with improved color rendition, one can expect to see indoor lighting systems with efficiencies of 100 lumens per watt. This is roughly a 50 percent improvement over the typical 65 lumens per watt for conventional fluorescent systems. Improved lighting practices, will further reduce electrical demand.

With these changes, lighting electrical power demands could be reduced from 7.5 to a range of 1 to 3 kilowatt-hour per square foot per year. The 1 to 2 kilowatt-hour per square foot per year now achieved with daylighting seems less impressive in this context. By that criteria alone, daylight contributions to energy conservation might make daylight design seem superfluous. But Selkowitz does offer strong energy justifications for daylighting that are not compromised by advanced artificial systems. One argument relates to peak power demands; the other relates to power system failures.

Peak power demands remain a critical issue for utilities, and lighting demands frequently coincide with peak heating and cooling loads. Charges for peak power may represent a significant fraction of a firm's total electric bill. Many utilities are now implementing selective rates to penalize peak power consumption. One utility in the state of Washington is now campaigning for the use of daylight as a way to reduce peak power demand.

The significance of peak power demand can be seen in the following example. Consider a typical all-electric office building in which half of the energy load results from lighting. Assume that one-third of the usable floor space is close enough to a window to benefit from natural light. The maximum potential daylighting savings is this one-third of the electrical demand for lighting, or about 15 percent of total energy demand. If 50 percent of that is achieved by a dimming system, the daylight contribution is only about 8 percent. The peak power situation is quite different, however.

Under summer peak conditions, typical cooling loads amount to 5 to 10 watts per square foot, of which 3 watts represents lighting. With a net coefficient of performance of 2, the cooling power requirement is that 2.5 to 5 watts per square foot. If we turn the lights off in one-third of the building area, we reduce the power consumption by 1 watt per square foot and also produce a reduction in cooling requirements equivalent to one-half a watt per square foot. Under these circumstances, daylight saves 1.5 watts per square foot, or roughly 10 to 20 percent of the building's peak power demand.

The cost of new power plant construction is frequently $1 to $2 per peak watt of installed power. In a new building, a 150-square-foot office with 3 watts per square foot of lighting requires a utility investment of $450 to $900 in new generating capacity. Although this analysis is greatly simplified, it would seem that dimmable controls or other strategies to increase daylight contributions would be a sound investment. In the case of the Washington utility mentioned earlier, the argument is even stronger. It currently relies on hydropower to produce relatively inexpensive electricity; should additional generating capacity become necessary, it would have to turn to nuclear power and electrical rates in the area would soar.

Selkowitz's second energy argument for daylighting concerns the high cost of power disruption. As power has become increasingly centralized, power failures become more critical and, in recent years, we have experienced city, state and regional power system failures. Daylighting is a design option that, at the scale of a single building, can reverse the trend toward greater reliance on remote centralized systems. As such, it has a flexibility and degree of failure tolerance that appears to be important, although it is difficult to quantify.

It is possible, however, to quantify the effects of disruption on worker productivity. High light levels have been sold on the basis of productivity. Assume that an office worker, with appropriate indirect and overhead charges, costs a company $40,000 per year. The worker occupies 100 square feet of space, works 250 days, and thus costs $160 per day, or 20 cents per square foot per hour. Lighting, at 4 cents/kilowatt-hour, costs 25 cents to 30 cents per square foot per year. If a daylit office building is able to continue productive work for even one hour during a blackout or power loss, the dollar savings are equivalent to an entire year's worth of energy savings.

Energy arguments for daylighting are particularly persuasive as we face rising costs and shortages of fossil fuels. Energy has certainly brought new financial support to daylighting research and new enthusiasm for the potential of daylight as a design strategy. But energy shortages are not the reason that daylight is important. Far more important is the complement between the natural and artificial environment that daylight facilitates and far more important is the improved quality of design it promises. Daylight is a fundamental architectural form issue. Wright, Aalto, Kahn, Corbusier and other masters knew the functional and esthetic promise of natural light; we are rediscovering it.
Mural, mural on the wall

Who's the fairest of them all?

Why, original photographic murals, of course! Can any lithoed mural give you such depth and saturation of color, such subtle gradations of tone, or so much control in the selection of subject matter and size? Not likely! Ours are custom enlarger-made on Kodak paper.

But what about mounting?

No problem. It's best to mount murals directly to the wall, be it flat, curved or otherwise. However, they can be mounted on moveable panels.

And cleaning them?

Just run a damp sponge over them now and then. They're sprayed with lacquer for protection.

Okay, where do I find outstanding originals?

You can furnish your own. Or you can draw upon our photographic collections and our Masters Library of Images by David Muench, Eliot Porter and other top photographers. Or we'll give you a choice of photographers who can create your own "photographic art program," completely versatile and personalized to your client.

Can you handle the job?

Meisel is the world's largest custom color lab and we have worked for top designers including Alan Ferry Design Group, Gensler and Associates, 3D/Newhaus+Taylor and H.O.K., for such companies as Reynolds Securities, AT&T, GE, Atlantic Richfield, Kerr McGee, Independent Life, Pennzoil, Fidelity Union Life, Omega Optical, Hyatt Regency Hotels, Bonanza Restaurants, Meade Corporation and the U.S. Government.

Just call Sally Vavrin at (214) 637-0170 or write for our literature packet to Meisel Photographic Design Division, P.O. Box 222002, Dallas, TX 75222.
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PHOTOGRAPHIC DESIGN DIVISION
FOR ALMOST ANY DOOR
better, less costly, more attractive control

No. 147
Exterior & Heavy Traffic Interior Doors
Offset hung, single acting, surface mounted

No. 117
Interior Doors
Offset hung, single acting surface mounted

No. 128-3/4
Interior Doors
Center hung, double acting, floor mounted

Three basic models for simplified specification, for the improved hanging of most swing doors.

- Add a side jamb pivot if you like, a Rixson door pivot is still less costly than either a pair and a half of heavy duty butt or anchor hinges.
- Provides superior anchorage than either butt or anchor hinges, with screws in shear (not tension) and without reinforcement.
- Eliminates door drag and binding, by supporting door top and bottom, with weight primarily resting on bottom pivot. (Typical hinges place weight on side jamb.)
- Even distribution of door weight assures longer life; better withstands racking of door holder and human abuse.
- Contemporary architectural design. Other pivot sets for special applications, extra heavy doors, security installations, electrical uses.

Only Rixson-Firemark offers the better way... a full line of performance-proven door pivots.

Ask the door control specialists:

RIXSON-FIREMARK
9100 West Belmont Ave., Franklin Park, Illinois 60131 and Rexdale, Ontario 312/671-5670
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The beholder sees the beauty of the real wood floor.
But only you know
GenuWood™ costs less and lasts longer than vinyl.

Why sacrifice beauty for cost? Or ease of maintenance for durability? Particularly when you can have everything you want in a GenuWood real wood floor.

You only have to see a GenuWood installation to appreciate its beauty. A warmth and luxury that is a positive influence on those who work, shop, or simply enjoy a pleasant meal.

But what also should please you is GenuWood’s low cost. For you can easily impress others when you tell them that GenuWood is 20% less expensive based on life cycle costs than ordinary floors of vinyl.

Yet is GenuWood easy to maintain? Yes. Actually easier than vinyl tile, terrazzo, even other wood floors. Because of what you don’t see. GenuWood’s real wood veneers are protected — as no other floor is protected — by a thick surface layer of permanently bonded, moisture resistant, pure transparent vinyl. (A wear surface of 20 mils.) The result is a showcase wood floor that can very easily be kept looking fresh simply with a damp sponge mop. Plus you never have to refinish a GenuWood floor.

And for durability, GenuWood is untouched by vinyl. There’s four to five times more wear in a GenuWood floor.

Everything you should know about GenuWood — including samples, interior design ideas, and architectural assistance — is a free phone call away. For the name of your local GenuWood representative call Sweet’s toll-free Buyline, 800-255-6880, or write to us at the address below.

Gump’s, San Francisco, California

Boston Financial Data Services, Boston, Massachusetts
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The strength of exposed

The beauty of concealed

The advantages of both exposed and concealed mounting are combined in Parker's 300 Series grab bars. These satin finish stainless steel bars are equipped with escutcheon flanges which easily snap over wall flanges for concealed mounting. They're offered in 1¼" and 1½" diameters and are available with a non-slip gripping surface. Parker produces these bars in straight lengths, corridor railing and a wide variety of special configurations, to provide safety and convenience wherever it's needed.

See our catalog in:
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HUD says the estimates of discrimination are conservative. The study did not include houses for rent or sale by private owners, apartments for rent in duplexes or triplexes or houses advertised by builders or developers. The study reveals nothing about discriminatory treatment in such matters as financing or insurance, focusing on an initial visit to a rental or sales office. Nor are estimates given for the discriminatory practice of showing blacks houses primarily in black neighborhoods and whites houses in all white communities.

Moreover, in instances where both blacks and whites received favorable treatment of any kind, it was tallied in the "no difference" category, even though the balance of an encounter seemed to favor the white. Also, estimated discrimination is reported in net rather than gross terms—instances of favorable treatment were subtracted from instances of less favorable treatment.

The data were collected in the spring of 1977 and are based on treatment given to 600 trained auditors—300 blacks and 300 whites—when answering housing advertisements in local newspapers. Overall, 3,264 audits were conducted. The teams were virtually identical in all respects except race.

The study focused on housing availability because differential treatment is in violation of the Civil Rights Act of 1968 and because differential treatment is the "most fundamental form of discriminatory practice that a black apartment seeker might encounter."

Both white and black auditors would request an apartment of the same size at a rental complex. If a first choice was not available, they asked for the same second choice. If that was unavailable, they asked what was. "For all items," the report says, "the white was favored more frequently than was the black. For example, both members of audit teams were treated no differently 40 percent of the time in terms of the number of apartments the agent volunteered were available; however, when differential treatment occurred, more units were volunteered to whites 42 percent of the time, but more units were volunteered to blacks only 18 percent of the time."

The study also says that there is a "small but statistically significant tendency for blacks to have waited longer for an interview, to have had a shorter interview, not to have been asked to be seated, not to have been offered a business card and not to have been invited to call back."

The study does not answer the question of whether racial discrimination has changed over time, but "it does provide a baseline for future research...."

Construction Begins This Month
On U.S. Embassy in Moscow

After years of disagreements over cost estimates, the U.S. and the Soviet Union have finally signed a contract for the construction of a new American embassy in Moscow, with construction to begin late this month. In 1969 and in 1972, the two countries had signed a two-part treaty for new facilities in Moscow and in Washington, D.C. (see Oct. '78, p. 106). Although the residential portion of the Soviet complex in Washington is now complete, the Americans have been behind in getting construction going at a site on the Moscow River.

The Soviets had asked for $80.2 million to build the American complex (architects: Skidmore, Owings & Merrill and Gruzen & Partners), at which the Americans balked. Under the contract signed on June 30, Sovuzvneshtroyimport, a major contracting firm in the Soviet Ministry of Trade, will build the American complex for $54.6 million, plus $3.8 million for architectural and engineering services. According to a State Department press officer, agreement was finally reached "on changed quantities of materials to be used."

This opens the way for the Soviets to occupy completed residential and recreational facilities and a school which had been barred by the State Department. Work has not yet begun on the Soviet chancery in Washington.

News/Education

Salvadori Finds Biggest Rewards
In Teaching E. Harlem Children

Mario Salvadori, professor emeritus of civil engineering and of architecture at Columbia University, has been teaching engineering and architectural students for half a century, but he has found that "the mind of a 12-year-old is much more open to new ideas than an adult's and need not be limited by an impoverished environment." Salvadori, author of Mathematics and Architecture, Statics and Strength of Structure, Structure in Architecture and other books and now a principal of Weidlinger Associates, a consulting engineering firm in New York City, carried the basic principles of architecture and engineering to minority children in an East Harlem school. The project, and all that has happened since the initial effort, he says, demonstrates that "imagination can transcend environment and that children surrounded by urban decay can realize the promise of building something beautiful." continued on page 118
St. Procopius Abbey is an impressive example of contemporary architecture, and like many other recently erected buildings of comparable distinction, it is roofed with TCS (terne-coated stainless steel). There is an inherent logic here, for TCS is unmatched in its resistance to corrosion, never needs maintenance if properly installed, and weathers to a uniform and attractive warm gray. Thus excellence of product complements excellence of design.

**TCS: THE LOGICAL CHOICE**
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When the New York Academy of Sciences asked its members if they would be willing to teach schoolchildren scientific disciplines, Salvadori, a pioneer in the technology of reinforced concrete, volunteered to teach a three-month course in architectural structures to 7th and 8th graders. He admits that on the first day he was "scared stiff." But during that first 80-minute session, the children learned "how the weight carried by one column is supported by the column under it, one floor below. By the end of the session," Salvadori says, "the youngsters were able to determine how many million pounds are supported by a single column at the foundation level of the World Trade Center."

After his "heady" session, Salvadori brought in Columbia students to help and such tools as paper, string, wood, foam rubber, glue and Erector sets. "Years ago, I concluded," he says, "that the subject of architectural structures could be taught without the use of mathematical tools, and that often my architectural students had not seen the structural woods because of the mathematical trees. I then decided that a purely physical approach could, and should, be used when teaching architectural structures.

With this approach Salvadori taught the 28 children who volunteered for the course (it ended with a maximum capacity of 30 students) about the effects of gravity and wind loads on structures, the concept of dynamic or impact loads, the principles of suspension bridges and other "pretty heavy stuff," as he calls it. The children used Erector sets to make trusses, arches, suspension bridges, high-rises. Probably the highwater mark was the concluding session, Salvadori says, when a TV crew and reporters came in and watched the children build a six-foot arch bridge out of an Erector set and receive certificates from the American Society of Civil Engineers.

Salvadori calls this first experience in teaching children "the most rewarding of my entire career. Rarely have I had a group of students so eager to learn." And being the pioneer that he is, Salvadori went on. He has taught New York City teachers to carry on his concept and he has continued to teach schoolchildren. He also prepared a teaching manual. One byproduct concerns the graduate students who worked with Salvadori on the project. They "discovered how much one learns by teaching," Salvadori says. "They also found that preparing models we used for demonstration purposes was a concrete way of making their own theoretical knowledge physically clear."

And what of the younger students who have been transported into another world of exciting new ideas? Well, one 13-year-old girl said it was "interesting" to learn why the Leaning Tower of Pisa leans. "Half of the ground is sand and water, and the other half is hard," she explained. And another, who wanted to go on and on, said, "The only thing I didn't like was nothing at all." And as for Salvadori himself, he says, "As a professor of architecture, I have enjoyed building a new bridge to the children of New York."

Exxon has donated funds for a film to show the way Salvadori has motivated the so-called underprivileged youths to enter mathematical and scientific fields. Salvadori has offered the film, where feasible, for loan to AIA chapter meetings. His address is Weidlinger Associates, 110 E. 59th St., New York, N.Y. 10022.

HUD and the American Association of State Colleges and Universities (AASCU) are developing policies and strategies to keep institutions of higher education in central cities. A model set forth in a "memorandum of understanding" will "encourage direct state college and uni-
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Primitive Encore. In the tradition of things created one piece at a time.

In the beginning, everything was created one of a kind. Because everything was created by hand.

Today American Olean has recaptured this look in new Primitive Encore® Ceramic Tile. Where each tile has its own special shading and character. It's a look synthetics can't even approach.

Recommended for floors, walls and counter tops. It's highly resistant to scratching and wear. And it offers superior slip resistance.

New Primitive® Encore. See it at an American Olean Color Center. (Check the Yellow Pages.) For a full color brochure, write to American Olean Tile Company, 2581 Cannon Avenue, Lansdale, Pa. 19446.

American Olean is Ceramic Tile.
Guidelines Set Forth to Buy, Develop
The Secretary of the Interior sets standards for grants and loans. Under the agreement, AASCU will encourage its member institutions to renew their commitment to central cities by retaining and, where feasible, expanding their facilities in cities rather than in outlying areas. AASCU also will call upon its members to offer a variety of educational and cultural programs for inner city residents and officials.

HUD will endeavor to effect a “coordinated federal response” to the efforts of the institutions to carry out strategies and programs consistent with the Administration’s national urban policy, will give technical assistance where required, and, under the Secretary’s national urban policy, will give technical assistance where required and, when relevant, will help in securing federal financial assistance through available grants and loans.

News/Preservation
Guidelines Set Forth to Buy, Develop, Use Historic Buildings

The Secretary of the Interior sets standards for programs under his authority that affect cultural resources listed or eligible for the National Register of Historic Places. These standards must be used by state historic preservation officers and by the heritage conservation and recreation service to evaluate grant-assisted proposals, reuse proposals submitted by state and local governments for the transfer of federally owned surplus properties listed on the register, and to determine if a rehabilitation project is certified in accordance with the Tax Reform Act of 1976 and the Revenue Act of 1978.

“The Secretary of the Interior’s Standards for Historic Preservation Projects, with Guidelines for Applying the Standards” was issued recently. Developed by W. Brown Morton III and Gary L. Hume, the guidelines have been designed to help individual property owners formulate plans for the acquisition, development and continued use of historic properties in a manner consistent with the standards. The guidelines may be applied to buildings of all construction types, sizes and materials.

Among the general standards to apply to all treatments undertaken on historic properties listed in the national register are:

- “Every reasonable effort” shall be made for minimal alterations in seeking a compatible use for the property or to have it used as originally intended.
- All structures and sites “shall be recognized as products of their own time,” and alterations without historical base should be avoided when possible.
- Wherever possible, deteriorated architectural features shall be repaired rather than replaced.

The document also outlines specific standards for acquisition, protection, stabilization, preservation, rehabilitation, restoration and reconstruction. For example, one of the protection standards says that when an architectural feature is removed, it should be recorded and, if possible, stored for future study or reuse. A rehabilitation standard says that contemporary designs for alterations and additions shall not be discouraged if they do not destroy significant historic, architectural or cultural material and if such design is compatible with the size, scale, color, material and character of the property.

The publication also lists recommended and not recommended actions for use in applying the various standards. For example, it is recommended that storm or insulating windows be used to protect the historic fabric, but “inappropriate new window or door features...” continued on page 122

VULCRAFT IS NOW EQUIPPED TO DECK YOU.

Vulcraft now offers a broad line of steel decking for both roofs and floors. For your free copy of our 16-page Specification Guide, mail this coupon or call 704/366-7000 for more information. Please send me a free copy of your Deck Specification Guide immediately.

Name ____________________________
Address ____________________________
City ____________________________
State Zip ____________________________

VULCRAFT
4425 Randolph Rd., Charlotte, NC 28211

Now, a quick, economical and accurate system that helps you make certain your project meets model building code fire protection requirements

COMPUCODE is a new service of Rolf Jensen & Associates, one of the world’s leading firms of fire protection engineers and building code consultants.

COMPUCODE provides a concise, computerized analysis of the building code requirements relating to fire protection for your specific building project.

You provide basic building description information—occupancy data, areas, stories above grade, distance to adjacent structures, etc.—and COMPUCODE quickly prints out the applicable fire protection code requirements in outline format. COMPUCODE can save architects, engineers, developers and code officials hours of costly professional time. It helps avoid code interpretation conflicts and speeds up the entire building design process.

For descriptive literature, costs and complete information write or call.

A service of
Rolf Jensen & Associates, Inc.
100 Wilmot Road, Deerfield, IL 60015
Telephone (312) 948-0700
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VICRACOUSTIC®
the babble-baffler

Noise today ... absorbed tomorrow—with Vicracoustic ceiling baffles.

An N.R.C. of .80 makes them the sound answer to installations with insufficient or no sound absorption. Easy to install, perfectly portable. The plus of vinyl-covering in any of the vast collection of Vicrutex® colors and textures makes them ideal for designer décor—for differentiating departments, isolating aisles, accommodating the flux of personnel changes and repositioning work areas. A detailed brochure is available.

L.E. CARPENTER and Company  A Dayco Company  170 North Main Street, Wharton, N.J. 07885  (201) 366-2020 / NYC (212) 751-3565
DISTRIBUTED BY: VICRTEX SALES DIVISION, New York, Atlanta, Chicago, Dallas, Los Angeles, San Francisco, Boston, Minneapolis, Toronto, Montreal, HOWELLS, INC., Salt Lake City/PAUL RASMUSSEN, INC., Honolulu
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Preservation from page 120
such as aluminum storm and screen window combinations are not recommended if they require the removal of the original windows and doors."

Also it is recommended that landscape features be retained; the removal of lighting devices, telephone poles, painted signs or other street furniture is not recommended if it is important to the historic setting. Nor is the removal of old plantings, fencing, walkways and outbuildings recommended. It is also recommended that interior stairways be enclosed such as aluminum storm and screen window combinations are not recommended if it is important to the windows and doors."

Historic setting. Nor is the removal of old plantings, fencing, walkways and outbuildings recommended. It is also recommended that interior stairways be enclosed such as aluminum storm and screen window combinations are not recommended if it is important to the historic setting.


DEATHS

Sherman W. Bowen III, Sikeston, Mo.
Milton V. Bradley Jr., Atlanta
Lynn James Callahan, Salem, Ore.
Boris Rosenfeld, Newport News, Va.

Douglas Haskell, FAIA, architectural writer and editor, died on Aug. 11 at the age of 80. His involvement with architecture began just after he was graduated from Oberlin College in 1932. He visited Harvard in the 1930s by people like Gropius, Doug would talk about the significance of the Grand Central complex, about Rockefeller Center, about people like Henry Wright and Clarence Stein."

Nathaniel Owings, FAIA, who knew Haskell as Forum editor and worked with him on the first Pennsylvania Avenue advisory commission, says, "We've always had a problem of having an editorial approach in architecture which is slanted toward one style or another, one building or another or even toward architects as a whole. Doug thought in terms of the country as a whole, of architects working in the service of the nation, rather than the other way around."

Haskell was valued not only for his insistence on taking what Owings calls the big view, but also for his "continual insistence on ferreting out the news—no minutiae were too small for him to get involved—for finding and discovering promising architects, taking stands, speaking out," in the words of Pietro Belluschi, FAIA. His habit of speaking out put Haskell into conflict with many, but as Lewis Mumford points out, "A happy thing about our relationship was that we differed very severely, but it was in the right spirit, which so many people had in those days. We didn't want to kill each other.

continued on page 144
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A dash of dazzle in a shopping center.

ELEVATOR BY DOVER

It's quite a trip for shoppers when they move from the main level to the promenade level of the Rolling Acres Mall in West Akron. Designer James B. Heller of Keeva J. Kekst Associates combined glass, chrome, and incandescent lamps to create a "vista" elevator that dazzles and delights. At the heart of these glamorous trappings is a Dover IVO Elevator, the high quality, pre-engineered Oldraulic® elevator made for add-on or new construction of three stories or less. For more information on the complete Dover line of traction and hydraulic elevators, write Dover Corporation, Elevator Division, P.O. Box 2177, Dept. G, Memphis, Tenn. 38101.

Rolling Acres Mall, Akron, Ohio
Developer: Forest City Rental Properties Corporation and Richard B. Bachholzer
General Contractor: Forest City Dillon, Inc.
Cab Designer: James B. Heller
Dover IVO Elevator sold and installed by Dover Elevator Company
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JUSTICE ARCHITECTURE

Criminal Justice Architecture.

limited number of clients in the architectural
credentials to break into the specialized and highly active field of
An opportunity for architectural firms that lack the specific
Awards for Excellence in Design; available to a
profession as a consultant to participate with
design of projects in the Criminal Justice Field.

of over 75 correctional institutions - State,
County, City; Co-recipient of over 100 AIA
awards of cast-in-place concrete, with con­
ventional reinforcing bars as the pre­
dominant reinforcement. Deadline for
entries is Oct. 29. Contact: CRSI, 180
N. LaSalle St., Room 2110D, Chicago,
Ill. 60601.

William L. Porter, AIA, dean of the
school of architecture and planning at the
Massachusetts Institute of Technol­
ogy, will relinquish the deanship at the
end of the 1980 academic year, resuming
his duties in teaching in the school's
environmental design program.

More than 100 architects participated in
the third Olympic architects national ten­
nis championships during the AIA con­
vention in Kansas City. The affair is
sponsored annually by Olympic Stain.
Charles F. McAfee defeated Charles L.
Willis in the singles finale and then joined
with Marshall E. Purnell to take the
doubles. Beverly Twichell teamed with
Avis E. Halfinger to win the women's
doubles, and then with husband Seth
took the mixed doubles crown. Women's
Susie Graves.

The life and works of Thomas Ustick
Walter, architect of the U.S. Capitol
dome and wings and AIA's first vice
president and president from 1876-1886,
is the topic of a major exhibition at The
Athenaeum, 219 S. Sixth St., Philadel­
phia. The exhibition will run from Oct.
29 to Dec. 28.

The Preservation Society of Charleston,
S.C., will sponsor its annual fall house
and garden tours on Oct. 10, 11, 12, 13,
18, 19, 20, 26 and 27. Proceeds go
toward preserving the city's architectural
heritage. For information, contact:
Preservation Society, P.O. Box 521,
Charleston, S.C. 29402.

Houston will lead the nation in multi­
family housing starts this year, according
continued on page 126

CRIMINAL JUSTICE ARCHITECTURE

An opportunity for architectural firms that lack the specific
credentials to break into the specialized and highly active field of
Criminal Justice Architecture.

NATHANIEL CURTIS, F.A.I.A., Architect,
Designer, Project Architect or Principal in Charge
of over 75 correctional institutions — State,
County, City; Co-recipient of over 100 AIA
Awards for Excellence in Design; available to
a limited number of clients in the architectural
profession as a consultant to participate with
them in the marketing effort and/or conceptual
design of projects in the Criminal Justice Field.

NATHANIEL CURTIS, FAIA
3614 Magazine Street
New Orleans, Louisiana 70115
Telephone: (504) 899-5622
Telex: WUI (682) 1235 HWTCUW

ROLL/STOR™ File
organizes rolled documents economically.

Open the door to efficient roll filing at a fraction the
cost of all-steel units. Unique Roll/Stor tambour door
protects contents, while woodgrain styling fits any
decor. Corrugated fibreboard shell with high-impact
styrene and steel frame for added strength and
stackability. Comes fully assembled. See your local
supplier for complete details or use
coupon for your FREE catalog.
"Installing low pressure sodium provided a 70% saving in energy and related costs while meeting all our lighting requirements."

Dr. Paul Cavalli
Riverside General Hospital
Founder and President

"We compared the costs of mercury vapor and low pressure sodium for our new outdoor lighting installation," said Dr. Paul Cavalli, Founder and President of the Riverside General Hospital in Secaucus, New Jersey.

"The SOX installation required sixty-seven 135-watt lamps, while mercury vapor would have required fifty-two 400-watt and seventy 250-watt lamps to achieve the same lighting levels. Our decision to use SOX lamps has resulted in an annual operating cost saving of more than $6,000.

"Our SOX system is working well. According to our security people, the amber light has improved visibility for building surveillance and increased the effectiveness of our closed circuit television security system. In addition, it helps to identify the hospital for patients and emergency vehicles.

"From a management standpoint, our SOX lamp installation has clearly satisfied the requirements of operation, effectiveness and cost efficiencies."

To find out how Norelco SOX lamps can satisfy your lighting needs, and reduce your operating costs, contact Bill Attardi, Director of Marketing.

North American Philips Lighting Corporation
Bank Street, Hightstown, NJ 08520
(609) 448-4000
Briefs from page 124
to projections of the National Association
of Home Builders, achieving 29,300
units. Second place will go to Los An­
geles, with 26,000 units, it is predicted.

Charles H. Warner Jr., FAIA, a principal
in the New York City firm of Warner
Burns Toan Lunde, has been elected an
associate of the National Academy of
Design.

The National Association of Women in
Construction will install Arlean McPher­
sone of Fort Wayne, Ind., as its 24th
president.

“The Architectural Index for 1978” is
now available. It is a reference tool that
gives the user quick access to the con­
tensts of major design periodicals, includ­
ing the AIA JOURNAL. It is available for
$10.50 per copy from Architectural
Index, P.O. Box 1168, Boulder, Colo.
80306. Editor and publisher is Ervin J.
Bell, AIA.

Paul Thiry, FAIA, of Seattle has been
awarded an honorary doctor of arts de­
gree by Lewis & Clark College.

The Association of University Architects
has elected Clifton J. Marshall, AIA,
architect for the University of Kentucky,
as its president for 1979/80. At its recent
annual conference, AUA conferred upon
Bruce H. Jensen, AIA, its distinguished
service award, given annually to persons
"in recognition of a significant contribu­
tion in building and planning for higher
education." Jensen is architect for the
University of Utah.

The National Endowment for the Arts
has selected five American artists for the
fourth year of its U.S./United Kingdom
bicentennial exchange fellowship pro­
gram. Among the American winners is
Thomas McGrath, an architect from
Beverly Farms, Mass. Among the British
winners is architect Geoffrey Wigfall who
plans to study the use of timber on Ameri­
ca’s West Coast.

Kassell Slobodien, AIA, of Mamaroneck,
N.Y., is a winner in this year's interna­
tional Nikon photo contest. Slobodien’s
abstract color images were on display in
August at Nikon House in New York
City. He says he is not an architectural
photographer, but uses photography "as
an art expression."

The "new CIAM 1979," an international
congress of architects and planners, will
meet on Oct. 27-28 at Ryerson Poly­
technical Institute in Toronto. The theme
of the congress under the sponsorship of
the Congres International d’Architecture
Moderne (CIAM) will be "an integrated
architecture at the human level." The
session is open to students and professors
of architecture and planning, to profes­
ional architects and planners and to
scholars in general. For information con­
tact New CIAM 1979, 49 Alton Ave.
Toronto, Ontario M4L 2M3, Canada.

October 9 is the deadline for receipt of
nominations for the AIA/Association of
Collegiate Schools of Architecture fifth
annual award for excellence in architec­
tural education. Contact: Jeffrey M. Chus­
id, ACSA, 1735 New York Ave. N.W.,

Louis de Moll, FAIA, former president
of the Institute and current president of
the International Union of Architects,
his received an honorary fellowship from
the Hungarian Society of Architects, the
first U.S. architect to be so honored.

“Considering a Career in the Construc­
tion Industry” is a booklet recently pub­
lished by the National Association of
Women in Construction. Contact:
NAWIC, 2800 W. Lancaster, Fort Worth,
Tex. 76107. □

University of Petroleum and Minerals
Dhahran, Saudi Arabia

DEPARTMENT OF ARCHITECTURAL ENGINEERING

The Department of Architectural Engineering is involved in a
process of change through which it will become a component of
a College of Environmental Design, including Departments of
Architecture, Urban Design and Construction Management.
In the interim an Architectural Engineering Program is taught
and faculty is sought for this and future departments, commencing
with academic year 1980-81, starting 01 September, 1980.
Architect, Architect-planners, Architectural Engineers, and
Construction Managers with at least three years teaching and/or
practical experience are invited to apply for positions to teach
Design, Construction, Environmental Controls, Building and Cli­
mate and Construction Management. Candidates should possess
at least an M. Arch or M. C. P. Degree.

Minimum regular contract for two years, renewable. Competitive
salaries and allowances, air conditioned and furnished housing
provided. Free air transportation to and from Dhahran each
two-year tour. Attractive educational assistance grants for school­
age dependent children. All earned income without Saudi taxes.
Ten months duty each year with two months vacation paid and
possibility of participation in University’s ongoing Summer Pro­
gram with good additional compensation.

Apply with complete resume on academic and professional back­
ground, list of references, a complete list of publications with
clear indication of those papers published in referred professional
journals, research details, and with copies of transcripts, degrees,
including personal data such as family status (spouse’s name,
names of children, ages and sexes) home and office addresses,
telephone numbers to:

University of Petroleum and Minerals
2223 West Loop South, Suite 410
Houston, Texas 77027

Questions
About Your
Subscription
To insure fast service on inquiries con­
cerning your AIA JOURNAL subscription,
please include the address label from the
most recent issue received.

Change of
Address
Four weeks’ notice required for change of
address. Include address label from most
recent issue and new address in
formation in space provided below.

NEW SUBSCRIPTION
Please check here if you wish subscription
rate information.

Name______________________________
Address___________________________
City__________________________State___Zip_____
MAIL TO:
AIA JOURNAL
Circulation Dept.
1735 New York Ave., N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20006
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It's the new designer ceiling from Conwed. And it's beautiful. The deeply eroded pattern is completely registered for a truly monolithic look. The multidirectional sculptured design creates a radiating pattern which is visually intriguing from any angle or viewpoint. The warm ivory tone and subtle shadows produce a look that builds the elegance and strength of your best designs.

When you want beauty above all, you want Corona. From Conwed. Available in standard 12" x 12" concealed tiles and 2' x 2' reveal edge tiles or U.L. Time Design Fire Rated, all manufactured to assure excellent dimensional stability and acoustical control, as well as aesthetic appeal. For more information, write or call Conwed Corporation, Ceiling Products Division, 302 Minnesota Street, P.O. Box 43207, St. Paul, Minnesota 55164. Phone: (612) 221-1184.
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Columbia Lighting’s family of next generation luminaires—Form 4! Fluorescent lighting fixtures which provide architectural esthetics and utmost versatility. Available for prompt delivery. For additional information, contact your Columbia representative or write to us at the address below.
The Galaxy™ Suncontroller Blinds by Levolor.
A friend in high places.

There's nothing like a skylight or overhead window to add drama to an interior. But these glass surfaces create problems, too, like annoying glare and heat build up.

Such problems can be solved beautifully with Galaxy Suncontroller Blinds by Levolor.

Galaxy Suncontroller Blinds are specially designed for hard to reach and hard to fit glazings: vertical or inclined windows, horizontal skylights and greenhouse areas of almost any shape and degree of incline.

You can use the Galaxy system in solaria, covered malls and walkways, even the highest atria. Wherever you want to admit sunlight, but not glare and heat. Controls can be manual or motorized.

The Galaxy Suncontroller is available with any one of three different slat sizes: Galaxy 25mm (one inch), 50mm and 80mm, in a wide choice of colors.

If you'd like to shed more light on how to handle special situations, write:

Ask for Levolor's Architects' Manual.

LEVOLOR®
Made better. Looks better.
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